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A B ST R A C T

The goal of Experim ent E04-115 (the G° backward angle measurement) at Jef
ferson Lab is to investigate the contributions of strange quarks to the fundam ental
properties of the nucleon. The experiment measures parity-violating asymmetries
in elastic electron scattering off hydrogen and quasielastic electron scattering off
deuterium at backward angles at Q2 = 0.631 (G eV /c ) 2 and Q2 = 0.232 (G eV /c)2.
The backward angle measurement represents the second phase of the G° experi
ment. The first phase, Experim ent E00-006 (the G° forward angle experiment),
measured parity-violating asymmetries in elastic electron scattering off hydrogen at
forward angles over a Q2 range of 0.1-1.0 (G eV /c)2. The experiments used a polar
ized electron beam and unpolarized hydrogen and deuterium liquid targets. From
these measurements, along w ith the electromagnetic form factors, one can extract
the contribution of the strange quark to the proton’s charge and m agnetization dis
tributions.
This thesis represents a first measurement of a parity-violating asym m etry in
elastic electron scattering a t Q2 — 0.631 (G eV /c ) 2 off hydrogen at backward angles.
This work is based on d a ta obtained during the first part of the run, beginning
in March 2006 and ending in May 2006. During this period, a to tal of 15 C of
beam charge was accumulated. The to tal accumulated charge represents about
15% of the 110 C which was proposed for this Q2. The measured asym m etry is
A = (—47.4 ± 7.1 ± 5.9 ± 11.8) ppm, where the first uncertainty is due to statistics,
the second uncertainty is systematic, and the th ird uncertainty is associated with the
blinding factor. This result is consistent w ith a zero contribution from the strange
quarks. The helicity-correlated beam properties and slopes are under adequate
control for the final precision of the experiment.

xv
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CHAPTER 1
Theory

1.1

The Quark M odel
Prior to the 1960s, physicists believed th a t protons, neutrons, and electrons

were fundam ental particles. In 1964, two physicists, Murray Gell-Mann and George
Zweig, independently h it on the idea th a t the nucleon was a composite of even
more elementary particles, called quarks. The nucleon is a collective name for the
proton and neutron. The theory asserted th a t quarks come in three flavors, called up,

down, and strange, with spin

\h and electric charges |e ,

—|e , and —|e , respectively.

Corresponding to each quark is an antiquark, a particle with the opposite sign of
charge. According to this model, the proton is comprised of two up quarks and one
down quark. Conversely, the neutron is comprised of one up quark and two down
quarks. Composite particles made up of quarks are called hadrons.
A lthough Murray G ell-M ann conceived th e idea o f quarks, he did n ot think

such fractionally charged entities could exist. He believed th a t quarks had to be
“m athem atical” , a convenient rubric for organizing the growing zoo of hadrons. In
1964, he wrote that “a search for stable quarks of charge -1/3 or + 2 /3 . . . at the

1
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highest-energy accelerators would help to reassure us of the non-existence of real
quarks” [1]. The first evidence th a t quarks were not ju st hypothetical m athem atical
identities b u t indeed the true building blocks of m atter appeared in experiments
at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). These experiments were de
signed to measure electromagnetic structure functions of the proton and neutron
and involved firing a high-energy beam of electrons at a target of liquid hydrogen.
Much to the surprise of the experimenters, a large fraction of the electrons fired into
protons ricocheted off a t large angles, as if there were some small, hard center or
centers w ithin the proton. Bjorken and Richard Feynman proposed th a t the elec
trons m ight have bounced off tiny pits inside the protons, which Feynman dubbed
“partons.” To check parton ideas against other explanations, more detailed mea
surements were made at SLAC over the next five years. In 1973, when results of
the second-generation experiments were complete, everything seemed to be coming
up quarks. The numbers suggested th a t m atter in the proton is concentrated in
much smaller particles, the quarks. It was especially appealing th a t quarks should
be discovered using this technique as th e nucleus of the atom was discovered in the
same way, sixty years earlier.
There was a theoretical objection to the quark model, however. It violated the
Pauli exclusion principle, which states th a t no two particles with half-integer spin
can occupy the same state. For example, the A ++ baryon, which was supposed to
consist of three identical up quarks in the same state, was inconsistent w ith the Pauli
principle. In 1964, Oscar Greenberg proposed a solution th a t was later elaborated
by Fritzsch, Gell-Mann and Heinrich Leutwyler. They suggested th a t quarks carry a
new quantum number dubbed “color” and th a t colorless combinations of quarks are
the only stable states. This idea provided the basis for Q uantum chromodynamics
(QCD), the currently accepted m athem atical description of the strong interaction.
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1.2

Quantum Chrom odynam ics
QCD is the theory of the strong interaction, the fundam ental force th a t binds

quarks together to form hadrons. QCD was constructed in analogy to quantum
electrodynamics (QED), the quantum theory of the electromagnetic force. QED
describes interactions of light with m atter and those of charged particles w ith one
another. It rests on the idea th a t charged particles interact by em itting and absorb
ing photons.
In QED, there are two values for electric charge, positive and negative. To
explain the behavior of quarks in QCD, there are three different types of color
charge called red, green, and blue. Each color can occur as color or anticolor. All
observed particles are color-neutral objects. They are either leptons, particles with
no color charges inside them , or hadrons. Hadrons occur in one of two ways. In
baryons, the three quarks are each of a different color, and a combination of the
three colors produces a particle th a t is neutral. In mesons, the anticolor of the
antiquark neutralizes the color of the quark to produce a particle th a t is neutral.
In contrast to QED, where the photons exchanged are electrically neutral, the
gluons of QCD carry color charge. Consequently, gluons interact directly w ith each
other as well as w ith quarks. Gluons carry a m ixture of a color and an anticolor
of a different kind and can change one color charge into another. For example, if a
blue quark absorbs a gluon and becomes red, then the gluon carried one u nit of red
charge and one unit of antiblue charge.
The strength of the electron-photon interaction is characterized by the finestructure constant a =

The interaction of two charged particles occurs in a

series of processes of increasing complexity. In the simplest case, only one virtual
photon is exchanged. In a second-order process, two virtual photons are involved.
There are an infinite number of processes and for each level of complexity, a factor of
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decreases the contribution of the process. Thus, after a few levels the contribution
is negligible. QCD is remarkably resistant to this approach. The strength of the
interaction is param etrized by the strong coupling constant a s. The characteristic
feature of the strong interaction is th a t the strong coupling constant decreases as the
distance becomes smaller so th a t quarks are able to move freely w ithin the hadrons.
At distances an order of m agnitude smaller th a n 1 fm (the radius of the proton), the
strong coupling constant is effectively weak. In th a t limited regime, perturbation
theory works. B ut for larger distances where confinement is the dom inating process,
a s is effectively large.
A virtual photon is created during an interaction between two real particles or
during the decay of a real particle and is gone when the process is over. The dis
tinction between a real photon and a virtual photon is in the 4-momentum transfer.
A real photon has E = pc and Q2 = ( f r —p2) = 0. The energy of a virtual photon
is not related to its mom entum in the same way as for real photons. Instead, the
energy of the virtual photon is determ ined by conservation of energy and mom entum
applied to the reaction.

1.3

Strange Quarks in th e N ucleon

According to the Standard Model, there are a to tal of six quark flavors (up,
down, strange, charm, top, and bottom ) and eight species of gluons. The up and
down quarks are the lightest quarks and have approxim ately the same mass. The
strange quark is somewhat more massive than the up and down quarks. The charm,
bottom and top quarks, in order of increasing mass, are significantly more massive
than th a n the strange quark. Confinement of quarks implies th a t we cannot isolate
them to measure their masses in a direct way. The masses must be implied indirectly
from scattering experiments. As a result, quark mass makes sense only when one
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Quark
up
down
strange
charm
bottom
top

Mass
1.5-3 MeV
3-7 MeV
95 ± 25 MeV
1.25 ± 0.09 GeV
4.20 ± 0.07 GeV
174.2 ± 3.3 GeV

TABLE 1.1: Quark masses in the MS scheme [2J.
specifies exactly the procedure used to define it. The bare quark masses are given
in Table 1.1 and should be taken as indicative only.
In addition to the proton’s three resident quarks, there is a sea of virtual quark
antiquark pairs th a t constantly blink into and out of existence in the proton. These
pairs originate from the gluon via the fundam ental QCD vertex.

These ghostly

particles usually vanish in a tiny fraction of a second, but i t ’s possible th a t they
stay around long enough to influence the structure of the proton. A t low energies,
these pairs are expected to be made up predom inantly of up, down and strange
quarks. The heavier quarks are less likely to form since they are significantly more
massive. The up and down quarks in the sea are difficult to distinguish from the
valence up and down quarks. Thus, the strange quark provides a unique window on
the sea and lends itself to study.
The G° experiment seeks to determ ine the contribution of th e strange quark
to the charge and magnetic distributions w ithin the nucleon. The m otivation for
this lies in experimental evidence th a t suggests th a t strange quarks contribute to
other properties of the nucleon, including mom entum , mass and spin. Section 1.3.1
discusses the strange quark contribution to the nucleon’s momentum. The strange
quark contributions to the nucleon’s mass and spin are discussed in Sections 1.3.2
and 1.3.3, respectively.
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1.3.1

Strange Quark C ontribution to th e N u cleo n ’s M om en
tu m

The strange-quark contribution to the nucleon’s momentum is obtained by
studying deep inelastic lepton scattering. M easurements of deep inelastic lepton
scattering lead to a determ ination of the structure functions which describe aspects
of the quark structure of the nucleon. Structure functions are dependent on the
Bjorken scaling variable x = 2ffNl/, where Q2 is the 4-momentum transfer squared,
M n is the nucleon mass, and v is the energy transfer measured in the rest frame of
the target. The Bjorken scaling variable is dimensionless and is interpreted as the
mom entum fraction carried by the struck quark in the infinite m om entum frame
(q2 —>oo and v —►oo). The nucleon quark structure is described by the individual
Parton D istribution Functions u (x), u (x), d (x ), d(x), s (x ), s(z), etc., where the bar
indicates an antiquark. A quark structure function q(x) is the probability of finding
quark flavor q carrying a fraction x of the nucleon momentum.
The flavor structure can be accessed by using charged-current neutrino and
antineutrino interactions. Neutrinos are similar to the electron, w ith one crucial
difference: neutrinos do not carry electric charge. The neutrino has half-integer spin
and is therefore a fermion. Neutrino interactions can be reduced to two categories:
Charged Current, when they weakly interact through the exchange of a W ± boson to
form charged particles, and Neutral Current, when they produce uncharged particles
through the weak exchange of Z° particles. Neutrinos can interact w ith d and s
quarks by raising their charge and producing a negative lepton. For example, the
muon neutrino can interact w ith the down quark as described by

+ d —»• n~ + u.

Similarly, the muon neutrino can interact w ith the strange quark as described by
vn + s —» ji~ + c. The charmed quarks produced by the strange quarks can decay
semileptonically yielding /j,+s. Hence, in

interactions with strange quarks, one
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observes pT pff pairs. Similarly, antineutrinos will produce y +p~ pairs from s quarks.
By this process, measurements of s(:r) and s(rr) have been made. The results of
these experiments are shown in Figure 1.1. They indicate th a t s(x) and s(x) are
significant a t low x < 0 .1 and th a t s(x) and s(x) each carry about 2 % of the
nucleon momentum.

.20

.15

.10

.05

.00
10

K).-2

10

" ’

10°

x

FIG. 1.1:
Measured values o fx s ( x ) versus x from deep inelastic neutrino scattering [3]. There
is no significant difference between s(x) and s(x) so this analysis assumed they were
equal.

1.3.2

Strange Quark C ontributions to th e N u cleo n ’s M ass

The mass of the nucleon is given by the m atrix element
M n = {N \H \N ),

(1.1)

where TL is the QCD Ham iltonian of a nucleon, and |N ) is the inital and final state
of the nucleon. The contribution of the up and down quarks to the mass of the
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nucleon is given by
d = m (N \u u + dd\N ),

( 1 .2 )

where m = mu+m<i is the average of the light quarks. Similarly, the contribution of
the strange quark to the mass of the nucleon is given by the m atrix element
a s = m s(N \ss\N ),

(1.3)

where m s is the mass of the strange quark. It follows th a t the strangeness content
of the nucleon’s mass is

*

_2<JV N A 0_
{JV|mi + dd\N)

'

1

The strange quark term as cannot at present be determ ined directly from either
experiment or theory. However, two constraints on m s arising from measurement
are available. The first constraint is a result of hyperon mass splitting due to the
SU(3) flavor sym m etry breaking effect [4]
\.{rh — m s) {N \uu + dd — 2ss|IV) = MA —M=,
O
where

(1.5)

and Ms are the masses of A and H hyperons respectively. A hyperon is

a baryon w ith non-zero strangeness. Strangeness 5 is a quantum num ber defined
as the number of strange anti-quarks s minus the number of strange quarks s in a
particle. All hyperons have half-integer spin and are composed of three quarks, at
least one of which is a strange quark. The A hyperon is composed of an up, down
and strange quark while a E hyperon is composed of a down and two strange quarks.
Substituting Equation 1.4 into Equation 1.5 yields

i ( l - ^ ) ( l —S,)<j = MA - Af e .

(1.6)

Taking the canonical ratio th a t m s/ m ~ 26 [5] and assuming the strange m atrix
element is zero (y = 0) gives d ~ 25 MeV.

After accounting for higher order

corrections, d ~ 35 MeV [6 ].
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A second constraint comes from the 7t — N “sigma term ” ,

at the Cheng-

Daschen point. The Cheng-Daschen point is unphysical (s = M j,. t = m l) so it is
necessary to extrapolate it to t = 0 using dispersion relations. According to these
calculations, a ~ 45 MeV [6 ]. If the strange quark does not contribute to the scalar
m atrix element (y = 0 ), then a as obtained via the two approaches should agree.
The discrepancy between 35 and 45 MeV implies a 20% strange sea quark content
(y ~ 0.2) in the proton. The uncertainty of this result is large due to a num ber of
factors: experimental uncertainties of the tt — N data, the extrapolation of the d ata
to the physical region, and the uncertainty in the quark mass ratio m s/m .

1.3.3

Strange Quark C ontributions to th e N u cleo n ’s Spin

The strange-quark contribution to the nucleon spin is obtained by studying
spin-dependent deep inelastic lepton scattering. The inclusive scattering of a charged
lepton from a nucleon is described by four structure functions: F\, F 2, g\, and g2.
The gi(x) structure function is the vector sum of the quark polarizations, weighted
by the charge of th a t flavor quark
9i(x) =

(1.7)

where
A q{x)

- [q+(x] - q~(x) +q+(x)-q _ (a:)] .

(1.8)

The supersript + ( —) corresponds to the spin of the quark being aligned (anti
aligned) with the spin of the nucleon.

The to tal spin carried by the quarks is

the first moment of the g\ (r) structure function
l

ri =

J

gi{x)dx.

o
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Ignoring the heavy quarks, th e proton first moment is

(iio)

where A q is now the integral of A q. Combining this inform ation w ith the isovector
axial m atrix element (known from neutron b eta decay [2 ])
G a (Q 2 = 0 ) = A u - A d = 1.2601 ± 0.0025,

( 1 .1 1 )

and the octet com bination (known from hyperon b eta decay [8 ])
a 8 = (A u + A d - 2 A s) = -0 .6 0 ± 0 . 1 2 ,

(1 .1 2 )

yields values for the individual quark flavor components Au, Ad, and A s. In neutron
b eta decay, the weak interaction converts a neutron into a proton while em itting an
electron and an anti-neutrino n° —>p + + e~ + ve. At the fundam ental level, this is
due to the conversion of a down quark to an up quark by emission of a W boson.
Hyperon b eta decay is an SU(3) sym m etry reflection of the neutron b eta decay (e.g.
a quark transition of u ss to uus instead of udd to u u d ).
According to a recent result [9,10], the fraction of the nucleon spin carried by
quark spins is
A u + A d + A s = 0.20 ± 0 .1 0 .

(1.13)

In other words, 20% of the nucleon’s spin is carried by the quark spins. The re
maining 80% is expected to come from the orbital angular m om enta of th e quarks,
as well as the spins and orbital angular m om enta of the gluons.
According to recent analyses [9,10], the contribution of strange quarks to the
nucleon’s spin is given
A s ~ —0.1 ± 0.1.
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Although this number is small, the central value is significant compared to the to tal
spin carried by the quark spins. Regardless, there is high uncertainty associated
with this number. Concerns about SU(3) breaking, extrapolation of the d a ta to
x = 0 to form the integral in Equation 1.10, and uncertainties in the Q2 evolution
of the structure functions all contribute to reduced confidence.
A dditional inform ation on the spin alignment of the quarks w ith respect to the
nucleon spin comes from results obtained from the HERMES experiment at DESY’s
HERA electron-proton collider in Hamburg, Germany. The HERMES spectrom e
ter detects electrons scattered from a polarized nucleon target and determines the
energy and the angle through which the electrons are deflected. By comparing the
distribution of scattered electrons for different polarization states of the beam and
the taxget, inform ation about the spin of the proton can be deduced. During its
first run, HERMES provided the first separate determ inations of the polarizations
of the up, down and strange sea quarks. The d a ta reveal th a t while the spins of the
up valence quarks point in the same direction as the overall nucleon spin, the down
valence quarks carry a spin pointing in the opposite direction. The polarizations of
the sea quarks are all consistent w ith zero [11], Figure 1.2 shows the spin alignment
of the strange quark as a function of Bjorken x.

1.4

Electrom agnetic Interaction

We have discussed the strange quark contribution to several experimental ob
servables. To determ ine the contribution of the strange quark to the charge and
magnetic distributions w ithin the nucleon, it is necessary to develop some formalism.
The lowest-order am plitude for electron-nucleon scattering via the electromagnetic
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FIG. 1 .2 :
The spin alignment of the strange quarks at (Q2) = 2.5 GeV2, as a function of
Bjorken x. The error bars are statistical and the error bands are systematic [11].
interaction is given by
A ttcl

TP JP

(1.15)

q2 J e Jn->
where J% is the electron transition current
= u^u.

(1.16)

The term s u and u' are the Dirac 4-component spinors th a t describe the initial and
final electron, respectively, and

is the Dirac gam m a m atrix. The proton, being

an extended spin- 1 / 2 particle, yields a more complex transition current

(<72) 7* +

( q2)

u(p),

(1.17)

where p and p' are the initial and final 4-momenta of the proton, M p is the mass
of the proton, a

= \ [7 #i, 7 I/], and k is the anomalous magnetic moment. The

anomalous magnetic moment is the difference between the observed gyromagnetic
ratio of the electron and the value of exactly two predicted by D irac’s theory of
the electron. F ]p(q2) and F ]p(q2) are the proton Dirac and Pauli electromagnetic
form factors, respectively, which are functions of the squared mom entum transfer.
We also use the Sachs form factors, which are linear combinations of the Dirac and
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Pauli form factors

G* = ^

d - 1*)

n, + «^ v

o s ,=

(i-i9)

G ^ is the proton electric form factor and GP
M is the proton magnetic form factor. In
contrast to the Dirac and Pauli form factors, the Sachs’ form factors have physical
interpretations. In electron scattering, it is common practice to use the inverse of
the four-momentum transfer squared Q2 = —q2 > 0. In the lim it Q 2 = 0, we have
G pe (Q2 = 0 ) = 1

Gpm (Q2 = 0 ) = iip

G% (Q2 = 0 ) = 0

( 1 .2 0 )

GnM (Q2 = 0 ) = /i„,

( 1 .2 1 )

where fip is the p roton’s magnetic moment and /in is the neutron’s magnetic moment.
The electric and magnetic form factors are the Fourier transforms of the charge and
m agnetization radial distributions p^g (r) and pmag (r), respectively, of the nucleon
in the Breit frame. The Breit (or “brick wall” ) frame is a special Lorentz frame in
which there is no transfer of energy. In the case of elastic electron-nucleon scattering,
the Breit frame is the center-of-mass frame of the electron-nucleon system.
In the non-relativistic limit, the nucleon electric form factor is related to the
root-m ean-square (rms) charge radius of the nucleon
dGE (Q2)
dQ 2

(r2)
Q 2= 0

(1.22)

6

with the condition th a t GE(Q2 = 0 ) = 1 for the proton and 0 for the neutron. The
nucleon magnetic form factor is related to the root-mean-square (rms) magnetic
radius of the nucleon
dGM (Q2)
dQ2

=
Q 2= 0

(r2)
0
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1.5

Weak N eutral Interaction

The am plitude for electron-proton scattering via the weak neutral interaction
is given by

M ‘ = % jZ rjZ ’'

(L24)

where G f is the charged weak coupling constant
Gf =

r- n
^------,
4\f2M ^y sin 9W

(1.25)

M w is the W boson mass, and 9w is the weak mixing angle. The weak mixing angle
is related to the neutral (Z) and charged (W) boson masses by the relation
Mw
cos 6W = — —.
Mz

.
.
(1.26)

The neutral current for the proton is
/t

n u

+ * 2M

where G f is the weak axial form factor, and

-

u,

+

(1.27)

and F2Z are the weak neutral form

factors and are analogous to the electromagnetic form factors F

and

and can

be similarly combined the give G f and G f). The neutral current for the electron is
J f* =
where the weak axial charges

( g v Y ~ 5^7^75) u,

(1.28)

and weak vector charges gy for the individual quark

flavors are given in Table 1.2.

1.6

Weak A xial Form Factors

The weak axial form factors can be expressed as a sum of the individual quark
flavor form factors, weighted by the weak axial charge of th a t flavor quark
GZ
/ = guAGu/ + gdAG f + gsAG sf
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<?7
-1

e

2
3
1

u
d
s

3
1

3

9v
—1 ( l —4 sin 2 6w)
1 — I sin 2 6w
—1 + 1 sin 2 9w
—1 + |s i n 2 0 w

9a
+1

-1
+1
+1

TABLE 1.2: Electroweak couplings of charged fundam ental particles.
G T = 9 au Gu/ 1+ 9dAG f + gsAG T -

(1-30)

The weak axial form factors can also be expressed as a sum of an isovector GA=1,
isoscalar GA, and strange G SA components
G z/

= Q ta =1'pG ta =1’p + Q A=0’pG iA )'p + Q °/G s/ ,

(1-31)

where
GT
A l'p = Gu/ - Gdf ,

(1.32)

and
G f'p =

( G Y + GdY - 2 Gsf ) ■

(1-33)

The isovector, isoscalar, and strange components in Equation 1.31 are weighted by
linear combinations of the axial charges
q™

* = \ (« r - sa )

QT'r = Js(97 + sf)
Qf-’ = s7 + s f + s71.7

(i-34)

Vector Form Factors

Analogous to the weak axial form factor, the charge and m agnetization form
factors of the nucleon associated w ith 7 exchange can be expressed in term s of
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quark-flavor dependent form factors as
(1.35)

(1.36)
These are a sum of the individual quark flavor form factors, weighted by the elec
trom agnetic charge of th a t flavor quark. Here, we assume th a t the charm, bottom ,
and top quark contributions are negligible. Similarly, the neutral weak form factors
can be expressed as a sum of the individual quark flavor form factors. In this case,
the form factors are weighted by the weak vector charge of th a t flavor quark
(1.37)

(1.38)
If we assume charge symmetry, then interchanging up and down quarks will
transform a neutron into a proton and vice versa. In this language,

E ,M —

1

(1.39)

(1.40)

(1.41)
Making the above substitutions, Equation 1.36 becomes
(1.42)
and Equation 1.37 can be w ritten
(1.43)
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Equations 1.35 and 1.42 can be combined to eliminate
G e ,m =

yielding

+ GE>M + G"EPM.

(1-44)

Similarly, Equations 1.35 and 1.42 can be combined to eliminate GdEpM, yielding
G e Pm = G'e :M + G se m + 2G~EPM.

(1-45)

Substituting Equations 1.44 and 1.45 into Equation 1.43 gives
/

__ Ep s-n-p

E ,M

i

~ fy t'E M

.

t(0)/o7,s

+ S v ^ E M + SV t j E , M i

I 1 -4 ®]

where
£v

=

^9 v +

=

2 gy

=

9v + 9v + 9v-

+ gy
(1-47)

Proceeding in the same way for the neutron, one gets

GEz ,n
,M

Cn rWJP
\C V r^l-,n
I t(°)/^<7>s
— i v ^ E ^ + $ V U E , M + SV ^ * E , M ‘

(1 ,lo\

I1'4 8 !

Equations 1.46 and 1.48 are key results. They show how the neutral weak form
factors are related to the electromagnetic form factors plus a contribution from the
strange form factor. Thus measurement of the neutral weak form factor will allow
(after combination with the electromagnetic form factors determ ined from other
experiments) determ ination of the strange form factor of interest.
The physical interpretation of the Fourier transform GE (Q2) of the strange
charge distribution ps(r) in the proton is the am ount of variation in ps(r). The
strange charge distribution ps(r) is the average difference in radial distance to the
center of the proton between strange and anti-strange quarks. It is plausible th a t
the strange charge distribution is non-zero. For example, in a simple model, the
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proton can fluctuate into a neutron n and a positive pion 7r+. Similarly, the proton
can fluctuate into a positive kaon k + and a neutral lam bda A0. The k + is a meson
composed of an up quark and an anti-strange quark while the A0 is a baryon com
posed of an up quark, down quark, and strange quark. Since the rest mass of the A0
is about three times more massive th a n the rest mass of the k +, the proton’s center
of mass is closer to the A0 th an the k +. In this simple model, one might expect th a t
the radial distance of the stange quark to the center of the proton is smaller than
the radial distance of the anti-strange quark to the center of the proton.
As an aside, the G° form factor (which gave the present experiment its name)
can be defined as the difference between the electric form factor of the proton as
sociated

w ith the electromagnetic interaction and the electric neutral

weak form

factor
G0/ = (2 - 4 sin 2 9W) G™ - 4Gp/ .

(1.49)

It is also the average of the up, down, and strange quark distributions w ith the
proton (i.e. it is the SU(3) singlet form factor)
G °/ = ^ ( g U
e P + Gd* + G s/ ) .
G

1.8

(1.50)

can be similarly defined.

Energy-M om entum 4-vector Transfer Squared
Up to this point, multiple references to the energy-momentum 4-vector trans

fer squared have been made. This section defines the energy-momentum 4-vector
transfer squared. Consider the elastic collision
&

b —^ c T d,
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where a is the electron projectile, b is the stationary target proton, c is the scattered
electron and d, is the scattered proton. The energy-momentum 4-vectors are
p£ = (Ea,p a)
p% = (E b,p b)
Pc =

(E c ,P c )

P% = (Ed,p d) .

(1.52)

According to the conservation of energy and momentum,
(1.53)
and
E a — E c = Ed — E b.

(1-54)

For an elastic scattering process, the energy-momentum 4-vector transfer squared
between the incident and emergent electron is invariant, with a value of
Q2 =

(P c -P a )2 - ( E C- E af

= (pi - E l) + (pi - E l) - 2pcpa
=

- 2 m 2 - 1pcPa cos 9 + 2E cE a

~

2E cE a (1 —cos 6)

+ 2EcE a

~ 4E cE a sin 2 0/2,

(1.55)

where 6 is the angle between the initial and final mom entum in the lab frame and
we make the approxim ation th a t m < p .
We can also express the energy-momentum 4-vector transfer squared in
of the stationary

target proton and scattered proton.

momentum 4-vector transfer in the process, we define
oj

term s

To indicate the energy= (w, q), where

= E d - E b = E d - m 2b
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and
Q = Pd~Pb-

(1-57)

Talcing the square of Equation 1.57 gives
q2 = p 2d = E 2 - m 2

(1.58)

since b is stationary and has zero momentum. Solving Equation 1.58 for Ed yields
E d = \Jq 2 + m d2.

(1.59)

Substituting Equation 1.59 into Equation 1.56 gives
uj

= \Jq2 + m 2d — rnb-

(1.60)

Solving Equation 1.60 for Q2 = q2 — u 2 yields
Q2 = 2 m bu .

1.9

(1-61)

Elastic Parity-V iolating Electron N eutron Scat
tering

1.9.1

P arity-V iolating A sym m etry

Elastic scattering of an electron, e, from a nucleon,

N , isdescribed to lowest

order by the Feynman diagrams in Figure 1.3. The scattering isdescribed by the
interference of two interactions, electromagnetic and neutral weak. The electromag
netic interaction is mediated by a photon, 7 , while the neutral weak interaction is
mediated by a neutral weak vector boson, Z°.
The weak force, being a mixed vector and axial-vector interaction, does not
conserve parity. The difference between axial vectors and vectors is the effect of an
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FIG. 1.3: An electron e scatters from a nucleon N , exchanging a virtual photon 7, left,
and a neutral weak boson Z °, right.

inversion of the coordinate system (parity transform ation) on their coordinates; i.e.,
x —> —x

(1.62)

V -> ~ y

(1-63)

-»• - 2 .

(1.64)

2

Under this inversion, an ordinary vector V is transform ed into its negative, whereas
the coordinates of an axial vector A axe unchanged by the inversion; i.e.,
V -* -V

(1.65)

A -* A .

( 1 .6 6 )

In other words, an axial vector behaves like a vector except th a t it is invariant under
the inversion of its coordinate axes.
A parity transform ation produces the same effect as looking into a mirror.
It reverses the travel direction of a spinning object approaching the m irror w ithout
reversing the direction of rotation. For example, a right-handed object will produce a
mirror-image counterpart th a t is left-handed. By definition, a right-handed particle
is one th a t rotates in the direction of the fingers of the right hand while traveling in
the direction of the thum b. Similarly, a left-handed particle rotates in the opposite
direction. According to parity conservation, left- and right-handed particles have
identical interaction rates.
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To be parity-violating, the Z° exchange m ust involve either V (e) x A (N ) or
A (e) x V (N ) coupling, where V represents weak vector coupling and A represents
weak axial coupling. The weak vector coupling of the electron is suppressed because
1 — 4 sin 2 9w — 0.074 <C 1 (see Table 1.2). Consequently, parity-violating electron
scattering is most sensitive to the case where the weak axial coupling is to the
electron and the weak hadronic interaction is vector in character.
The scattering am plitude of an electron-proton interaction, associated with
Figure 1.3 is

M = M^ + Mz,

(1.67)

where A47 is the electromagnetic interaction am plitude and A i z is the weak inter
action am plitude. The term M .z is often neglected since it is roughly 105 times
smaller th an M .1 at Q 2 ~ 1 GeV2. The cross section is proportional to the square
of the scattering am plitude
\M \

|2

=

\M 1 + M lzz

=

( M * + i M ° + M § + i M cz ) (.M * - i M ° + M § - i M cz )

=

|M 7 12 + \M , |2 + 2 M * M % + 2 M c7M c
z

=

|A47 |2 +

=

|A47 |2 + \M Z\2 + 2 Re [ ( M $ { M z )}

=

|A47 12 + \M Z|2 + 2 Re [(A47) {M*z ) \ .

\M Z\2 +

2 Re

(.M * - i M ° ) ( M § - i M cz )

( 1 .6 8 )

Similarly, the term |A 4z |2 is negligible. The electromagnetic interaction conserves
parity and hence its scattering am plitude A47 is a vector interaction. Since the
weak interaction violates parity, its scattering am plitude M .z has both vector and
axial-vector pieces. It is proportional to the difference between a vector and an axial
vector, V —A. The cross term in Equation 1.68 is therefore a sum of a vector-vector
cross-product and a vector-axial-vector cross-product. The cross-product of two
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vectors is an axial-vector while the cross-product of a vector and an axial-vector is
a vector. So the cross term is proportional to the difference between a vector and
an axial-vector. In the m irror experiment, the vector in the cross term will change
signs b u t the axial-vector will not. Therefore, because the weak interaction violates
parity, the cross term in Equation 1.68 will be different in the m irror experiment. In
parity-violating electron scattering, the m irror measurement is made by reversing
the beam helicity. The cross term can be determ ined experimentally by comparing
the cross sections of the polarized electron beam w ith positive and negative helicities.
An asymmetry, A , can be formed by taking the difference over the sum of the helicity
dependent scattering cross sections
A =

(1.69)

&R + &L

where or and aL are the right-handed and left-handed helicity dependent scattering
cross sections, respectively. In term s of scattering amplitudes, the asym m etry can
be w ritten as
_

1A

4 7

+

A

4

z | f l

\M

.~ t

+

M

. z

\l

^

\M 1 + M Z\ \ + \ M 1 + M z \ \ ~

|A47 |2 '

S ubstituting Equations 1.15 and 1.24 in Equation 1.70 yields
( '- G r Q 2\ e G r G l J + r G S , G 5 * - l ( l - 4 Sin2M £ ' G S ' G j I
U V W

+ ( G if )2

’

1

’

where e is the longitudinal polarization of the virtual photon
1_
1 + 2 (1 + r ) ta n 2

e' =

v M 1 + t ) ( 1 “ e2).

T =
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x = p ,n represents a proton p or a neutron n, and 0 is the laboratory electron
scattering angle. Equation 1.71 can be w ritten in a more compact form
(1.75)
where

47to;\/2

(1.76)

(1.77)

(1.78)

A A = - ^ ( l - 4 s i n 2 9w ) e ' G j f G f x

(1.79)

(1.80)
The term Ao gives the scale of the asymmetry. The quantities A E, A M. and A a are
term s th a t contain cross products of electromagnetic and weak form factors of the
proton.
Three independent measurements are needed for a complete determ ination of
the three weak form factors GE’X. G f f , and G ^’x at a given Q2. This can be
achieved by varying the kinematical variables e and e' a t a fixed Q2. In very forward
scattering, 6 -» 0. Consequently, e —> 1 and e1 —> 0 . The asym m etry is sensitive to
the combination A e + A m - The axial contribution is suppressed. In very backward
scattering, 9 —> ir. Consequently, e —>• 0 and e' —> a / t (1 + r) . The asymm etry
is sensitive to the combination A M + A a - The electric contribution is suppressed.
Alternately, the use of targets w ith different Z can allow a means to separate the
form factors.
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1.9.2

H igher Order Effects

The parity-violating asymm etry in Equation 1.71 corresponds to the lowest
order (tree level) contribution in perturbation theory. The evaluation of higher order
corrections is called the radiative correction. The radiative correction of the parityviolating asym m etry is composed of three contributions: heavy quark contributions,
one-quark and m ultiple-quark electroweak radiative corrections.
Heavy quark contributions refer to contributions of the charm, bottom , and top
quarks. This contribution is less th an 10- 2 [12] and is therefore neglected.
One-quark corrections refer to higher-order corrections to the scattering in
which only a single quark is involved. Two representative higher-order one-quark
diagrams are shown in Figure 1.4. Figure 1.4(a) is the 7 — Z ° mixing diagram in
which a Z° and 7 couple to a qq loop. Figure 1.4(b) is the 7 — Z° box diagram.

VWWv
r

V

c

.V

FIG. 1.4:
Higher-order one-quark diagrams, (a) is the 7 — Z° mixing diagram in which a Z°
and 7 couple to a qq loop, (b) is the 7 — Z° box diagram.

The multiple-quark or “anapole” correction involves an exchange of a photon
with multiple quarks inside a nucleon interacting weakly. This produces an ad
ditional parity-violating term called the “anapole moment” . Two representative
processes are shown in Figure 1.5.
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FIG. 1.5:
Higher-order multiple-quark diagrams.

One-quark Correction
Using Equation 1.46 in Equation 1.71, the electron-proton parity-violating
asymm etry becomes

A &) =

-

n
G f Q2 I r, . m eG™cr<* + T G ]fc rM
-rJr- & +
4V27TO
e(GY)2+ r(Gjf)2 )
G f Q 2 ao)

*& £

^

e(GP/)2+r(G]f)2 E
G fQ 2 ao)
t G"m
r ,s
4y/2 ira tv e { G T /f + r (G T * f M

+

G f Q 2 (Q) ( 1 - 4 sin 2 9W) e'G™
4 y fa a * v

e (<%*)’ + t ( G Z ? ) 2

A’

(

j

where G e® represents the radiatively corrected axial form factor.
It can also be w ritten as a function of R param eters
A (ep) =

-

( 1 - 4 sin 2 0W) (1 + R ^ )

+
+

n i r>nA ^ Y G T + r G ^ c r ^ )

+
+

47rav^
e(Gin2+ r(G]f)2
G f Q2 g , D(o)\ ( e c r / c n / + TcrJf c r Jf )
( \ + r {0A
4 i r a V 2 \ + K v ) e{G ™ )2 + r { G ™ f
2
Jrn&ne-F
------- 1= ( l —4 sin 2 9W) -------- tJA— - ------ ^
4 7 ra \/2
e (G™) + r {G]f)
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where
(°)
R■
v

=
— ~ (l + £v)

Ffy =

- ( 1 + ft)

Wy
v

7 -------^

=

„
N- 1
(l —4 sin 6w)

(1.83)

and
Gef = -

(1

+ R ta =1) Gta =1 + V 3 R l=0G f + ( l + i ^ ) G \.

(1.84)

It is convenient to write Equation 1.82 in the following form
A (ep) =

(1 _ 4 sin2 &w) (1 + R v)

-

^ ^ 2

+

GfQ2 n i nnA ^ / ^ + r G r j G j ^ )

+

Ana\[2
v) e (G^ ) 2 + r (G ]f )2
GFQ2 /
(0)V
(G Y + yGl*)
AnaV2 \ + v )
E e (G™)2 + r (G™)2
Jrn&r<eJ>
-= ( l — 4 sin 2 0w) --------- tM — -------------------- (1.85)
Anay/2, K
w) e (G™)2 + r (G ]f f
K ’

where
r G 7,p
n = lc ^ '

^ ' 86^

Similarly, using Equation 1.48 in Equation 1.71, the electron-neutron parity-violating
asymm etry becomes
A (eh) =

,

+

G pG - ( 1 - 4 sin2 9W) (1 + R y )
Ana y 2
G f Q> n , n n A e G Y G r + T G ™ G ] f )
_ (1 + i?v)
o
o
Ana\[2
v) e (G7’n)2 + r (G™ f
G f Q2 G , R(o)\ ( € ( ? » € & + r C g r c t f )
A n a V 2 \ + v ) e (G jn)2 + r (G^*)2
n
J r'7'nn e-'n
± F Q , 1 _ 4 ^ n2d \
Ga------A na^K
; e(G7’")2 + r ( G 7f ) 2

V

'

The numerical values of the one-quark axial and vector electroweak radiative cor
rection param eters are listed in Table 1.3.
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R param eter

Value

-0.045(3)
- 0 .0 1 2 (2 )
- 0 .0 1 2 (2 )
& A 1 -0.173(3)
DT=0 -0.253(2)
ka
-0.552(5)
<
K
on
Lly
d (°)
IXy

TABLE 1.3: One-quark vector electroweak radiative correction param eters [13].

The

numbers in parentheses are errors.

M ulti-quark correction
This section provides a brief summary of multi-quark effects to the electromag
netic am plitude [38]. The contribution of m ulti-quark effects to the electromagnetic
am plitude is the addition of an anapole term to the proton transition current. The
m atrix element of the to tal current is
A<tts\/
M-y + M “napole = - i — ulu u (J p + J ™ ie) ,
where JjJ is defined in Equation 1.17 and

J “naP°le

(1.88)

is the anapole current. The inter

ference between these two am plitudes produces an additional asymm etry A anapole.
The to tal asymm etry is then the sum of the one-quark asymm etry given in Equation
1.82 and the anapole asymm etry
quark _|_ j^anapde

^ gg^

The anapole current can be w ritten as
ja n a p o le = £

^ p a n a p c le

+ ^ p a n a p o le

^

^ 2 y i _ ^ p ) ^

^

( i.g f l)

where x = p ,n represents a proton p or a neutron n, ux and ux>are the Dirac spinors
for the nucleon in the entrance and exit channel respectively, and as and av are the
scalar and vector contributions to the anapole moment respectively. F sanapoie (Q2)
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R param eter
t>T= 1
Ka

Value

o
II
fit?

-0.087(0.35)
0.015(0.20)

TABLE 1.4: Multi-quark axial electroweak radiative correction param eters [14]-

and Fynapole (Q2) are scalar and vector anapole form factors, where
jpanapole ^q 2 _

_ panapole ^q 2 _ gj

(1-91)

The JC coefficient is a numerical constant which allows one to normalize the different
theoretical calculations according to the lagrangians used. The anapole asymm etry
is
A^

.

/ G T * (a sF “napole(Q2) + avF*napole(Q2)T3(x)^
= _ 2K Q 2
V
L,
e ( Gr ) 2 + r ( G ] f ) 2

(1-92)

where

(1.93)

The numerical values of the m ulti-quark axial electroweak radiative correction
param eters are listed in Table 1.4.

1.10

Unpolarized Electron Scattering

The electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon GP
^ M are im portant quantities
to us since they are necessary to extract G*E M. The proton electric and magnetic
form factors have been studied extensively in the past from unpolarized electronproton elastic scattering using the Rosenbluth separation technique [39]. The neu
tron electric and magnetic form factors have been deduced from unpolarized elastic
and quasielastic electron-deuteron scattering, respectively [39].
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1.10.1

E lastic E lectron -P roton Scattering

The differential cross-section for electron-neutron scattering, in term s of the
electric and magnetic form factors, is given by the Rosenbluth formula
da
dCl

( da
\ dfl / Mott

(1.94)

where a ^ is the M ott cross section describing the scattering from a pointlike target.
The essential feature is th a t
W
{dn)

(d a \
Vd ( l ) M o tt

= A (Q 2) + B (Q 2)> ta n 2

a

o'

(1.95)

If one plots the cross-section versus tan | for different incident m om enta and differ
ent scattering angles, such th a t Q 2 remains fixed, a linear dependence is obtained.
Information about (GP
E ) 2 and (GP
M)2 can be obtained from the slope and intercept of
the curve. This is called the Rosenbluth technique. In the low Q 2 region, the (GP
E )2
term dom inates the cross section (since r is directly proportional to Q2). Conversely,
the (G pm ) 2 term dominates the cross section in the high Q2 region. Therefore, the

determination of GP
B at high Q 2 and GP
M at low Q2 is difficult. Recent world data
on the proton magnetic and electric form factors is shown in Figure 1.6. The d ata
qP
qP
/
\ ^
are presented as ^ and
where GB = ( 1 + 0 71 Mev2 )
the standard dipole
param eterization. The d a ta are plotted as a function of Q2.

1.10.2

E lectron -D euteron Scattering

Less is known about the neutron electromagnetic structure because free neutron
targets do not exist. Therefore, the neutron electric and magnetic form factors are
known w ith much less precision than the proton electric and magnetic form factors.
In th e past, they have been deduced from both elastic and quasielastic electrondeuteron scattering [39]. A nother difficulty is th a t the net charge of the neutron is
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0.9

n

8 *¥

^ 0 .8

0.7
1.4
a 1.2
•fc 1 .0

0.8
0 .6

*=r

FIG. 1.6:
Recent world data on the proton magnetic and electric form factors [18]. The black
circles represent a global analysis by J. Arrington [15], the blue squares correspond
to I. A. Qattan [16], and the pink “x ”s correspond to Sill [17]. The line is a fit to all
data.
zero. In other words, the neutron electric form factor is much smaller th an its mag
netic form factor. Consequently, the magnetic p art of the contribution dominates
the cross section. This makes it difficult to extract G*] from the unpolarized cross
section using nuclear targets.

E lastic E lectron-D euteron Scattering
The differential cross-section for unpolarized elastic electron-deuteron scatter
ing takes the form of Equation 1.95, where A (Q 2) and B (Q 2) are structure func
tions which can be separated by the Rosenbluth technique. The deuteron is a spin-1
nucleus and it requires three form factors to characterize its charge and magnetiza
tion distributions: F c(Q 2), F q ( Q 2), and FM(Q2). They are the charge monopole,
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black square
green triangle
red triangle
blue “x”
blue diamond
pink star
black circle

C. Herberg [23]
I. Passchier [24]
R. Madey [25]
Schiavilla and Sick [26]
J. Golak [27]
D.I.Glazier [28]
G. W arren [29]

D(e,e’n)p - recoil polarization
D(e,e’n)p - polarized target (exclusive)
D(e,e’n)p - recoil polarization
theory from deuteron form factors
3He(e,e’n) - polarized target (exclusive)
D(e,e’n)p - recoil polarization
D(e,e’n)p - polarized target (exclusive)

TABLE 1.5:
Contributors to recent world data on the electric fo rm factor o f the neutron.
quadrupole and the magnetic dipole form factors, respectively. In term s of the three
form factors, the structure functions are
A (Q 2) = F'MQ-t + \ S F i m

+ Ir F ilQ -)

B m = \r ( \+ r ) n ,m -

(1.96)

a .97)

This system of equations cannot be solved. Hence, it is impossible to separate all
three deuteron form factors from the unpolarized elastic electron-deuteron cross
section. An additional measurement involving polarization is required. Figure 1.7
shows recent world d a ta on G% as a function of Q2. The different symbols are
defined in Table 1.5. Recoil polarization is a technique which employs a polarized
beam and an unpolarized target and measures the polarization of the outgoing
proton. Inclusive scattering measures only the outgoing electron while exclusive
scattering makes other measurements to determine the final state (elastic, inelastic,
quasi-elastic).

Q uasielastic E lectron-D euteron Scattering
Quasielastic electron-deuteron scattering is a second technique used to extract
the electromagnetic form factors of the neutron. In this process, the electron scatters
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FIG. 1.7:
Recent world data on the electric form factor of the neutron [18]. See Table 1.5 fo r
a definition o f the symbols.
from the nucleon inside the deuteron. It includes measurements in which only scat
tered electrons are detected and coincidence measurements where both the scattered
electron and the knockout neutron are measured.
The quasielastic electron-deuteron cross-section per nucleon, a (E, E ’, 6) con
verted to the reduced cross-section is
a R = e (1 + r )

= R T + €R L,

(1.98)

where R t and R l are the transverse and longitudinal nuclear response functions.
In the plane wave impulse approxim ation (PW IA), the R t response function is
M)2. Similarly, the R L response function is proportional
proportional to {Gr]vI)2 + (GP
to ( G f) 2 + ( G f) 2. Hence, the extraction of the neutron electromagnetic form factor
requires the separation of the R l and R t response functions. Recent world d a ta on
G ft are shown in Figure 1.8. The d ata are plotted as a function of Q2.
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FIG. 1.8:
Recent world data on the magnetic form factor o f the neutron [18]. The black circles
are quasielastic d (e,e’n )/d (e ,e ’p ) ratio measurements by Anklin [19] and Kubon [20],
and the red triangles are polarization measurements by Anderson [21] and Gao [22].

1.11

Polarized Electron Scattering

1.11.1

E lastic E lectron -P roton Scattering

W ith a polarized beam and either a polarized target or detection of the polarqP
ization of the recoiling proton, it is possible to determ ine directly the ratio
The
elastic scattering of longitudinally-polarized electrons from unpolarized protons re
sults in a transfer of polarization to the recoil proton with two nonzero components.
Pt is perpendicular to the proton momentum in the scattering plane while Pi parallel
to the proton mom entum in the scattering plane. W ith a longitudinally polarized
beam and detection of the recoil polarization, the ratio of polarization components
perpendicular and parallel to the nucleon is

a - 5 £ ± £ .4
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green “x”
black circle
solid star
hollow star
red square
blue triangle

BLAST [30]
JLab polarization transfer [31], [32], [33]
G. MacLachlan [34]
M. Jones [35]
T. Pospischil [36]
B. M ilbrath [37]

TABLE 1.6:
Contributors to recent world data on the proton form factor ratio.
The form factor ratio can be determ ined from a simultaneous measurement of the
two recoil polarization components. Figure 1.9 shows recent world d a ta on the proton
form factor ratio. The different symbols are defined in Table 1.6.
1.2
1.0
sa 0.8
h

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

FIG. 1.9:
uGp
World data on the proton electric and magnetic form factor ratio ^ as a function
M

of Q2 [18]. See Table 1.6 fo r a definition o f the symbols.

1.12

R elated Experim ents

Three experiments have published results of parity-violating electron scattering
measurements on the proton at forward angles, and on the proton and deuteron at
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backward angles. Each of these individual experiments is sensitive to different linear
combinations of G%, G SM, and the axial form factor GAP at different values of Q2.

1.12.1

SA M P L E

The prim ary goal of the SAMPLE experiment at the M IT-Bates Laboratory was
to determ ine the contribution of strange quarks to the nucleon’s magnetic moment.
In the SAMPLE experiment, parity-violating electron scattering was measured in
the backward direction, from both hydrogen and deuterium targets, in order to
determine G SM and GeA (T = 1 ) at Q2 = 0.1 (G eV /c)2. The hydrogen measurement
was carried out in 1998, followed by the deuterium measurement in 1999.
The experiment consisted of a 200 MeV, 40 //A polarized beam incident on a
40 cm long aluminum cell filled with liquid hydrogen. After the scattered electrons
exited the target, they passed through a 3.1 mm thick hemispherical aluminum scat
tering chamber lined w ith 2.5 m m of Pb. The scattering chamber was followed by a
volume of air th a t served as a Cerenkov medium for the detector. The detector was
made up of ten ellipsoidal mirrors th a t focused Cerenkov light onto ten photom ul
tiplier tubes arranged symmetrically about the beam axis, covering angles between
130° and 170°. The scattered electron rate was integrated over the 25 //s beam pulse
and sorted by beam helicity state, which was flipped pseudo-randomly a t 600 Hz.
A schematic of the SAMPLE detector is shown in Figure 1.10.
The first analysis of the hydrogen and deuterium d ata sets found the measured
isovector (isospin 1) axial form factor GeA (T = 1) to be in disagreement w ith the
theoretical exp ectation . A s a result, a second deuterium scattering experim ent was

performed in 2001-2002, a t a lower beam energy of 125 MeV, corresponding to
a momentum transfer of 0.038 (G eV /c)2. An analysis of the th ird d a ta set yielded
different experimental system atic uncertainties th an the first experiment b u t similar
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* 40 cm

FIG. 1.10:
Schematic diagram o f the layout o f the SA M P L E target and detector system.
sensitivity to GA(T = 1 ) . An updated analysis of all three d a ta sets has brought
both deuterium experiments into good agreement w ith theory, with little change to
the extracted value of G SM .
Combining the measured hydrogen asym m etry with the theoretically deter
mined value of GeA (T = 1) = —0.83 ± 0.26 [14], results in [42]
G sm (Q 2 = 0.091) = 0.37 ± 0.20 ± 0.26 ± 0.07

(1.100)

where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second uncertainty is systematic, and
the third uncertainty is due to knowledge of the electromagnetic form factors and
of the electroweak radiative corrections to G A(T = 1).
The results from the 200 MeV data, in the space of G SM versus GA(T = 1), along
w ith the th eoretically expected value o f GA(T = 1 ) , are shown in Figure 1 . 1 1 . T he

three bands correspond to the hydrogen data, deuterium data, and the theoretically
expected value of GA(T = 1). The larger ellipse corresponds to a l a overlap of the
two d ata sets and the smaller ellipse corresponds to an overlap of the hydrogen d ata
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and theory. The resulting values of the form factors are [42]
G sm = 0.23 ± 0 .3 6 ± 0 . 4 0

(1.101)

G eA (T = 1) = -0 .5 3 ± 0 . 5 7 ± 0 .5 0 .

(1.102)

0 / (T=D
FIG. 1.11: Results from the 200 M eV SA M P L E data, in the space o f G sM versus G eA (T =
1). The three bands correspond to hydrogen, deuterium, and the theoretically expected
value of G eA (T = 1). The larger ellipse is a l a overlap of the two data sets and the
sm aller ellipse is an overlap of the hydrogen data and theory.

1.12.2

HAPPEX

The first measurements of parity-violating electron scattering at Jefferson Lab
oratory were carried out by the H A PPEX collaboration.

The experiment used

a 3.2 GeV polarized beam on a 15 cm long unpolarized liquid hydrogen target
and detected the scattered electrons using the pair of high resolution spectrome
ters (HRS) in Hall A at 12.5°. A schematic of the HAPPEX experiment is shown
in Figure 1.12. Since measurements are made at forward angles, the asymm etry
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is sensitive to G% and G SM . The measured asymmetry, at Q2 = 0.477 (G eV /c)2,
is A p V = (—15.05 ± 0.98 ± 0.56) ppm [43], where the first uncertainty is due to
statistics and the second uncertainty is systematic. Based on these d a ta as well as
d ata on electromagnetic form factors, H A PPEX extracted a linear combination of
strange form factors [43]
G% + 0.392G ^ = 0.014 ± 0.020 ± 0.010,

(1.103)

where the first error arises from this experiment and the second arises from the
electromagnetic form factor data.

polarized
source

CEBAF
Hall A
polarim eler
j O Steering ( oils
! ■ Position M onitors
] — Intensity M onitors

Hall

A

Proton
Parity

hydrogen target
data
acqakition
& control

E '
Xperiment

FIG. 1 . 1 2 : Schematic o f the H A P P E X experiment.
The second measurement was carried out with a beam energy of 3.03 GeV on
a 2 0 cm long unpolarized liquid hydrogen target and a scattering angle 6iab = 6 .0 °.
The measured asymmetry, at Q 2 = 0.099 (G eV /c)2, is A Pv = —1.14 ± 0.24 ± 0.06
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ppm [44], From this, the strange form factor combination is [44]
G% + 0.080G ^ = 0.030 ± 0.025 ± 0.006 ± 0 .0 1 2 ,

(1.104)

where the first two errors are experimental and the last error is due to the uncertainty
in the electromagnetic form factors.
The th ird experiment measured the parity-violating electroweak asym m etry in
the elastic scattering of polarized electrons from 4He at an average scattering angle
9iab = 5.7° and a Q2 = 0.091 GeV2. From these data, for the first time, the strange
electric form factor of the nucleon G% was isolated. The measured asymm etry is
A p V = 6.72 ± 0.84 ± 0 .2 1 ppm [45] and yields a value of [45]
G% - -0 .0 3 8 ± 0.042 ± 0.010

(1.105)

consistent w ith zero.
The fourth experiment measured the parity-violating electroweak asym m etry in
the elastic scattering of polarized electrons off both hydrogen and 4He w ith 9iab ~ 6 °.
This experiment significantly improved the previous two measurements of A p V for
hydrogen 4H and 4He nuclei and reported the most precise constraints on the strange
form factors a t Q2 ~ 1 GeV2. The 4He result is A p y = (6.40 ± 0.23 ± 0.12) ppm
and the hydrogen result is A p y = (—1.58 ± 0.12 ± 0.04) ppm [46], where the first
uncertainty is due to statistics and the second undertainty is systematic. From these
results, H A PPEX extracted [46]
G% = 0 .0 0 2 ± 0.014 ± 0.007,

(1.106)

a t (Q 2) = 0.077 G eV 2 a n d

G% + 0.09G ^ = 0.007 ± 0 .0 1 1 ± 0.006

(1.107)

at (Q2) = 0.109 GeV2. These results provide new limits on the role of strange
quarks in the nucleon charge and m agnetization distributions.
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1.12.3

PVA4

The PVA4 experiment is underway at the Mainzer Microton (MAMI) in Mainz,
Germany. The experiment measured the parity-violating asymm etry in the scatter
ing of polarized electrons on unpolarized protons using counting techniques. This
was the first tim e th a t a parity-violating asym m etry in electron scattering was been
measured by counting individual, scattered particles. The scattered electrons were
detected over a range of angles, centered at 35°, w ith a P b F 2 Cerenkov shower
calorimeter. The calorimeter design consists of 1022 P b F 2 crystals of 16-20 radia
tion lengths thickness, arranged in 7 rings. A schematic of the experiment is shown
in Figure 1.13.
The first PVA4 measurement was at a beam energy of 855 MeV, corresponding
to Q2 = 0.23 (G eV /c ) 2 and a sensitivity to the combination G SE + 0.22GSM . A 20 juA
beam of polarized electrons was incident on a 10 cm liquid hydrogen target. The
experimental asym m etry was measured to be A = —5.44 ± 0.54 ± 0.26 ppm [47],
where the first error represents the statistical accuracy, and the second represents
the system atical uncertainties including beam polarization. A linear combination of
the strange electric and magnetic form factors was extracted [47]
G% ± 0.255Glf = 0.039 ± 0.034.

(1.108)

The statistical and system atic errors are added in quadrature.
The second measurement was at 570 MeV beam energy and a corresponding
Q 2 = 0.108(G eV /c ) 2 and a t a forward electron scattering angle of 30° < 0e < 40°.
The measured asymm etry is A — —1.36 ± 0 . 2 9 ± 0 . 1 3 ppm

[48]. The

strangeness

contribution to the electromagnetic form factors is [48]
G se + 0.106G sm = 0.071 ± 0.036.

(1.109)

To separate the electric and magnetic strangeness contributions to the electromag-
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FIG. 1.13: Schematic of the P V A ) experim ent perform ed at the M ainz Microtron. The
calorim eter is comprised of 1022 PiF2 crystals. The beam enters from the left and hits
the hydrogen (deuterium ) cell. Elastic scattered electrons deposit their energy in 9 crystals
where the electromagnetic shower is converted into Cherenkov light. The light is read out
by 1022 photom ultiplier tubes. The detector on the right is a w ater cherenkov lum inosity
detector. I t is positioned sym etrically around the beam axis and registers the flux of
scattered particles.

netic form factors of the nucleon, the PVA4 collaboration is preparing to measure
the parity violating asym m etry in the scattering of electrons off both protons and
deuterons a t backward scattering angles.

This will allow a confirmation of the

strange quark contribution to th e nucleon form factors.
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1.12.4

G° Forward A ngle E xperim ent

The G° experiment a t JLab is a dedicated apparatus designed to determ ine G%,
G%t, and GeA from a single experimental apparatus over a broad Q2 range. The actual
measurement is being performed in two phases. The first phase is the forward angle
experiment and the second phase is the backward angle experiment. In the forward
angle experiment, the detector consisted of a superconducting toroidal spectrom eter
with an array of scintillators along the focal plane to determine the parity-violating
asymm etry at forward electron scattering angles. Polarized electrons were scattered
from a 20 cm liquid hydrogen target. The recoil protons were detected and sorted

by Q2, covering the range 0.1 < Q2 < 1.0 (G eV /c)2. The flight tim e from the target
to the scintillator array was determ ined for each scattered particle, allowing the
rejection of photo-produced pions and many of the protons generated from inelastic
processes. In order to determine the flight times of the detected particles, which
range from 5-25 ns, the tim e structure of the JLab beam was modified from its
nominal 2 ns between micropulses to be 32 ns between micropulses.
While a determ ination of separated values for G SM and G% will require the
backward angle measurements as well, of which this thesis represents a first step, the
results of the forward angle experiment extended the kinematic reach and improved
the precision of the available d ata on parity-violating e — p scattering. The results
of the experiment are shown as a function of momentum transfer in Figure 1.14.
The quantity G% + r)GsM is calculated using the electromagnetic form factors of
Kelly. Also shown is the excellent agreement w ith the H APPEX measurements
m ad e a t n e a rly th e sam e k in e m a tic p o in ts. T h e e rro r b a rs in clu d e th e s ta tis tic a l

uncertainty (inner) and statistical plus point-to-point system atic uncertainties added
in quadrature (outer). The error bands represent, for the G° experiment, the global
system atic uncertainties: from the measurement (upper) and from the uncertainties
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in the quantities entering A NVs (lower).
To characterize the result with a single number, randomized d a ta sets were
generated with the constraint G% + G SM = 0, distributed according to the statistical
and system atic uncertainties. The fraction of these w ith x 2 larger th an th a t of our
d ata set was 11%, so we conclude th a t the non-strange hypothesis is disfavored with
89% confidence.
0.2
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FIG. 1.14: Results of the G° forward angle experim ent as a function of m om entum
transfer. The gray bands indicate system atic uncertainties.
different electromagnetic nucleon form fa cto r models [49].

1.12.5

The lines correspond to

W orld D a ta on Strange Form Factors at Q 2 = 0.1
G eV 2

T h e m o st a m o u n t o f in fo rm a tio n a b o u t s tra n g e form fa c to rs is lo c a te d n e a r

Q2 = 0.1 GeV2. At this Q2, there are five results: SAMPLE, PVA4, H A PPEx
hydrogen, H A PPEx helium, and G°. The measurements can be combined in a plot
of G se versus G SM as shown in Figure 1.15. This Figure uses the first H A PPEx
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results. The experiments are in good agreement and the combined results are [50]
G se = -0 .0 1 3 ± 0.028

(1.110)

G sm = 0.62 ± 0.31.

(1-111)

The electric form factor is consistent with zero within precision while the magnetic
form

factor is non-zero at the two-sigma level. If the true value of the strange

magnetic form factor isnear the central value, then the effectof the strange quark
is not small.

Therefore, experiment has not yet ruled out the potentially large

strange quark sea contributions to the nucleon’s magnetic properties. The H A PPEx
and PVA4 programs are continuing and will allow a separation of G% and GSM at
different values of Q 2 in the near future.
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FIG. 1.15: World data on strange form factors at Q 2 = 0.1 GeV2 [50]. Results are
from SAM PLE, PVA4, H A PPE x hydrogen, H A PP E x helium, and GO. The bands fo r
each experim ent represent statistical, quadrature sums of statistical and system atic, and
statistical + system atic + model uncertainties. The large ellipse indicates the 96% con
fidence region while the sm all ellipse indicates the 68% confidence region.
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CHAPTER 2
G° Experimental Equipment

2.1

Experim ental Overview
The G° experiment studies the collisions between a beam of polarized electrons

and target particles. Specifically, it measures the interference of the electromagnetic
interaction, in which a photon is exchanged, and the neutral weak interaction, which
involves the exchange of a Z° boson. The apparatus consists of a beam of polarized
electrons from the Jefferson Lab accelerator, a liquid hydrogen or deuterium target
which provides the protons or complex nuclei for the scattering and a spectrom eter
to measure the scattering products. Figure 2.1 is a schematic of the G° apparatus
used in the forward angle experiment. Figure 2.2 is a floor plan of Hall C w ith the
G° apparatus installed in the backward-angle mode. A discussion of CEBAF itself
and the electron source is deferred to C hapter 3.
T h e a c tu a l m ea su re m e n t is p e rfo rm ed in tw o ex p e rim en ts. In th e fo rw ard angle

experiment, a proton recoiling from its interaction with an electron was bent in the
m agnetic field produced by the superconducting coils according to its momentum.
Protons of different momenta, bending by different amounts in the magnetic field,

47
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struck the array of particle detectors in different places. In the backward angle
experiment, the whole apparatus was reversed relative to the beam direction and
scattered electrons rather th an protons were detected.

Particle
. Detectors

Electron Beam

FIG. 2.1: Schem atic view of the G° Experim ent showing the spectrom eter in the forward
angle configuration. Two of the eight coils of the m agnet and one sector of the detectors
have been removed fo r clarity. The spectrom eter is comprised of an eight sector super
conducting toroidal m agnet that focuses recoil protons (forward scattering m easurement)
or electrons (backward m easurement) from a 20 cm long liquid target to detectors.

The challenge of the experiment stems from the fact th a t the electromagnetic
force is much stronger than the weak force. Consequently, the experimental asymme
try is very small (less than 50 ppm). The difficulty is not in making the measurement
but controlling the systematics. Careful attention has to be paid to the possibility
of false asymmetries disguised as the true asymmetry.
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FIG. 2.2:
Floor plan o f Hall C with the G° apparatus installed in the backward-angle mode.

2.2

M agnet

The function of the superconducting m agnet system [52] is to focus elastically
charged particles of the same momentum and scattering angle from the length of
the target to a single point in each of the eight octants of the spectrom eter. The
superconducting m agnet system is a toroidal magnet made up of eight supercon
ducting coils in a single cryostat. The coils supply the toroidal fields, w ith a nominal
coil current of 3500 A. Each coil is made of 144 turns of integrated superconduc
tor. The coil cable becomes superconducting at tem peratures below 8 K. The coils
axe arranged axim uthally around a central bore region and are interleaved between
eight collim ator modules made of aluminum and lead. The collimators define the
spectrom eter acceptance and provide shielding between the target and detectors.
They block direct view from the target to the Focal Plane Detectors (see Section
2.4.1), thereby shielding against neutral particles. The coils are cooled by liquid
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helium flowing in four parallel paths. Each p ath includes two coils in series. Two
additional parallel cooling paths are used to cool the superconducting electrical bus.
The electrical bus supplies power to the coils in series. The coils, electrical bus, and
collimators comprise w hat is called the cold mass. The cold mass and cryostat shell
are shown in Figure 2.3.

FIG. 2.3: The SM S cold mass and cryostat shell.
A liquid nitrogen shield surrounds the cold mass to intercept heat due to radia
tion and conduction. The shield consists of an external aluminum cylinder, fastened
to a frame made of thin extruded aluminum. The cold mass and shield are con
tained in a vacuum vessel comprised of a 4 m diameter, 2 m long cylindrical shell
and two aluminum end-caps. In the downstream vacuum endcap, there are eight
thin titanium windows, 0.51 m 2 in area. These windows provide a p ath of low energy
loss for particles em anating from the target to the detectors.
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2.3

Target
This section desribes the main features of the G° target system. A complete

description is given in [51]. The backward angle experiment employed two unpolar
ized cryogenic liquid targets: hydrogen and deuterium . The prim ary components of
the target system include a “wind sock” to direct the fluid flow down the center of
the target cell and back along the cell walls, a heat exchanger to cool the fluid, and
a pum p to recirculate the target fluid. A schematic of the liquid hydrogen target,
which is centered inside the liquid nitrogen shield of the superconducting magnet,
is shown in Figure 2.4.

HYDROGEN IN L E TSi
MOTOR

I
HUTER

HIGH POW ER HEATER

HELIUM CELL'

COOLANT OU

HYDROGEN TARGET
COOLANT IN

HEATER \

* TSW \|_ o w PO W ER HEATER
HEAT EXCHANGE!

FIG. 2.4: Schematic of the liquid hydrogen target, centered inside the liquid nitrogen
shield of the superconducting target. The electron beam enters from the right.

T he target m anifold, as shown in Figure 2.5, houses two cells, a hydrogen cell

and a helium cell.

The hydrogen cell is a 5 cm diam eter aluminum tu b e with

a rounded endcap. It is 23 cm long and has a shell thickness of 0.178 mm. The
downstream wall of the cell serves as the exit window of the target and is 0.0762 mm
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thick with a diam eter of 8 mm. The helium cell is a 16 cm long cylinder with a inner
diam eter of 1.27 cm. It is located upstream of the hydrogen cell. The downstream
window of the helium cell, with a thickness of 0.228 mm, served as the entrance
window of the hydrogen cell. The length of the liquid hydrogen targ et is 20 cm and
is defined by the distance between the entrance and exit window of the hydrogen cell.
The upstream end of the helium cell is shielded from the vacuum by an aluminum
window of 0.178 mm thicknes. The helium cell serves two prim ary functions. First, it
eliminates first-order variations in target thickness with beam position by matching
the radius of curvature of the entrance and exit windows. Second, the entrance
window of the hydrogen cell is azim uthally symmetric. The asymmetric joints of
the vacuum window of the manifold are pushed further upstream , outside of the
detector acceptance.
He Cell
MANI FOLD
HELIUM

H, Ceil

CELL

6k
manifold

I NNE R
-HYDROGEN

CONE

TAR GE T

CELL

FIG. 2.5: The target cell and manifold.
The function of the heat exchanger is to cool the cryogenic fluid. It is located
in the bottom leg of the target loop in Figure 2.4. Compressed helium gas (15 K,
12 atm ) is provided by the end station refrigerator and circulated through the heat
exchanger, w ith a flow rate of the helium of 6 g/s. The heat exchanger removes about
50 W per g /s of coolant flow. In addition, the heat exchanger has two heaters. One
heater is low power and one heater is high power. The maximum operating power
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of the high power heater is 1000 W. Its prim ary purpose is to compensate for large
reductions in beam current. The main function of the low power heater is to make
small adjustm ents to m aintain the fluid tem perature. It is controlled autom atically
by a commercial tem perature controller in a feedback loop.
The cryogenic fluid is recirculated in the cryogenic loop by a high torque cryo
genic pump. The pum p is located in the upper leg of the target loop in Figure 2.4.
It is a vane-axial design w ith two impellers in series. Each impeller has three blades
and is attached to a m otor shaft th a t is immersed in the cryogenic fluid. The pum p
can displace 4.8 L /s of cryogenic fluid. During pumping, the fluid flows longitu
dinally in the direction of downstream beam. It flows through the inner cone and
back through the area between the walls of the hydrogen cell and the inner cone.
To study the background contribution originating from the aluminum cell win
dows, two additional targets were instrum ented: the aluminum frame and flyswatter.
The aluminum frame mimics the entrance window of the hydrogen cell whereas the
flyswatter mimics the exit window of the hydrogen cell. The aluminum frame is
located 1.7 cm upstream of the entrance window and has a thickness of 0.307 cm.
The flyswatter is located 1.0 cm downstream of the exit window and has a thickness
of 0.076 cm. A tungsten radiator is used to study the contribution of inelastic elec
trons due to photo-production and electro-production from the exit window. The
tungsten radiator is located 38.5 cm upstream of the flyswatter and has a thickness
of 0.00085 cm.
The electron beam heats the target and therefore causes expected boiling and
density fluctuations in the liquid. Target boiling can be controlled by the raster.
The raster is a two-magnet system which steers the beam with high frequency in
a uniform square p attern on the target. The nominal raster size for the backward
angle experiment is 1.8 mm x 1.8 mm.
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2.4

D etectors
For the backward angle measurements, the detector system consists of two

arrays of plastic scintillators and an aerogel Cherenkov detector for each of the eight
G° octants. The two scintillator arrays are a Focal Plane D etector (FPD ), which
was also used for the forward angle measurements, and a Cryostat Exit Detector
(CED). Both the FPD and CED are necessary to determine the electron scattering
angle and momentum, thereby providing an adequate separation between elastically
and inelastically scattered electrons. The Cherenkov detector is required to reduce
the contribution of 7T“ s, particularly im portant during running w ith the deuterium
target.

2.4.1

Focal P lane D etector

The FPD is composed of eight octants arranged symmetrically around the
beamline axis. Four octants were built by a N orth American collaboration and four
were built by a French collaboration. Each octant consists of 16 pairs of arc-shaped
plastic scintillators. Each scintillator pair is composed of two identical scintillators,
one in front and one in back. Scintillators exploit the molecular excitation produced
by the passage of a charged particle. W ithout a wavelength shifter (WLS), each
electron would fall back to its unexcited level, em itting a photon (corresponding
to ultra-violet wavelengths) of exactly the correct energy to cause another excita
tion. The photon would be rapidly reabsorbed by the material. In contrast, when
the m aterial is doped with a low concentration of WLS, the ultra-violet photons are
converted to longer wavelengths (lower energy) light in the visible, where absorption
is significantly reduced.
Each scintillator has two acrylic lightguides, one attached a t each end. Coupled
to the ends of each light guide is a photom ultiplier tube. The light guide transm its
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the light from the scintillator to the photom ultiplier tube. It is shaped like a “fish
tail” such th a t it connects from the long thin edge of the scintillator to the circular
end of the photom ultiplier. The photom ultiplier converts the optical signal to an
electrical one. It provides a large am ount of amplification.

Figure 2.6 shows a

French FPD octant.

FIG. 2.6: Pictured on the left is a French FPD octant. Pictured on the right is a schematic
of a French FPD octant. The North Am erican octants are similar.

W ithin an octant, the scintillator pairs are labeled 1 to 16. Each scintillator has
a curved shape, roughly 60-120 cm in length. Scintillator pair 1 is the shortest and
is located closest to the target. Scintillator 16 is the longest and is located furthest
from the target. Scintillator thickness varies from pair to pair as well. The first four
scintillator pairs are 5 mm thick; the rem ainder have a thickness of 1 cm.
The octants are mounted in a support structure called the Ferris Wheel. Figure
2.7 shows the FPD octants mounted in the Ferris Wheel. The N orth American
octants are located at the 12 o’clock, 3 o’clock, 6 o’clock, and 9 o’clock positions.
The French octants are located inbetween the N orth American octants. The highest
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point of the ferris wheel is 7 m above the floor and the symmetry axis is 4 m above
the floor.

FIG. 2.7:
The Focal Plane Detector. Pictured on the left is the downstream, view. Pictured
on the right is the upstream view. In the forward angle experiment, the apparatus is
reversed.

2.4.2

C ryostat E xit D etectors

The CED is composed of eight octants, each consisting of nine arc-shaped plastic
scintillators, arranged symmetrically around the beamline axis. Like the FPD , each
scintillator has two acrylic lightguides, one attached a t each end. Coupled to the
ends of each light guide is a photom ultiplier tube. Figure 2.8 shows the CED octant
support structure. It shows the locations of the scintillators, light guides, and PMTs.
Also shown is the position of a Cherenkov detector.
Each octant is attached to the outer ring of the ferris wheel at points near
the PM Ts, where the bulk of the weight of the assembly resides. The octants are
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FIG. 2.8:
The CED octant support structure. Pictured on the left is a schematic o f the CED
octant support structure. The arc-shaped objects o f varying colors are the plastic
scintillators. The long blue objects extending from the scintillators are lightguides.
The red objects at the ends o f the lightguides are photomultiplier tubes. Pictured on
the right is an actual CED octant.
positioned according to cantilevered stru ts extending from the ferris wheel. The
octant support design is integrated w ith the support structure for the Cherenkov
detectors. Figure 2.9 shows the full eight-sectors of the G° backward angle setup.
The CED and FPD work in combination to define the mom entum and scattering
angle of the detected electrons thus allowing for separation of elastic and inelastic
events. We record events for every pair of C E D /F P D combination and thereby
measure asymmetries for both elastic and inelastic events. The construction and
assem bly of the CEDs is described in A ppendix B.
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FIG. 2.9:
The fu ll eight-sectored G° backward angle setup. Pictured on the left is a schematic.
The top octant shows the full detector arrangement, including the CED, Cherenkov,
and FPD. The other octants show only the Cherenkov detectors. Pictured on the
right is the actual full detector arrangement.

2.4.3

A erogel Cherenkov D etectors

Negatively charged pions produce a significant background to the elastic and
quasielastic rates detected by the spectrom eter. The pions are produced mainly
by photoproduction near the D elta resonance.

Photoproduction is any reaction

initiated by a photon th a t creates a new particle. The photons th a t initiate photo
production prim arily come from brem sstrahlung of the beam electrons. Beam elec
trons passing through m aterial such as target walls, target hydrogen, even beam-line
residual gas can undergo brem sstrahlung. Brem sstrahlung is the process by which
photons are em itted by an electron or other charged particle slowing down. W hen
an electron interacts with the strong electric field of the atomic nucleus and is conse
quently accelerated, the electron will radiate electromagnetic energy and lose kinetic
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energy. For the case of hydrogen, three photoproduction reactions are possible at
our beam energies

+ p —>7r+ + n

(2 .1)

7 + P —» 7T° + p

(2.2)

+ p —>7T + A ++ —>• 7T + (p + 7T+) .

(2.3)

7

7

A high enough energy photon can produce a tt~ via the th ird reaction. However,
this requires th a t the photon have enough energy to create the rest mass of the pion
(135 MeV) plus the extra mass for the A ++ (1232 MeV - 938 MeV) = 294 MeV.
So the photon would need at least 135 + 294 = 429 MeV to produce a tt~ at rest.
Actually, the photon would need much more energy for the pion to even get out of
the targ et and make its way through the magnetic field and get detected. At our low
beam energies at back angles, this is forbidden. However, negatively charged pions
are produced due to the presence of neutrons in the aluminum target windows. This
reaction is described below.
In the case of the deuterium target, four reactions are possible.

Single tt~

photoproduction occurs due to the presence of neutrons. The four reactions are

+p + p

(2.4)

+ d->7r+ + n + n

(2.5)

7 + d —» 7 r ° + n + p

(2.6)

+ d —>7r + A ++ + n —)■7r + (p + 7r+) + n.

(2.7)

7 + d —>
7

7

To eliminate pions across the full mom entum range, an aerogel Cherenkov de
tector was designed. Like both the FPD and CED, the Cherenkov detector is an
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eight-sectored array. Its sectors are mounted in conjunction with the CED sectors.
Figure 2.10 shows a single Cherenkov detector.
Cherenkov radiation is em itted when a changed particles passes through m atter
with a velocity v exceeding the velocity of light in the medium,
v > v t = ~,
n

(2.8)

where n is the refractive index of the medium, c is the velocity of light in vacuum, and
vt is threshold velocity. Inside the medium, a charged particle polarizes molecules
along its path. The molecules rapidly decay to their ground state, em itting prom pt
radiation. The em itted light forms a coherent wavefront if v > vt. Cherenkov light
is em itted under a constant angle 8, with the particle trajectory, given by
cos 8 = — — ——= -j—
v
nu
pn

(2.9)

where j3 = vjc. Equation 2.9 has the following two implications. First, for a medium
of a given refractive index n, there is a threshold velocity /3min =

below which

no radiation takes place. Second, for an ultra-relativistic particle, for which

= 1,

there is a maximum angle of emission, given by,

COS (5max

n

•

(^ -^ 0 )

The Cherenkov medium used in this experiment is an Aerogel. Aerogels were
first produced in 1931 from silicon dioxide. They consist of tangled, fractal-like
chains of spherical clusters of molecules, each 3-4 nm in diameter. The chains form a
structure surrounding air-filled pores th a t average about 30-40 nm across. Although
aerogels are highly porous, the chains are rigid, which gives aerogels considerable
mechanical strength. In the 1990s, researchers developed aerogels made from pure
carbon. Now, they axe made from a variety of m aterials. The combination of high
porosity and extremely small pores provides aerogels with their extreme properties.
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Aerogels can have densities as low as 3 m g/cm 3. This leads to indexes of refraction
as low as 1.01.
The aerogel Cherenkov is comprised of 5 cm of aerogel, through which negatively
charged particles m ust pass through. The aerogel has an index of refraction n = 1.03
such th a t only particles with a speed where f3 > “

or v >

will produce

Cherenkov light. The mom entum of a charged pion w ith this speed is
p = ‘j m v = —

TfXV

= 570 M eV/c.

(2-11)

Hence, pions up to a momentum of 570 M eV/c will not produce any light.

In

contrast, all prim ary scattered electrons will produce light.

FIG. 2.10:
The Cherenkov Detector. Pictured on the left is a schematic o f a Cherenkov Detec
tor. The pink colored objects are the photomultiplier tubes. Pictured on the right is
an actual Cherenkov octant.
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2.5

Electronics
A schematic of the N orth American electronics chain is shown in Figure 2.11.

The following is a description of the schematic [53]. The logic of the French elec
tronics is identical. This logic is applicable only for electrons. A similar logic applies
for pions except th a t the Cerenkov logic reversed. In the beginning, each CED is
ANDed w ith the trigger pulse and each FPD is ANDed with the trigger pulse. The
trigger pulse provides a small tim e window to enable the CED-FPD coincidences at
the correct tim e of electron arrival at these detectors and is formed by an O R of all
CED ’s ANDed with an OR of all F P D ’s. This may seem redundant since the CED
and FPD signals generate the trigger. B ut it is advantageous for the reason th a t
it eliminates some multiple hits by requiring th a t the CED and FPD signals arrive
at the same tim e as the signals th a t generated the trigger. Next, a copy of each
(CEDin and FPD in, meaning in-time) is sent to two logic functions: MH and 8-bit
word encoder. The MH or Multiple Hit function determines if there is a multiple hit
event (meaning more than one CED or more th an one FPD fires on a given beam
pulse). The 8-bit word encoder generates an 8-bit word. Four bits correspond to
the CED inform ation and four bits correspond to the FPD information. The first
four bits contain the FPD while the second four bits contain the CED. If there is no
multiple h it event, then the 8-bit word is allowed to proceed through the electronics
chain to the decoding boards. The LATCH function takes each of the 8-bits in the
8-bit word and stores them in when the AND of the Cerenkov and trigger pulse sets
the latch. This ensures th a t it was in fact an electron which fired bo th the CED and
FPD involved in the coincidence. W hen the LATCH is set, the 8-bit word is sent to
a DECODING function, which “unpacks” the 8-bit word into individual CED-FPD
coincidence signals. A delayed version of the trigger pulse then clears the LATCH
to make it ready to accept the next event. The MH bit is also sent to another logic
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board, the MHIT board, which takes the CEDin and FPD in and forms ANDs with
the MH bit to count how many times each CED an d /o r FPD were involved in a
MHIT event.

FPQ j____

FIG. 2.11:
North American electronics chain [53].

2.6

Beam Instrum entation
As will be discussed later, the parity-violating asymm etry is sensitive to helicity-

correlated fluctuations in the beam param eters. Therefore, the helicity-correlated
fluctuations of the electron beam m ust be minimized to reduce false asymmetries.
Herein, we describe the various devices used to m onitor the helicity-correlated prop
erties of the electron beam.
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2.6.1

B eam Current M onitors

The Beam Current M onitor (BCM) [54] is designed for stable, low noise beam
current measurement. It consists of a Param etric Current Transformer called an
Unser monitor, two resonant cavities, the associated electronics and a d a ta acqui
sition system. The two cavities are positioned before and after the Unser and are
called downstream and upstream cavities, respectively. The downstream cavity is
closest to the target. The cavities and the Unser m onitor are enclosed in a box to
improve magnetic shielding and tem perature stabilization.
The Unser is an absolute monitor. It is a toroidal transform er designed to make
a direct measurement of the actual intensity of the beam current. Though it is very
accurate a t high currents, it cannot be used during normal operations due to its
unstable offset. In contrast, the cavities are relative monitors and are stable and
linear over the entire dynamic range. The cavities are calibrated w ith the Unser at
high currents and used continuously during the experiment.
The resonant frequency is adjusted to the 1497 MHz frequency of the CEBAF
beam. This is done by a stub tuner mounted on a micrometer th a t is moved in
and out of the cavity. A magnetic field probe is located inside the cavity body
on the circumference, where the electrical field is minimum and the magnetic field
is maximum.

The probe is coupled to one of the resonant modes of the cavity

and couples the beam signal out of the cavity. W hen the electron beam passes
through the cavity, it excites a transverse electromagnetic mode. The probe loop
provides an output signal proportional to the current. Figure 2.12a is a BCM in the
beam line and Figure 2.12b is a diagram of a cavity, showing th e m icrom etric screw

and antenna.
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C A Y rrr
BODY .

FIG. 2.12: Pictured on the left (a) is a B C M resonant cavity installed in the beamline.
Pictured on the right (b) is a schem atic of a B C M resonant cavity, showing the m icro
m etric screw and antenna.

2.6.2

B eam P osition M onitors

A stripline Beam Position M onitor (BPM) is a device used for measuring ver
tical and horizontal beam position (and intensity). It consists of a 4-wire antenna
array of open-ended wire striplines tuned to the fundam ental frequency 1497 MHz
frequency of the CEBAF beam. The striplines run along the inside length of the
cylinder. Figure 2.13 is a diagram of a BPM, showing the four striplines. As the
beam passes through the center of the cylinder, it induces currents on each of the
striplines. Signals from the top and bottom striplines determine vertical beam po
sition while signals from the left and right striplines determine the horizontal beam
position.

If th e beam is closer to one stripline th an another, then more current

will be induced on th a t stripline. The relative m agnitude of the signals from the
striplines is used to determine the position of the center of mass of the beam. A
larger beam current will create a larger current on both striplines. For this reason
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the position monitors can also be used to measure the beam intensity. Beam posi
tion monitors are perm anently installed fixtures in the beam tran sp o rt lines. Since
the beam does not have to hit any p art of the detector to create a signal, a BPM
can be left in place all of the time.
For BPMs oriented at 0°, the X and Y beam positions are calculated according
to

* = J &

rx

(212)

where the subscript + (-) represents the plus(minus) antenna.

FIG. 2.13: Diagram of a BPM , showing the four striplines along the inside length of the
cylinder.

A measurement of the position resolution of the BPMs was done according to
the “three-BPM m ethod” as explained in [78]. This technique assumes a linear
correlation x$ = ax\ + bx2 + c between three beam positions x \, x 2, and x% at
three neighboring BPMs, where a, b, and c are constants. It applies a least-squares
analysis to sets of (x\, x 2, x 3) measured by these three BPMs to obtain a, b, and
c. The position resolution is the residual between the measured and calculated
beam position at the th ird BPM. For this analysis, BPM s H00A, H00B, and H00C
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were used. From the least-squares fit, a — —0.86, b — 1.91, and c = —3.28. The
correlation plot between the measured and calculated beam positions at H00C is
shown in Figure 2.14. The d ata points are fitted to a line and the fit param eters are
displayed in the statistics box. The param eters pO and p i are the intercept and slope,
respectively. A histogram of the residual between the measured and calculated beam
positions at H00C is shown in Figure 2.15. The histogram is fitted to a Gaussian
which gives a sigma of about 2.4 /on. This represents a convolution of the intrinsic
resolution of the three monitors.

BPM HOOC

E0.6

-0.007266 ±0.1558
0.9976 ±0.1156

£ 0.8

Q.

=1.2

-

1.6

-

1.8

- 1.2
-1
- 0.8
- 0.6
Measured x position (mm)

FIG. 2.14:
The correlation plot between the measured and calculated beam positions at HOOC,
where the calculation is based on data from BPM s H00A and H00B (see text).
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FIG. 2.15:
A histrogram o f the residual between the measured and calculated beam positions at
HOOC.

2.6.3

H alo M onitors

Electrons outside the core of the electron beam compose the beam halo. Beam
halo is caused by a variety of processes [55]. These processes include scraping of the
electron beam against the beam pipe, scattering of the electron beam against stray
gas in the beam line enclosure, self-interaction of the electron beam, and scattering
of the laser beam against the photocathode in the electron source.

Beam halo

interferes with the experiment in two prim ary ways. First, it increases the singles
rates or background radiation in the detectors. Consequently, the lifetime of the
photom ultiplier tubes is decreased and the dead time in the detectors is increased.
Second, it interacts with the target cell walls. As a result, the number of inelastic
electrons measured is increased. We m onitor beam halo to ensure th a t it stays
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within the experim ent’s specifications and in order to actively minimize it. The
requested lim it for the halo is 1 p art per million (ppm) of the main beam outside a
3 mm radius.
Beam halo is measured using a hole in a 2 mm thick sheet of carbon, called a
halo target, through which the beam passes. If the main beam is steered correctly,
it will pass unaffected through the center of the target. The halo surrounding the
beam will scrape against the target sides and create a shower of particles to be
detected. The target is mounted on an apparatus th a t enables easy transitions in
and out of the beam. One halo target has a 3 mm radius and the other halo target
has a 5.5 mm radius. The radius of the smaller target is at the requested halo limit
so it serves as a spot check. The larger target is used to check the size of the halo
on a continuing basis. The halo targets are shown in Figure 2.16a.

i
-

-

I

*
B. I

FIG. 2.16: Pictured on the left (a) are the halo targets. The top hole is the sm aller target
with a 3 m m radius. The bottom hole is the larger target with a 5.5 mm radius. Pictured
on the right (b) is halo 4 installed on the halo girder in Hall C. I t is shielded from the
beam line with blue lead blocks.

There are two halo monitors in the alcove at the entrance to Hall C, Halo 1 and
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Halo 2. There are two halo monitors im mediately after the halo targ et at about a
15° angle, Halo 3 and Halo 4, and four more downstream at very forward angles:
Halo 5, Halo 6, Halo 7, and Halo 8. The locations of these monitors on the beamline
are shown in Figures 2.17 and 2.18. The halo monitors are baxe photom ultiplier
tubes (PMTs) or PM Ts attached to scintillator or lucite. Halo 1 and Halo 2 are
bare photom ultiplier tubes. Halo 3, Halo 4, Halo 7, and Halo 8 are Lucite detectors.
Halo 5 and Halo 6 are scintillator detectors. Each halo is shielded w ith lead. Figure
2.16b shows halo 4 installed on the halo girder in Hall C.

Target
Service
Module

!Ialo3

-3-

Halnfi
Halo
Girder

GO Girder

Haln8

FIG. 2.17: An overhead schem atic of the location of the halo m onitors on the girder.

Halol Halo2

Polarimeter target

Large Moller quad
Shielding wall

Moller detectors

FIG. 2.18: A side schem atic of the location of the halo m onitors in the alcove.

The normalized halo yields are plotted as a function of run num ber and fitted
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to a flat line in Figure 2.19. The param eter pO is the mean and is displayed in a
statistics box at the top of each plot. The smaller rates in Halos 7 and 8 stem
from the fact th a t they are made of lucite while the other halo monitors axe made
of scintillator. In scintillators, the production of light is governed by molecular
excitation (see Section 2.4.1). In contrast, the production of light in lucite relies on
Cerenkov radiation (see Section 2.4.3). For the same charged particle going through
a scintillator, much more light is produced.

pO

20.36 ± 0.002394

pO

18.96 1 0.002321

p0

18.75 ± 0.002337

p0

13.52 ± 0.001843

p0

2.427 1 0.0006263

po 0.8258±0.0003349

- rf run

run

FIG. 2.19: Halo yields over the duration of the run. Some periods of poor beam quality
(large halo) are apparent.
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Condition
5.8 nA on frame
No halo targ (40 p A )
3 mm targ (40 pA )
Halo Fraction

halo 3
450 kHz
190 Hz
1000 Hz
0.26

halo 4
430 kHz
150 Hz
1017 Hz
0.29

halo 5
2.7 MHz
185 Hz
3600 Hz
0.18

halo 6
2.4 MHz
120 Hz
2700 Hz
0.16

halo 7
1.8 MHz
3 Hz
360 Hz
0.029

halo 8
3.1 MHz
12 Hz
1020 Hz
0.047

TABLE 2.1: Halo measurements to determ ine if the halo specification is 1 ppm of the
m ain beam, outside a 3 m m radius, is achieved. M easurements include putting 5.8 nA of
beam directly into the 2 m m thick p a rt of the carbon halo target fram e, sending 40 p A of
beam through halo target with a 3 m m radius, and sending 40 p A of beam unobstructed
(no halo target) through the beamline. The halo fraction is the fraction of m ain electron
beam that is outside a 3 m m radius. Fractions are given in ppm.

We measured a halo th a t is less th an 0.29 ppm of the main beam outside a 3
mm radius. This is less than our specification limit of 1 ppm. To calculate this
halo, we performed three tests. First, we p u t 5.8 nA of beam directly into the 2
mm thick p art of the carbon halo target frame. Second, we sent 40 p A of beam
through the smaller halo target w ith a 3 mm radius. Third, we sent 40 p A of beam
unobstructed (no halo target) through the beamline. For each test, we measured the
rate of each halo monitor. Table 2.1 lists the rate of each halo m onitor at the three
beam conditions as well as the halo fractions. The halo fractions are determ ined
according to
fra c tio n = rate*mm ~ r a t e - o ta r g e t x 5.8 n A
rate5.znA
40 p A

2.6.4

Lum i M onitors

The physics of target density fluctuations in high-power cryotargets is complex
[56]. Inside the target, the flow is expected to be highly turbulent and spatially
dependent along the length of the target cell. W hen the liquid phase warms, the
local density changes. Boiling is associated with a large local density change and is
inhomogeneous across the cell. It likely starts at the surfaces of the heated target
windows. The rate by which heat is conducted away from the windows depends
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on whether the boiling is nucleate (bubbles) or makes a transition to film boiling
(where the window is in contact with vapor rath er than liquid).
Luminosity detectors (LUMIs), downstream of the G° target, are used to moni
tor target density fluctuations and helicity-correlated beam properties. The LUMIs
axe quartz Cherenkov detectors and have PM Ts to amplify their signals. Lumis 1-4
were put at 45° with respect to the vertical and horizontal axes while Lumis 5-8
were placed horizontally and vertically as shown in Figure 2.20. The LUMIs were
placed in 0.159 cm thick aluminum cups which intrude radially into the downstream
beam pipe as illustrated in Figure 2.21.

5

beam

beam

7

FIG. 2.20: Cross-section schem atic of lumis in downstream beam pipe. Lum is 1-4 were
p u t at 45° with respect to the vertical and horizontal axes while Lum is 5-8 were placed
horizontally and vertial [57].

5

2

FIG. 2.21: Side view schematic o f lumis in downstream beam pipe [57].

The LUMIs detect scattered electrons which originate from elastic electron-
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proton scattering and polarized Moller (electron-electron) scattering. Both processes
contribute about half of the to tal electron rate. The LUMIs have three advantages.
First, because of their smaller scattering angle, the LUMIs have a higher counting
rate than the FPD s and CEDs. Therefore, they measure asymmetries w ith higher
precision th an the FPD s and CEDs. Second, the LUMIs can detect electron scat
tering rates from small beam currents th a t BPMs and BCMs cannot detect. Hence,
the LUMIs can be used to measure leakage of electron beam intended for the other
halls. Third, the physics asym m etry is smaller, making the LUMIs more sensitive
to false asymmetries.

2.6.5

P olarim etry

Consider scattering where the scattering probability is dependent upon the
spin orientation of the incident electron. The scattering probability consists of a spin
independent piece So and a spin dependent piece A S q, where A is the spin sensitivity
of the scattering process, which is called the analyzing power. The probability of
scattering an electron with positive spin is S+ = So (1 + A) while the probability
of scattering an electron w ith negative spin is S - = So (1 — A).

Next, consider

scattering of an electron beam with polarization
p = n+ - n
n + + n_
where n + and n_ are the number of electrons with positive and negative spin

'

v

pro

jections, respectively. Solving Equation 2.14 for the n+ and n_ gives
n+ = ^ ( l + P)
2
io
2
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where no = n + + n _ . W hen the beam polarization is positive, the counting rate of
scattered electrons is
R + = S+n+ + S_n_ = S 0 (1 + A) (1 + P ) ^ + S 0 (1 - A) (1 - P )

(2.17)

Similarly, when the beam polarization is negative, the counting rate of scattered
electrons is
= S+n_ + S - n + = S 0 (1 + A ) ( 1 - P ) ^ + S 0 (1 - A ) ( l + P ) j .

(2.18)

It follows th a t the counting rate asymm etry is

R+ + R -

= AP .

(2.19)

This is a key equation. By measuring the difference in the counting rates (and with
knowledge of the analyzing power of the scattering process), one can measure the
m agnitude of the polarization.

M oller Polarim eter
The polarization of the electron beam arriving in Hall C is measured by the Hall
C Moller polarim eter [58]. Moller polarim eters are based o n e + e —»e + e scattering.
For both longitudinally polarized beam and target electrons, the cross-section in the
center of mass frame is
^

=

+

(2.20)

where Pb and Pt are the longitudinal polarization of the beam and target, respectively, A zz is the analyzing power, and ttop
dCl is the unpolarized cross-section. The
unpolarized cross-section is
da0 _ a (4 - sin2 9)
d£t
2m ej sin 2 a9 ’
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where 6 is the scattering angle in the center-of-mass frame. The analyzing power is
given by

=

<2-22>

The beam polarization can be measured by comparing the cross-section asymm etry
for beam and target spins aligned parallel and anti-parallel
do"1"1

dtr^
, doTA = PtPb-Azz ($) •
(2.23)
dfl
dn
At 9 — 90°, the analyzing power is a maximum (A zz — —7/9). Therefore, the kine
A M o lle r ~

matics are chosen such th a t 9 = 90°. The electrons in the Moller target are polarized
upstream so P< is a positive number. Therefore, since the Moller asymm etry AMoiier
is negative, the beam polarization P& m ust be positive.
There are three prim ary sources of error in the measurement. These include
achievable statistics, uncertainties due to background from M ott scattering, and the
error in determ ining the target electron polarization.
The layout of the polarim eter is shown in Figure 2.22. The incoming electron
beam is directed onto the Moller target, a thin foil of pure iron. Pure iron was
selected for the reason th a t its electron polarization is known with great accuracy
in saturation. The foil is oriented perpendicular to the beam and magnetized using
a superconducting solenoid producting a 4T field in the direction of the beam.
Both the scattered and recoiling target electrons emerge in the horizontal plane
and are focused by a quadrupole m agnet Q l. Collimators are used to select the
desired scattering angles. A second quadrupole m agnet Q2 defocuses the electrons.
The electrons are detected in coincidence using two symetrically placed hodoscope
counters and lead-glass detectors.
The Moller m easurement is an invasive measurement since it requires beam
current less th an 2 /iA. Under high beam current, the iron target will heat up and
the electrons will depolarize.
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The Moller Polarim eter was designed to operate at beam energies ranging from
1 GeV to 6 GeV. In this range, the Moller provides an absolute polarization mea
surement w ith accuracy b etter th an 0.5%. In order to accomodate lower energies
for this experiment, the optics of the Moller Polarim eter had to be adjusted.

laser
system

collimator

Q2

solenoid

FIG. 2.22: The layout of the Hall C M oller Polarimeter [58].

M ott Polarim eter
The polarization of the electron beam is also measured by the M ott Polarim eter
in the Injector. M ott polarim etry is based on the scattering of polarized electrons
from an unpolarized high-Z nucleus [59]. The analyzing power for M ott scattering
from single free-atoms is called the Sherman function and is calculated from QED.
It depends upon the laboratory scattering angle and electron energy. The kinetic
energy of the electron beam at the M ott polarim eter is between 2 and 8 MeV [60].
To prevent any spread of the electron beam in air, the scattering target is enclosed in
a vacuum vessel. The polarim eter’s stainless steel chamber is connected directly to
the beam line and can be operated by opening a m etal valve. During a polarization
measurement, a 12.5 degree dipole bend magnet is energized to guide the electron
beam to the polarim eter target. The electrons enter the chamber from the left side
of Figure 2.23 and h it the center of the target with a precision of 0.5 mm and an
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angle of less than 2 mr. The target is mounted on a moving ladder th a t allows
the selection of 17 different targets. The standard target is a 1 gm gold foil. The
polarim eter has four electron detector arms, two in the horizontal plane and two in
the vertical plane. Each member of a pair is separated by 180° in the azimuth. An
adjustable aluminum collimator inside the vacuum chamber defines the acceptance
of the individual detector arms and assures th a t each detector sees only the central
area of the target.

target

aluminum windows

ladder

adjustable aluminum
collimator

11

survey target
mountlng

viewport

I

aluminum-1iners

FIG. 2.23: Cross section through the M eV M ott polarimeter [60].

2.6.6

Coil M odulation

To measure and correct for systematic errors associated w ith helicity correlated
changes in beam position, angle, energy, and intensity, a beam m odulation (a.k.a
“coil pulsing” ) system was used to intentionally dither the beam by large amounts
[43]. The beam position and angle are varied by corrector coils in the beam line
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leading to the hydrogen target and the energy is driven by a cavity in the South
Linac. The measurements are performed concurrently with experimental d ata taking
during the first three m inutes of a run. The am plitude of the m odulation needs to
be large enough to perm it accurate measurements b u t small enough not to steer the
beam beyond safe limits. If the beam is steered beyond safe limits, it could trip the
accelerator and beam pipe or other equipment can be damaged. Figure 2.24 shows
a typical dither cycle. During the three m inutes of coil modulation, there are eleven
cycles: 3 x, 3 y, 4 energy, and 1 empty. Each cycle is made up of 9 different settings.
Therefore, a coil sits at one setting for about 2 seconds.
The change of the beam energy is calculated based on the x position of the
beam measured by BPM 3C12 at the dispersive point in the Hall C arc. This BPM
has a calibration of l% /4 mm.
Table 2.2 summarizes the approxim ate ranges of motion for a typical run in
both natural beam motion and coil m odulation. The x range for coil m odulation is
more th an two times bigger th an the x range for n atural beam motion. In contrast,
the y range for coil m odulation is more th an three times smaller th an the y range for
normal beam motion. Since coil m odulation is an intentional dithering of the beam
by laxge amounts, both the x and y ranges for coil m odulation should be larger than
(or a t least equal to) the x and y ranges for natural beam motion. During the y
cycle, there is significant scraping a t both lower and upper limits. This is clearly a
mistake on our p art and may be the result of incorrect coil m odulation settings or
im proper placement of the coils in the Hall C line. To eliminate scraping, a halo
cut (< 60 H z///A ) was implemented only during coil m odulation. Also, it should
be noted th a t charge is not deliberately m odulated during coil m odulation. One
advantage of coil m odulation is th a t it can be used to decouple charge from the
other beam properties.
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x (mm)
y (mm)
0X (mrad)
By (mrad)
Q { nC)
AE (MeV)

natural beam motion
0.3
0.6
0.016
0.03
200
0.06

coil modulation
0.5
0.2
0.03
0.01
35
0.2

TABLE 2.2:
Range o f m otion fo r a typical run (29023) fo r both natural beam m otion and coil
modulation.

2.7

DAQ

The d a ta stream consisted of two different types of events: high statistics d ata
counting and low statistics m onitoring d a ta (Fastbus). The high statistics d ata
counted all particles detected within each ^ s macropulse period. The low statistics
monitoring d ata included ADC and TDC spectra for each PM T on each detector
with a maximum event rate of 1 kHz. A Time to Digital Converter (TDC) module
records the time difference between a sta rt and stop signal. An Analog to Digital
Converter (ADC) module produces a digital code at its output th a t is proportional
to an analog charge supplied accumulated at its input.
The d a ta aquisition system (DAQ) used by the G° experiment was CODA
(CEBAF Online D ata Acquisition system) [61]. CODA was developed at JLab and
ran on a Linux com puter in the counting house. The DAQ com puter communicated
with crates containing the electronics modules for different sub-systems. Each crate
had a single board com puter called the readout controller (ROC) by which the DAQ
com puter communicated. In total, there were 11 ROCs. Table 2.3 summarizes the
function of the ROCs.
There were two types of triggers: 30 Hz and Fastbus. For the 30 Hz trigger, all
of the ROCs are read out at the end of each macro-pulse trigger (see Section 3.3).
This formed the d a ta stream for asym m etry com putation. The Fastbus trigger is
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ROC

Function

ROCO
ROC1
ROC2
ROC3
ROC4
ROC5
ROC7
ROC8
ROC9
ROC31

trigger superviser and beam line scalers
NA scaler d a ta
NA scaler d ata, NA ARS
French DMCH-16X m odules
NA scaler d a ta
fastbus m onitoring electronics
French C E D -FPD board
French Cerenkov m odules, French ARS
NA singles
injector electronics

TABLE 2.3: R O C S and their functions [62].
controlled by a fast-clear. W hen the fast-clear is enabled, the Fastbus trigger checks
for two m ean-tim er hits. It requires th a t a CED and FPD both fire within the
coincidence window during the “fast-clear gate” . The signal used to indicate th a t
there has been a valid CED and FPD h it is identical to the trigger signal used by
the coincidence electronics. If an event is em pty or has only one m ean-tim e hit, the
A D C /TD C are cleared and reset. The DAQ only reads out events th a t are filled.
W hen the fast-clear is disabled, the Fastbus trigger is “free-running” . In other words,
most of the tim e, events are empty. Consequently, the DAQ takes time to digitze
and readout em pty events and statistics axe poor.
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FIG. 2.24: A coil modulation cycle from run 29015. The red line corresponds to a vertical
pulse, the blue line corresponds to a horizontal pulse, and the green line corresponds to
an energy pulse. B P M C12 is located a t the dispersive poin t in the Hall C arc (point of
m axim um dispersion n the arc). The change of the beam energy is calculated according
to the x position of this BPM . BPM s H00 and GO are located upstream and downstream,
respectively, o f the standard p ivo t center of the hall.
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CHAPTER 3
The Polarized Electron Source
The polarized electron source plays a critical role in the experiment, being the
origin of helicity-correlations in beam param eters which contribute to system atic
errors in the measurement of the parity-violating asymmetry.

To control these

effects, helicity-correlations in the polarized electron source are minimized according
to experimental techniques described in this Chapter.

3.1

C EBA F Accelerator
The CEBAF accelerator is a five-pass recirculating linac capable of simultaneous

delivery of continuous-wave beams to three end stations. A schematic of the CEBAF
accelerator is shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of an Injector, two linear accelerators
connected by recirculation arcs, and an Extractor. The Injector region houses the
polarized electron source. The recirculation arcs enable the beam s to make up to
five passes through each linear accelerator. Each beam is separately extracted and
sent to its experimental hall. Each linear accelerator can provide a m aximum of
about 600 MeV per pass.
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FIG. 3.1: A schematic o f the C E B A F accelerator.

3.2

Polarized Electron Source
At Jefferson Lab, polarized electrons are generated by a 100 kV GaAs photoe

mission electron gun. To deliver beam to the three physics halls simultaneously, two
separate laser systems are used which illum inate a common area of the photocath
ode. During the present experiment, Halls A and B share a laser and Hall C had
its own. A beam splitter splits the single beam for Halls A and B into two separate
beams. Each beam sends an optical pulse train or a series of pulses a t 499 MHz
which together make up 1497 MHz, the CEBAF fundam ental frequency.
The laser produces linearly polarized light which is converted into a circularly
polarized beam by a Pockels cell (see Section 3.2.3). The circularly polarized laser
light is directed onto a photocathode and electrons are produced via photoemission.
A schematic of the injector laser table is shown in Figure 3.2. The sign and degree of
the electron beam polarization is determ ined by the sign and degree of the circular
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polarization of the laser beam. By reversing the Poekels cell voltage, the helicity
of the laser beam, and thus the helicity of the electron beam, is reversed. This is
called helicity reversal. Anything th a t changes with this reversal is said to be helicity
correlated. The electron polarization is flipped pseudo-randomly at 30 Hz.

In jecto r La m t Tabic Layout (Jan u ary 2006)

□

sssr

f t - E H --- - n

esaii

FIG. 3.2: A schematic o f the injector laser table.

3.2.1

P h o to ca th o d es

P h otoem ission
Metals are extremely efficient electron em itters and therefore make good elec
tron sources in the accelerator. Semiconductors have an advantage over m etals in
th a t their ordered crystal arrangem ent can be engineered to accomodate specific
needs. For example, they can be made sensitive to a narrow range of wavelength of
illum ination or designed to em it electrons with a specific polarization state.
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The photoemission of electrons from a semiconductor into the vacuum consists
of three steps: the photoexcitation of electrons into the conduction band (the energy
region at which electrons can move freely through the m aterial), the tran sp o rt of
electrons to the surface, and emission of electrons into the vacuum (the energy at
which an electron becomes free from its host ion).
The addition of a small percentage of foreign atom s in the regular crystal lat
tice of a semiconductor produces n-type and p-type semiconductors. In a n-type
semiconductor, the im purity contributes free electrons. The surface states of the
semiconductor gain extra electrons and the surface becomes negatively charged. In
a p-type semiconductor, the im purity creates deficiencies of valence electrons called
holes. The surface states donate electrons to the valence band and the surface
becomes positively charged. The most valuable property of p-type III-V semicon
ductors is their ability to obtain Negative Electron Affinity (NEA). NEA occurs
when the vacuum level lies below the conduction band minimum so th a t electrons
can escape practically unscathed. The vacuum level lowering occurs when monolayer
quantities of alkali metals, e.g. cesium, of electropositive nature and low ionization
potential are deposited on the semiconductor surface. GaAs is the most widely used
photoem itter because it has the largest direct bandgap (the region between the vac
uum level and bottom of the conduction b an d ). This property creates a larger NEA
level because the conduction band minimum is farther removed from the vacuum
level of the cesium-oxide layer.

T ypes o f G aAs P h otocath od es
There are three types of GaAs photocathodes used in electron accelerators to
date: bulk, strained and superlattice GaAs. W hen 100% circularly-polarized pho
tons are incident on bulk GaAs, the photoem itted electrons can be em itted with
a theoretical maxmimum of 50% polarization. In practice, typical polarizations of
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35-40% are achieved. The strained-layer GaAs photocathode consists of a 100 nm
active layer of p-doped GaAs grown atop a layer of GaAsP, with phosphorus content
of 28Strained layer GaAs photocathodes break an energy level degeneracy in the va
lence band. As a result, em itted electron polarizations of 100% are theoretically
possible. Typical polarizations of 70-85% are achieved. Figure 3.3 illustrates the
electromagnetic transm itions of bulk and strained GaAs. The superlattice photo
cathode consists of a heavily p-doped 5 nm GaAs surface layer grown atop 14 pairs
of alternating layers of GaAsP and GaAs. A maximum polarization of 87% has been
achieved at JLab.
The most common m ethod to quantify the effectiveness of a photocathode is
by measuring its quantum efficiency (QE). The QE of a photocathode is defined as
the ratio of em itted electrons to incident photons. It depends on the wavelength of
illumination, the tem perature of the m aterial, and the doping concentration. Bulk
GaAs crystals can have QEs greater th an 1%, while strained and superlattice GaAs
crystals have much a lower QE.
From 1998 to 2003, JLab used strained layer GaAs photocathodes from Band
width Semiconductor for production beam delivery. After a short exposure to atomic
hydrogen, the semiconductor is activated to build a negative electron affinity. This
activation is performed in the gun chamber by applying successive doses of Cesium
and Nitrogen Trifluoride. The negative electron affinity surface allows the electrons
optically excited to the conduction band to escape the cathode. Typical quantum
efficiency is 0.2% at 840 nm and 1% at 780 nm. The polarization of the photoem it
ted electron beam from the cathode m aterial is typically 70-80% as measured in the
injector and in the halls via Moller and M ott scattering.
In March 2004, a superlattice GaAs photocathode was sucessfully installed and
activated in Gun 3. Typical quantum efficiency is 0.4% at 780 nm. For the present
experiment, a superlattice GaAs photocathode was used.
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FIG. 3.3: Electromagnetic transitions in bulk and strained GaAs. The upper figure shows
the transitions in bulk GaAs. The numbers in circles indicate the relative strength of the
transitions. B y illuminating the crystal with polarized light, the resulting electromagnetic
transitions can yield electron beam polarizations of 50%. The bottom figure shows the
transitions in strained GaAs. B y breaking an energy level degeneracy, transitions of only
one type of spin state are allowed. Therefore, the theoretical polarization approaches
1 0 0 %.

A ctivation and Lifetim e
After the activation of the photocathode, the QE decreases gradually with
time [64]. As the QE decreases, the chaxge-limited current density decreases. The
laser power m ust then be increased to m aintained the desired electron beam intensity
from the source. At some point, the charge lim it drops to a level in which the
photocathode cannot deliver the desired beam intensity and the photocathode must
be refreshed. This is achieved by a brief deposition of additional cesium on the
surface of the photocathode. W ith each recesitation, there is a small decrease in the
photocathode performace. After multiple recesitations, the photocathode m ust be
heat cleaned and reactivated.
The operational lifetime of a source is the am ount of charge em itted before the
quantum efficiency has decreased to 1je of its initial value. The lifetime determines
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the frequency a t which the cathode has to be treated during operation. Lifetime
depends on vacuum quality, high voltage design, and the active surface area of the
photocathode. During low beam current delivery (< 100 uA from the cathode), the
lifetime is as high as 600 C. During higher current operation (200 uA), the lifetime
is reduced to approxim ately 300 C.

3.2.2

T he Laser S ystem

This section summarizes the history and current status of the lasers used to
drive the polarized electron source. For a complete discussion, see [65]. A robust laser
system is necessary to drive the electron source. In the early days of CEBAF, diode
lasers were used for the m ajority of experiments. Diode lasers are stable, reliable,
easy to use, require little maintenance, and have small noise at the frequency of the
helicity reversal (0.1 % at 30 Hz). For low current and high polarization experiments,
the laser wavelength was m atched to the cathode bandgap (840 nm).

For high

current experiments where polarization was not needed, the laser wavelength was
reduced to 780 nm to take advantage of the higher quantum efficiency.
Some experiments (such as the present one) require both high current and high
polarization. Diode lasers axe inadequate because of their power lim itation. They
produce less th an 100 mW and lim it the available electron beam current to 100 n A at
780 nm. T itanium Sapphire (Ti:Sap) lasers obtain higher output power, about 500
mW, a t high polarization wavelengths. In 2001, experiments requiring high current
and high polarization were driven by a hom ebuilt Ti:Sap system, pum ped by a
high power DC N d:Y V04 and m ode-locked using seed light from a gain-sw itched
diode laser. Pum ping is a process to create a population inversion, a stable state
of a medium where the upper energy level is more populated th an the lower energy
level. This is a necessary condition for a laser. Seed light is light from one laser
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th a t is injected into another laser. Gain switching is a technique by which a laser
can be made to produce pulses of light of extremely short duration, on the order
of picoseconds. Mode-locked means th a t there is a fixed phase relationship between
the modes or frequencies of the laser’s resonant cavity. The hom ebuilt Ti:Sap lasers
exhibit more noise than diode lasers (1% at 30 Hz) and require a higher level of
maintenance. The G° forward angle experiment used a Ti:Sap system.
In March 2006, a fiber laser [66] was installed for the G° backward angle exper
iment. The 499 MHz frequency of the beam from the m ain machine directly pulses a
laser seed. The laser seed is fiber coupled and will never lose lock from the machine
like a Ti-Sapphire laser sometimes does. The wavelength of the laser seed is 1560
nm. The laser seed is a common cable TV communications laser diode. The laser
seed is fed into a commercial fiber laser amplifier th a t takes the 1 mW seed pulsing
at 499 MHz and turns it into 5 W atts of light pulsing a t the same rate. The com
mercial fiber laser amplifier is designed for TV type applications. Up to this point,
all of the light is contained within glass fibers and there is no need for alignment.
The o utput of the fiber from the amplifier is placed on the laser table where the
5 W beam at 1560 nm is launched through free space through a collimating lens.
The beam is directed through a second harmonic generator (SHG) th a t converts
a portion of the power from 1560 nm down to 780 nm. This wavelength is ideal
for our superlattice cathode because it is at the peak polarization wavelength. The
alignment of the SHG crystal is simple. The residual 1560 nm light is dum ped away
with a dichroic mirror. The 780 nm o utput of the SHG is collimated and taken to
the cathode through all the normal optics th a t were used with the Ti-Sapphire laser.
The beam is perfectly round when it leaves the SHG because the fiber laser itself is
a single mode laser.
The fiber laser has several advantages over the Ti-Sapphire laser. It has higher
power capability. In addition, the beam diam eter can be changed w ithout affecting
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operation of the device. It also has a nicer beam profile as it can only support a
single transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode. A transverse mode of a beam of
electromagnetic radiation is a particular intensity p attern of radiation measured in
a plane perpendicular to the propagation direction of the beam. A TEM mode is a
mode whose electric and magnetic field vectors are both normal to the direction of
propagation. The fiber laser has no laser cavity to align, there is no chance of losing
lock, and the rf phase can be quickly shifted. In addition, there is no drifting of the
output beam over time so the Pockels cell alignment should hold indefinitely.

3.2.3

O ptical E lem ents in Source

There are four prim ary optical elements in the source: a linear polarizer, a
waveplate, a Pockels cell, and a quadrant photodiode. In order to understand the
functions of these elements, as explained in the following sections, it is necessary to
be familiar with birefringence and the scientific term s associated w ith it.
Birefringence is the division of light into two components (an “ordinary” and
an “extraordinary” ray), found in m aterials th a t have two different indices of refrac
tion in different directions. Birefringence is associated with uniaxial crystals, which
belong to the hexagonal, tetragonal, and trigonal crystal systems. In a uniaxial
crystal, there is one direction such th a t any light in th a t direction in the crystal has
the same speed, regardless of its state of polarization. This direction is called the
optic axis. Light w ith linear polarization perpendicular to the optic axis comprises
the ordinary ray. Light with linear polarization parallel to the optic axis comprises
the extraordinary ray. The birefringence is quantified by A n = n e — n 0, where n 0
is the refractive index for the ordinary ray and n e is the refractive index for the
extraordinary ray. The direction of the lesser index is called the fast axis because
the speed of light is faster in th a t direction. Similarly, the other is called the slow
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axis.

Linear Polarizer
The polarization of an electromagnetic wave refers to the orientation of its
electric field E . Unpolarized light is comprised of a m ixture of wave vibrations lying
in all possible directions perpendicular to the direction of travel. The direction of E
is randomly varying w ith time. A Linear Polarizer (LP) is a device th a t only allows
electric field components parallel to a certain direction, called the polarization axis,
to pass through. Any light th a t comes through such a polarizer is polarized in the
direction of the polarization axis.

W aveplate
A waveplate is a birefringent optical device th a t alters the polarization state
of a light wave travelling through it. It divides an incident, polarized beam into
two components and changes the phase of one relative to the other while passing
through the wave plate. Then, it recombines them as they leave the wave plate.
The thickness of the wave plate determines the am ount of phase shift.
A quarter-wave plate introduces a relative phase difference of 7t/ 2 radians or
90° between the ordinary and extraordinary waves. Quarter-wave plates are used
to tu rn plane-polarized light into elliptical polarized light and vice-versa. W hen
linear light at 45° to either principal axis is incident on a quarter-wave plate, its
ordinary and extraordinary components have equal amplitudes. Under these special
circumstances, a 90° phase shift converts the wave into circular light. Similarly, an
incoming circular beam will emerge linearly polarized.
A half-waveplate introduces a relative phase difference of 7r radians or 180°
between the ordinary and extraordinary waves. It rotates linear polarization by an
angle 26, where 6 is the angle between the fast axis of the half-waveplate and the
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incoming linear polarization axis. It also changes right circularly polarized light to
left circularly polarized light and vice-versa.
Parity-violating experiments two half-waveplates: an insertable half-wave plate
(IHWP) and a rotatable half-wave plate (RHW P). TH E IHW P is used to achieve
a slow reversal of the beam helicity. It is inserted into or removed from the laser
beam approxim ately every other day. W hen interchanging the IHWP, the physics
asymm etry flips sign b u t false asymmetries due to electronics do not. If there are
no electronic asymmetries, then the sum of the asymmetries measured in the two
states should be zero. The RHW P nulls any helicity-correlated intensity asymm etry
(see Section 3.5.1).

Pockels Cell
A Pockels Cell (PC) is a voltage-controlled birefringent crystal. It alters the
polarization of a laser beam when voltage is applied to the cell by causing a phase
retardation between orthogonal polarization components of the beam. Figure 3.4
shows a Pockels Cell between two linear polarizers. An applied electric field creates
fast and slow axes at 90° to one another. The difference in velocity for beam s with
polarization components along these two directions, with voltage applied, retards
the phase of one polarization component relative to the other thereby changing
the polarization state of the emerging beam. In the absence of an applied field,
the refractive index is the same for both polarization directions. There is no phase
retardation between orthogonal polarization components of the light beam and hence
there is no polarization change.
In our setup, vertically polarized light enters the birefringent m aterial. The PC
is rotationally oriented such th a t the fast and slow axes th a t are induced by the
application of a voltage to the PC are a t ±45° to the polarization direction of the
input light beam, as shown in Figure 3.5. The two components, in phase as they
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FIG. 3.4: A Pockels Cell between two linear polarizers.
enter the crystal, emerge w ith different phases. As they traverse the crystal, they
accumulate a phase difference, which depends on the distance traveled and on the
applied voltage. W hen the beams emerge from the crystal, the polarization of the
combined single beam depends on the accumulated phase difference.

fast axis

11
slow axis

FIG. 3.5: The orientation of the P C with respect to the polarization direction of the input
light beam.

The polarization of the beam is determ ined by both the Pockels Cell and a
Linear Polarizer upstream of the PC. The LP is a cleanup polarizer and is used to
produce vertically polarized light free of any ellipticity th a t may have crept into the
polarization. The PC acts as a quarter-wave plate with its fast axis at 45° from
the vertical whose retardation flips sign pseudorandomly on a pulse-by-pulse basis,
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generating circularly-polarized light of either helicity.

Quadrant P h otod iod e
A Q uadrant Photodiode (QPD) is used to measure helicity-correlated position
differences and charge asymm etry of the laser light during the PC installation. It
is used only in testing and not during production. It functions as both a Beam
Current M onitor (BCM) and a Beam Position M onitor (BPM). A QPD consists of
four photodiodes arranged in four quadrants of a circular structure, as shown in
Figure 3.6. These photodiodes are used to compare the intensity in each half of the
beam, both horizontally and vertically. Sensor output is proportional to the beam
energy h itting the sensor. The disadvantage of the device is th a t accurate results
depend on the beam hitting all sensors simultaneously. If it hits only two sensors,
position can be determined in only one dimension. If it hits only one sensor, all
positional inform ation is lost.

FIG. 3.6: A Quadrant Photodiode.
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3.3

Beam Structure
This section describes the helicity control and tim ing scheme of the experiment.

A more thorough description is given in [67]. The helicity flip at the Pockels cell
occurs at the transitions of the 30 Hz clock signal. The G0 analogue of this signal
is the MPS or macro-pulse trigger. The signal consists of a low period of length
Tsettie and a high period of length Tstabie. The Tsettie period is 200 fis and allows time
for the Pockels cell to stabilize and time for the experiment to read out data. The
^stable period is 33.333 ms exactly and is the tim e when the Pockels cell is stable
and also the tim e when the experiment takes data. The Tstabie interval is equal to
2Tiine, where Ti;ne is the period of the power line cycle.
The dom inant source of noise in all electronics comes from the power lines at
60 Hz. Therefore, cables and electronics are likely to have some noise th a t oscillates
at 60 Hz. To average over this noise, one counts over an integer multiple of one
period, in this case 2 x (1/60 Hz) = 33.33 ms.
The helicity signals are generated in quartets: -I

1- or — H — , where the first

element in the quartet is chosen pseudo-randomly. The helicity signal transitions at
the instant the Pockels cell is set to a new state. The quartet trigger defines when
a new random sequence of four helicity states has started.
The 120 Hz signal is a signal a t 120 Hz th a t is produced a t 4 times the MPS
(30 Hz) frequency. It subdivides the MPS high period into 4 so the experiment
can m onitor the d ata for 60 Hz components. The tim ing signals from the polarized
source is shown in Figure 3.7.
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FIG. 3.7: Polarized source signal tim ing fo r G°.

3.4

T ypes of Laser System atics

This section briefly describes the system atic effects th a t stem from the laser
beam and optics system th a t is used in the polarized electron source to produce the
polarized electron beam. A more complete description of the sources of systematics
and strategies for their m inimization is given in [68].

3.4.1

C harge A sym m etry

Charge asym m etries result when th e average electron beam current correspond

ing to one helicity state is different from the average current corresponding to the
other helicity state. The asymmetries arise from the fact th a t when making circu
larly polarized light, there are always small imperfections or adm ixtures of linear
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polarization th a t cause a small degree of ellipticity. Imperfections in the laser beam ’s
circular polarization stem prim arily from imperfect alignment of the PC axes with
respect to the incoming linear polarization.
W hen the helicity of the light is flipped, the m ajor axis of the polarization ellipse
will rotate by 90°. Most optics systems have elements (for example mirrors) th a t
transport one linear polarization b etter than the other. This property is referred
to as a tran sp o rt asymm etry or analyzing power. Therefore, flipping the helicity
causes a change in the efficiency with which the light is delivered to the cathode.
This type of effect is called the PITA effect, where PITA is an acronym standing for
Polarization Induced Transport Asymmetry.
The PITA effect can be characterized quantitatively. The phases introduced by
the PC can be w ritten in the form
(3.1)
where the superscript ± indicates the two helicities, a is the symmetric piece of the
imperfect phase shift, and A is the antisym m etric piece of the imperfect phase shift.
If A = a — 0, the phases introduced by the PC are ± 7t/2 and the light will have
perfect circular polarization. If either A or a are nonzero, elliptical polarization will
result. The charge or current asymm etry can be w ritten as

where I R ( l L) are the electron beam intensities associated with the PC phases
S+ (5~). The equation for A j depends linearly on A but not a t all on a. Hence,
when a laser beam is transm itted through an analyzing power, an intensity asym
m etry results th a t depends only on the antisym m etric phase shifts. This can be
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explained as follows. For example, if a = 7t/4, the phases introduced by the PC are
(3.3)

37T
T ’

(3.4)

and the polarization ellipses for the two helicity states will be coincident w ith one
another. Only the direction th a t the electric vector travels around the ellipse will
change. A nonzero a phase shift is shown in Figures 3.8a and 3.8b.
If A = 7t/ 4, the phases introduced by the PC are

(3.5)
and polarization ellipses result whose m ajor axes will rotate by 90° when the helicity
is flipped. In other words, the two polarization ellipses will have their m ajor and
minor axes interchanged, an antisymmetric behavior. The plus sign indicates th a t
the electric vector travels counter-clockwise around the ellipse. The negative sign
indicates th a t the electric vector travels clockwise around the ellipse. A nonzero A
phase shift is shown in Figures 3.8c and 3.8d. If the polarization ellipses in Figure 3.8
are propagated through an asymmetric transport element with greater transm ission
along the vertical element th an the horizontal, the ellipses with symmetric phase
shifts are transm itted with equal intensity whereas the ellipses with antisym m etric
phase shifts are not.

3.4.2

P osition D ifferences

Position differences result when the average position corresponding to one he
licity state is different from the average position corresponding to the other helicity
state. Position differences stem prim arily from two sources: phase gradients and
steering effects.
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FIG. 3.8: Polarization ellipses fo r non-zero a and A phase shifts, (a) and (b) are
polarization ellipses fo r right- and left-helicity light where a is non-zero, (c) and (d) are
polarization ellipses fo r right- and left- helicity light where A is non-zero.

Phase Gradients
As explained above, a charge asym m etry can result from a nonzero value of the
phase A. The phase A and hence the associated charge asymm etry can vary in some
way across the laser spot as shown in Figure 3.9. If the charge asym m etry changes
from the left of the crystal to the right, the beam profiles for the two helicity states
will have centroids th a t are shifted horizontally with respect to one another. These
shifts are seen as helicity-correlated position differences, as shown in Figure 3.10.

Steering Effects
A nother source of helicity-correlated position differences is steering caused by
the PC. The PC is alternately pulsed to positive and negative high voltage in order
to introduce phases. This results in the PC behaving alternately as a diverging and
converging lens as shown in Figure 3.11. If a laser beam is small enough in diam eter
and goes through the center of the PC, the steering effects are small. As one goes
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FIG. 3.9:
Illustration o f a GaAs crystal being irradiated by light. The residual linear polariza
tion varies from a m inim um at the left o f the crystal to a m axim um at the right of
the crystal [6 8 ].
off center, some steering occurs. This effect can be big.

3.5

Controlling Laser System atics

3.5.1

C ontrolling Charge A sym m etries

Phase A djustm ents
The phase A can be controlled using the PC. The nominal voltage at which a
PC is pulsed is ±2,700 V. If a fixed voltage is added to the voltage associated with
each polarity, one can introduce an arbitrary A. For example, one could run at
±2,900 V and -2,500V. The voltage difference between the two states remains the
same. As indicated in Equation 3.1, the sign of the antisymmetric phase for the two
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FIG. 3.10: The effect of a linear gradient in the phase across the face of the laser beam
on the spatial in ten sity profile o f the electron beam. The top figure shows the linear
gradient in phase. The bottom figure shows the corresponding intensity profile fo r rightand left- helicity electron beams. The gradient shifts the centroids of the right- and
left- helicity electron beams in opposite directions, thereby producing a helicity-correlated
position difference [68].

states is the same.

Intensity A sym m etry Cell
An Intensity Asymmetry (IA) cell is used to control charge asymmetries. It
operates at low voltages (0-200 V) and artifically induces charge asymmetry. It con
sists of an upstream linear polarizer, a waveplate, a Pockels Cell, and a downstream
linear polarizer. The charge asym m etry can be carefully measured, and the IA cell
pulsed to a slightly different voltage for each helicity to achieve balance.
In September 2005, IA studies were performed to determine the waveplate and
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FIG. 3.11:
Illustration o f steering due to a Pockels Cell having lens-like properties when it is
pulsed at high voltages [6 8 ].
waveplate angle to be used in the IA cell. Two types of IA studies were done: IA
voltage scans and IA angle scans. The purpose of an IA voltage scan is to measure
the linear dependence of intensity asymm etry on voltage. A large slope is critical to
correct a large intensity asymmetry. In an IA voltage scan, the waveplate angle is
fixed, and the IA voltage is varied from 0 V to 120 V. At each voltage setting, the
intensity asym m etry is measured and recorded. This scan was performed on three
waveplates: A/10, A/4 and A/2. The results of these scans are shown in Table 3.1.
According to the data, the A/4 waveplate has larger slopes compared to the A/10
waveplate.
The purpose of an IA angle scan is to measure the dependence of transm itted
intensity on angle. In an IA angle scan, the voltage difference is fixed and the wave
plate angle is varied from 0° to 36°. At each angle setting, the transm itted intensity
is measured and recorded. This scan was performed on three waveplates: A/10, A/4
a n d A/2. T ab le 3.2 su m m arize s th e re su lts o f th e IA angle scans. A c co rd in g to th e

data, the intensity loss of the A/2 waveplate is significant and the transm ission falls
to zero over the range of 6 (2.9 % /° x 36°). The intensity loss of the A/4 waveplate is
about half th a t of the A/2 waveplate. Over the range of 9, the transm itted intensity
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waveplate

angle (°)

Asym /Voltage (ppm /V)

A/10

0
10
20
0
10
20
-10
-20
0
-10
-20

4.22
34.83
61.21
3.72
-48.24
-112.74
54.47
114.45
12.66
8.88
-2.34

A/4

A/2

TABLE 3.1: IA Voltage Scans. The waveplate is fixed a t a given angle and the voltage
is varied from 0 V to 120 V.

falls to about 50%. The intensity loss of the A/10 waveplate is about 10%. Based
on the findings of both the IA voltage and angle scans, we decided to use the A/4
waveplate at about 20° in the IA cell.

R otatable H alf W aveplate
Since the fast axis of the Pockels Cell is oriented at ±45° to the polarization
direction of the input light beam, the m ajor axes of the ellipses are either vertical or
horizontal when the laser light emerges from the Pockels cell. By rotating the half
waveplate, the orientation of the ellipses can be rotated. The basic setup for using
a rotating half waveplate is shown in Figure 3.12. To minimize charge asymmetry,
m ajor axes of the ellipses are oriented at ±45° with respect to the analyzing-power
axis.
The charge asym m etry should vary sinusoidally with 46. This is because a
90° rotation of the half-wave plate will ro tate the polarization ellipses by 180°, at
which point the p attern should repeat. We see both 46 and 26 components because
the half-wave plate has imperfections and therefore introduces a A-like phase (see
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waveplate

+H V

-HV

Transm itted Intensity(% /°)

Asym (ppm) /°

A/10

0
0
30
0
0
0
30
0
0
30
30

0
30
30
60
0
30
30
0
30
0
30

-0.30
-0.28
-0.30
-0.23
-1.44
-1.48
-1.37
-2.83
-2.92
-2.74
-2.73

0.38
84.59
163.03
166.79
-0.18
-252.33
-443.04
-0.38
-111.49
123.07
-188.55

A/4

A/2

TABLE 3.2: IA Angle Scans. The voltage difference is fixed and the waveplate angle is
varied from 0° to 36°.

Figure 3.12). This figure also shows th a t x and y position differences vary with the
RHW P angle.

Polarizer

Pockels cell

GaAs
photocathode

FIG. 3.12:
The basic setup fo r using a rotatable half-wave plate to m inim ize charge asymmetry
[6 8 ]. The polarizer is a linear polarizer and the X /2 is the rotatable half-wave plate.
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RHWP scan, Run 28126, IHWP IN, IPM1I02

1000000*Ach*T9«JPM1l02, Acymmetry (ppm) v*. theta

A q = 184.86+ -664.69 sin (2x+ 158.77) + 311.90 sin (4x+ 149.27)

•0.15 £

Dx =

0.05 +

Dy = -0.13 +

0.05 sin (2x+ 151.55) + 0.09 sin (4x+ 151.00)

-0.05 sin (2x+ 26.09) + -0.13 sin (4 x + 155.28)

FIG. 3.13:
A R H W P scan. The upper plot is charge asymmetry versus R H W P angle. The fit
includes a constant, a 29 term and a 49 term. The middle plot is x position difference
versus R H W P angle. The bottom plot is y position difference versus R H W P angle.

3.5.2

C ontrolling P osition D ifferences

M inim ize Steering
Steering is minimized by centering the laser beam on the Pockels cell. The
PC is translated in two dimensions while monitoring the position differences. The
dependence of position differences on steering are shown in Figure 3.14. The charge
asymm etry always shows no dependence on position. In a steering scan where the
PC is translated in x, the y position difference varies linearly with x. Similarly,
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in a steering scan where the PC is translated in y, the x position difference varies
linearly in y.

PC X Steering Scan, Run 28070
60

SO
40
30

20
10

0
Acharg«_QPD (ppm) vs. Position (in)

0.1
I.os

0
-0.1

Ax_QPD (um) vs. Position (in)

0.45

6.5

Ay.QPD (um) vs. Position (in)

FIG. 3.14:
A steering scan. The upper plot shows charge asymmetry versus beam position on the
Pockels cell. The middle and bottom plots show x position and y position differences
versus beam position on the Pockels cell, respectively.

M inim ize th e Effects o f P h ase G radients
A prim ary source of phase gradients is the Pockels cell. The phase A and
hence the associated charge asym m etry can vary across the aperture of the cell.
Like steering, these phase gradients are minimized by translating the Pockels cell
in two dimensions while monitoring the position differences. The one difference is
th a t a LP is inserted after the Pockels cell and before the QPD to introduce an
analyzing power. The dependence of position differences on phase gradients are
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shown in Figure 3.15. The charge asym m etry and position differences always show
a sine-like variation with position. In fact, the curves seem to be a characteristic of
the PC. In every installation we performed, the curves were identical for the same
PC (with the exception of different offsets).

PC X Birefringence Scan, Run 28086
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FIG. 3.15:
A phase gradient scan. The upper plot shows charge asymmetry versus beam position
on the Pockels cell. The middle and bottom plots show x position and y position
differences versus beam position on the Pockels cell, respectively.

3.6

PC Installation Procedure

This section summarizes the PC installation procedure. For a detailed expla
nation, see [69]. We begin the PC installation by first checking th a t the laser spot at
the PC is a fine point. Next, we measure the degree of linear polarization. In order to
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make position and charge measurements on the QPD, it is necessary to determ ine the
QPD pedestals, center the QPD, and calibrate the QPD. Afterwards, electronic noise
measurements are performed to confirm th a t differences/asymmetries are consistent
with zero. First, both the IA and PC are unplugged and differences/asymmetries
axe measured. Next, the IA is plugged back in but the PC is left unplugged and dif
ferences/asymmetries are measured. Following the noise measurements, IA voltage
and angle scans axe done to determ ine the optim al operating angle and the intensity
dependence on voltage. Based on the IA scans, the IA charge asym m etry is zeroed.
Next, the PC is plugged back in and differences/asymmetries are measured for both
states of the half-wave plate. This is followed by x and y steering scans for both
states of the half-wave plate. According to the steering seems, position differences
are then minimized. Different states of the half-wave plate yield different x and y
positions. Differences/asymmetries axe measured for both states of the half-wave
plate to verify th a t they axe minimized. The LP is inserted, followed by Q PD cen
tering and calibration scans. Differences/asymmetries axe measured for both states
of the half-wave plate. They are not minimized as doing so would compromise the
differences/asymmetries obtained with the LP out (steering). Experience has shown
th a t steering effects dom inate the beam quality rath er than phase gradient effects
(LP in).
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CHAPTER 4
Analysis
This chapter presents the details of the analysis for d ata taken during the
first p art of the 687 MeV run, beginning in March 2006 and ending in May 2006.
A description of raw d ata m anagement and processing is provided in Section 4.1,
followed by a sum m ary of nominal running conditions in Section 4.2. The measured
asymm etry is defined in Section 4.3 and a discussion of the Cerenkov electron and
pion efficiencies is provided in Section 4.4.

The rem ainder of the C hapter is a

detailed sum m ary of the cuts and corrections th a t transform the raw asymmetries
to physics asymmetries. In chronological order, these cuts/corrections include CEDFPD m atrix space cuts, deadtime, linear regression, background, and polarization
corrections.

4.1

Raw D ata M anagem ent and Processing
The DAQ acquires the raw d a ta and stores it to disk. During data-taking, shift

leaders sta rt and stop the DAQ every 60 minutes to segment the raw d a ta into runs.
Each run is processed by a replay engine (gOanalysis) to extract physics quantities.
GOanalysis is analysis software customized specifically for the G° experiment. It is
110
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w ritten in C + + and uses the ROOT package to organize d ata in the form of ntuples
(MPS and quartet). D etector and beam d ata are calculated MPS by MPS while
helicity-correlated differences/asymmetries are calculated q uartet by quartet. At
the end of the replay, the ntuples are stored in rootfiles according to run number.
At the beginning of a replay, instrum ent calibrations (pedestals and gains) are
loaded from a MySQL database. At the end of a replay, the analysis results (yields,
asymmetries, linear regression slopes, and beam param eter averages) Eire w ritten to
the database. The MySQL database manages a large set of structured d a ta and
runs operations on the d ata requested by multiple users. It presents the d a ta as
a collection of tables w ith each table consisting of a set of rows and columns and
provides relational operators to m anipulate the d a ta in tabular form.
During the replay, a cut is applied to d ata acquired during a beam trip. The
beam is regarded as unstable if the beam current varies by more than 100 nC /m ps
(100 nC /m ps x 1 mps/33.33 ms = 3 //A) between an MPS and the MPS four events
prior. In other words, the beam is considered unstable if the beam current in the
first and last MPS of a quartet vary by more than 100 nC /m ps. The liquid hydrogen
target requires tim e to therm ally stabilize after the beam current is ram ped back
up to 60 n A, so the first 500 mps (500 mps x 33.33 m s/1 mps = 17 seconds) after
the beam starts to ram p up are removed. An additional cut is made on any d ata
where the beam current is less than 20 nC or 0.6 pA. This cut serves as the “beam
off .”
In order to prevent interpretation of the form factors until all of the corrections
have been applied to the raw asymmetries and to avoid any possible unconscious
bias affecting the result, the raw asymmetries are disguised by a blinding factor.
The blinding factor is a multiplicative factor between 0.75 and 1.25.
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60 fiA
1.2 fj,A
40-60 kHz//zA
0.01 - 0.06 kH z///A
500 ppm
300 ppm
0-20 H z /M

Beam current
H erbert’s paddle
Cerenkov PM T yield
(CED,FPD) cell yield
Charge asym m etry RMS
Lumi RMS
Halo

TABLE 4.1: Nom inal running conditions.

4.2

Nom inal Running Conditions
The nominal running conditions are summarized in Table 4.1. H erbert’s paddle

is a scintillation counter paddle located on the ferris wheel platform. It provides
a rate measurement in the vicinity of the detectors from beam -target interactions.
H erbert’s paddle should read about 3% of the beam current for good beam condi
tions.

4.3

The M easured A sym m etry
The definition of the measured parity-violating asymm etry is given by
Y+
- Y m~e a s
m eas

a

S lm e a s ~

y _

y +
m eas

'

5

(a

i \

V *-1 )

m eas

where Ymeas is the measured normalized yield and the superscripts ± refer to positive
and negative helicity states of the beam. Ymeas is defined as the ratio of the measured
rate r and the beam charge Q
Ymeas = q •
As explained in section 3.3, the helicity signals are generated in quartets: -I

(4-2)
F

or — |- H— . Since a quartet contains two states of positive helicity and two states
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of negative helicity, the parity-violating asym m etry in one quartet is

y* +
_ Y{~ - Y j
Y r + y+ + Ff + Y f ’

Q
where

are the measured yields in the macro-pulses with positive helicity and Y ^ 2

are the measured yields in the macro-pulses with negative helicity. The asymm etry
in the measured particle detection rate over one quartet is given by
».+ —
+r
and the asymm etry in the electron beam charge over one quartet is

^

w

)

=

^

'

( 4 ' 5 )

Using Equation 4.2, we can write the parity-violating asymm etry carried by the
measured yield as the difference between the asymm etry in the particle detection
rate and the charge asymm etry
A ( Y meas) =
~

A ( r ) - A (Q ),

(4.6)

where we make use of the m athem atical identities in Appendix A. This approxim a
tion is only true if A (r ) A (Q ) <C 1.

4.4

Cerenkov Efficiencies
To prevent contam ination of the parity-violating signal, it is crucial to have good

identification of electrons. The most im portant param eters for electron identification
are the efficiency for identification of electrons and the contam ination from pions.
One m ethod to determ ine the electron and pion efficiencies of the Cerenkov is to use
a 31 MHz beam structure (32 ns pulsed-beam ). This beam structure enables one to
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separate the electrons from the pions based on their time of flight. The tim e of flight
of pions from the target to the FPD s is a few ns longer (depending on FPD ) than
the tim e of flight of electrons since pions of the same mom entum have a smaller
velocity. This time difference is explained below. We can obtain the relativistic
energy of the scattered electron by combining Equations 1.55 and 1.61
=

E

c

m b E g _______

mb + 2Easiri1 6/2

At full backscatter (9 = 180°), E = 278 MeV. This energy has a /3 of about 1. For
pions, we can take the central mom entum (350 M eV/c) and calculate the relativistic
total energy
E

=

V p2c2 + m V = 377 MeV.

(4.8)

This energy yields a /3 of about 0.9. Therefore, the pions have a smaller velocity
than the electrons.
The rem ainder of this section summarizes the m ethod to determ ine the Cerenkov
efficiencies. The original work can be found here [81]. From scatter plots of the
Cerenkov ADC signal versus FPD tim ing (see Figure 4.1), a separation of the pion
and electron loci can be observed. Using only FPD tim ing cuts, clean electron and
pion regions were defined. The Cerenkov electron efficiency is defined as the ratio of
the number of particles th a t fired the Cerenkov and also passed the electron tim ing
cut to the num ber of particles th a t passed the electron tim ing cut. Similarly, the
Cerenkov pion efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number of particles th a t fired
the Cerenkov and also passed the pion tim ing cut to the number of particles th a t
passed the pion tim ing cut. The rejection ratio is defined as the ratio of the electron
efficiency to the pion efficiency.
On the carbon target, the electron efficiencies of octant 1 range from 70-86%
(depending on FPD ) and the average electron effiency of octant 1 is 79.0%. The pion
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FIG. 4.1:
Cerenkov A D C (sum o f all 4 tubes) versus mean tim e o f FPD 10 o f the the elastic
locus in Octant 1 on LH2 [81].
efficiencies of octant 1 range from 0.5-3.5% and the average pion efficiency of octant
1 is 1.2%. The carbon target is b etter than the hydrogen target for extracting the
pion efficiency since the carbon atom has more neutrons than the hydrogen atom and
therefore gives a b etter pion yield and lower sensitivity to electron contam ination.
The rejection ratio is 68.2.
On the hydrogen target, the pion cuts were not as clean as for the carbon
target. As a result there may be some electron leakage in the “pion” cut region.
The electron efficiencies of octant 1 range from 70-86% (depending on FPD ) and the
average electron effiency of octant 1 is 78.6%. The pion efficiencies of octant 1 range
from 3-30% and the average pion effiency of octant 1 is 7.7%. The rejection ratio is
10.2. As noted, there may be electron leakage, causing this to be an underestim ate.
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4.5

C E D -FPD M atrix Space Cuts
The CED -FPD m atrix space is a two-dimensional representation of CED-FPD

coincidence rates (events which fire both a CED and FPD ). CED detector numbers
are incremented on the vertical axis, beginning with one at the lower end and ex
tending to nine at the upper end. Similarly, FPD detector numbers are incremented
on the horizontal axis, beginning with one at the left end and extending to 16 at
the right end. In total, the C ED -FPD m atrix space contains 144 cells. Each cell
contains a rate corresponding to its CED -FPD coincidence. There are 16 CED-FPD
m atrix spaces, two associated with each octant: “electron” and “pion” . CED-FPD
coincidences which fire the Cerenkov compose the CED-FPD electron m atrix space
while CED-FPD coincidences which do not fire the Cerenkov compose the CEDFPD pion m atrix space. The Cerenkov is “fired” when at least two of the four
PM Ts in a Cerenkov octant are hit. This is the definition th a t was assigned to the
“M ajority Logic” .
The CED -FPD m atrix space has four loci defined: elastic, inelastic, back
ground, and super-elastic. The elastic locus prim arily includes particles scattered
elastically in the electron-proton collision. In the elastic collision, the mom entum
of the electron and proton changes b u t no energy is lost to other processes. The
electron’s kinetic energy is shared between itself and the target proton after the
collision. The inelastic locus consists prim arily of particles scattered inelastically in
the electron-proton collision. In the inelastic collision, p art of the kinetic energy of
the incident electron is lost to other processes. Sometimes, this energy transform s
the proton into a resonance. O ther tim es, the energy creates additional particles

such as pions. The background locus is mainly comprised of beam halo and particles
produced via very inelastic scattering processes (for example, a scattered electron
produced by pion production). The super-elastic locus consists of beam halo and
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particles which are classically forbidden (more energetic than elastic particles). An
example of a classically forbidden particle is one which skips the m agnet and passes
directly from the target to the detectors.
The elastic and inelastic space cuts to define these loci of the CED -FPD m atrix
are defined according to dilution factors extracted from SMS field scan data. In
a field scan, the SMS current is varied from 1900 A to 4900 A, in steps of 200 A.
This has the effect of moving the scattered particles across the CED -FPD m atrix
and is explained below. The magnetic field and radius of curvature are inversely
proportional to each other. Therefore, an increase in magnetic field will result in a
smaller radius of curvature. Similarly, a decrease in magnetic field will result in a
larger radius of curvature. Since the FPD is located further from the m agnet than
the CED, a charged particle which passes through a given CED and FPD under
the nominal magnetic field will pass through approxim ately the same CED and a
different FPD under a different magnetic field. Hence, the scattered particles move
across the CED-FPD m atrix space.
The rem ainder of the section summarizes the technique employed to extract
the dilution factors [70]. For each cell in the electron and pion matrices, a plot of
yield versus SMS current is produced. Figure 4.2 is an example of two such plots in
the electron m atrix. The d ata points are fitted according to a sum of four functions
(2 gaussians, 1 exponential, and 1 linear). According to a G° GEANT simulation,
the elastic and inelastic contributions to the yield are Gaussian. The exponential fit
accounts for low-energy backgrounds such as 7r° decay, and the linear fit accounts
for randoms.
Based on these fits, elastic and inelastic dilution factors were calculated for
each cell in the electron m atrix. The elastic dilution factor represents the degree of
contam ination of the elastic yield at the nominal SMS current. The vertical line in
Figure 4.2 represents the nominal SMS current (3500 A) where the to tal elastic yield
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FIG. 4.2:
Measured yield versus SM S current fo r two representative cells in the CED-FPD
electron matrix. The left plot corresponds to cell CED 3/F P D 6 in the inelastic
locus and the right plot corresponds to cell CED 7/F P D 13 in the elastic locus. The
data points are indicated by black circles. The dark green line over the black circles
is a fit to the data, the red line is the elastic contribution to the yield, the blue line
is the inelastic contribution to the yield, the yellow line accounts fo r background and
the light green line accounts fo r randoms [70].
is maximized and the inelastic yield is minimized. Similarly, the inelastic dilution
factor represents the degree of contam ination of the inelastic yield at the nominal
SMS current. The elastic dilution factor is the ratio of the sum of the inelastic,
background, and random yields to the to tal yield
Y g a u s inelasUc + Y e x p + IpoJO

2e la s tic \3500>1

1 total

(4.9)
350(U

whereas the inelastic dilution factor is the ratio of the sum of the elastic, background,
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and random yields to the to tal yield

dinelastic | 3500.4

QQAlSelastjc

(4.10)
3500A

Cells having an elastic dilution factor less than 0.2 are defined to be paxt of
the elastic space cut while cells having an inelastic dilution factor less th an 0.2 are
defined to be p art of the inelastic space cut. Figure 4.3 shows the CED -FPD m atrix
space cuts for hydrogen. The errors on the dilution factors are not established yet
as the functional forms of the inelastic, background, background, and random yields
are not final. However, looking at the consistency of the dilution factor w ith various
fits and and fitting ranges indicate th a t the error will be b etter th an 20% [71].
Conservatively, this thesis takes the error of an individual dilution factor to be
20%. The average dilution factor of the elastic locus (weighted by the yield) is
0.121 ± 0.014.
By the same technique, the elastic and inelastic dilution factors of the pion
m atrix are obtained. Figure 4.4 shows the measured yield versus SMS current for
two representative cells in the C ED -FPD pion m atrix. The left plot corresponds
to cell CED 2 /F P D 7 and the right plot corresponds to cell CED 6 /F P D 12. The
d ata points are fitted according to a sum of three functions (2 gaussians and 1
linear). According to a G° Geant simulation, the elastic and inelastic contributions
to the yield are Gaussian. The linear fit accounts for randoms. The particles which
comprise the elastic Gaussian are actually misidentified elastic electrons [71].

4.6

D eadtim e
A m ajor correction to the measured number of counts come from d ata acquisi

tion dead times. Electronic deadtim e is caused when an event th a t should generate
a trigger comes in and is missed because the hardware is busy. W hen a logic gate
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FIG. 4.3: CED-FPD m atrix space cuts fo r hydrogen.

The space cuts are determ ined

according to dilution factors (see text).

in the trigger is activated, the o utput signal stays high for a fixed time. If another
event tries to activate the gate during the tim e the output signal is high, the event
is ignored. In other words, a hit th a t occurs too close in tim e with the previous hit
will be missed and the rate will be undercounted. For low rate detectors, this effect
is negligible. For detectors firing at 1 MHz, this effect is significant.
The tim e between adjacent hits in a detector firing at a given rate from unrelated
events is governed by an exponential probability function. Suppose a h it triggers
the electronics.

For a tim e period r following th a t hit, the electronics will not

respond. The tim e r is a characteristic deadtim e of the electronics. The average
“dead” probability of the electronics or the average probability of at least one hit
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FIG. 4.4:
Measured yield versus SM S current fo r two representative cells in the CED-FPD
pion matrix. The data points are indicated by black circles. The dark green line over
the black circles is a fit to the data, the red line is the elastic contribution to the
yield, the blue line is the inelastic contribution to the yield and the light green line
accounts fo r randoms [ 1 0 ].
occurring during the tim e window r is
fdead = 1 - e - RT,

(4.11)

where R is the true particle detection rate. For R t <C 1, the deadtim e can be
approxim ated as
fd ea d

^

R t.

(4.12)

The measured rate r is proportional to the probability th a t the detector does not
fire during the deadtim e
r = (1 - fdead) R.
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Normalizing both the measured and true particle detection rates in Equation 4.13
to the beam current, we have
Ymeas = (1 - fdead) Yu

(4.14)

where Ymeas = r /Q and Yt = R /Q are the normalized measured and true detector
yields, respectively. Substituting Equation 4.12 into Equation 4.14 gives
= (1 - R r ) Yt = (1 - YtQ r) Yt = Yt
So the

- Yt2 Qr.

parity-violating asymm etry A (Ymeas) carried by

related to the parity-violating asymm etry A (Yt) carried

(4.15)

the measured yield Ymeas is
by the true yield Yt and the

asymm etry A (Q) carried by the charge [72] by
A ( Y meas) =

A ( Y t - Y t2 Q r)
Yt - Y?Q t A

=

" Yt - Y?Q t A

r = ^ A ( Y t) - - f ^ A ( Y ? Q T )
-L

Jdead

1
=

1 -A{Yt) fdead
1

Jdead

(2 A (Yt) + A(Q ))
fdead

A ( Y t ) - - ^ f - ( A ( Y t ) + A(Q)),

(4.16)

Jdead

where we make use of the m athem atical identities in Appendix A. Equation 4.16 is
an im portant result. It shows th a t the false asym m etry associated w ith deadtim e
(A(Yt) + A ( Q ) ) ,

A falSe = , U :d
J-

(4.17)

Jd e a d

is made up of both the true asymm etry and the charge asymmetry. A simple re
arrangem ent of Equation 4.16 gives the parity-violating asymm etry carried by the
true yield Yt
^yr^ _ A (Ymeas) (1 ~ fdead) + fA (Q )

1

2fdead
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As shown here, the deadtim e correction depends on the the raw asymmetry, the
dilution factor, and the charge asymmetry. Therefore, the error associated w ith the
deadtime correction has both statistical and system atic components. The statistical
part of the error is added in quadrature to the main statistical error.
One approach to determine fdead is to plot the normalized yield versus beam
current (see Figure 4.5). This approach was used to perform a crude deadtim e
correction for the purpose of studying linear regression slopes (see Section 4.7). The
term “crude” refers to the fact th a t the technique does not separate the sources of
the deadtime. The derivation th a t follows is adapted from [74]. The CED-FPD
coincidence rate is a combination of the real and random (accidental) coincidence
rates
T

— Treal

r an darn :

(4 -19)

where rreai is proportional the the beam current
rreal = P()/

(4.20)

and rTandom is proportional to the square of the beam current
T random

=

f C E D I' F P D ^ t

=

(P c

=

(P

-

P i / 2.

ed

I ) (P f

p d

C E D P F P D & t

I ) At

)12

(4.21)

The quantity A t is expected to be the sum of the widths of the CED and FPD
tim ing gates. Substituting Equations 4.20 and 4.21 into Equation 4.19 yields
r = Pol ~ P i / 2-

(4.22)

Dividing Equation 4.22 by the beam currents gives
Ymeas = Po ~ P i/-
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Equation 4.23 is a straight line, where the y-intercept is the normalized rate of real
coincidences and the deadtim e is

fd e a d

=

~P i —
Po

-

(4.24)

Substituting Equation 4.24 into Equation 4.14 gives the normalized true detector
yield
ty
4 “

V m eas

V
~

1 + P 1I / P 0 '

/

(

a

j

The results of the deadtim e correction axe summarized in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The
systematic difference between the deadtim e slopes for NA and French octants is not
unexpected, given their somewhat different electronics.
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X* / ndf
Prob
PO
p1

2 /2
0.3679
1.813± 0.0174
-ci.001858 ± 0.0004257

X*/nd!
2 /2
0.3679
Prob
PO
1.947 ± 0.01185
P1
-0 00152110.0002791

.....

1

FIG. 4.5: Norm alized yield versus beam current fo r each octant. North Am erican octants
are in the left column and French octants are in the right column. The plots are fitted to
a line and the param eters are displayed in a sta tistics box at the top of each plot. The
errors on the normalized yield are scaled by a factor, the square root of the reduced x 2 ■
The param eter pO is the intercept and p i is the slope. The data are from current scans
28988-28991.
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O ctant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Po (K H z/pA )
2.00T0.02
1.97±0.01
1.96±0.02
1.85±0.01
1.81±0.02
1.95±0.01
1.72±0.01
1.94±0.01

Pl (KHz/(pA)2)

f d e a d (% )

A fa ls e ( p p m )

-0.0025T4E-4
-0.0017±2E-4
-0.0029T4E-4
-0.0008±2E-4
-0.0019±4E-4
-0.0015±3E-4
-0.0023±2E-4
-0.0016±2E-4

7.50±1.15
5.18T0.68
8.88T1.34
2.59±0.61
6.30±1.41
4.62±0.86
8.02±0.72
4.95T0.69

3.77±1.46
2.42T0.89
4.58T1.79
1.40±0.59
2.44±1.27
1.23±0.74
0.94±1.42
2.58T0.90

TABLE 4.2: Results of the deadtime correction, po and p i are the intercept and slope of
normalized yield versus beam current, respectively. The deadtime
m etry A f aise are calculated at the nominal beam current 60 p A .

NA
1.24
1.47
1.02
1.32

fd e a d .

and false asym 

French
0.855
0.465
0.781
0.801

TABLE 4.3: D eadtim e slopes presented as p i/p o in units of % / p A (10 3), where po is
the intercept and p i is the slope.

4.7

Linear Regression

If Y+eas or Y~eas in Equation 4.1 changes because of anything other th a n the
spin physics of the interaction, then it is a false asymmetry. This results in the
seemingly unattainable golden rule for parity experiments: no beam property other
than the beam polarization should change when the beam polarization reverses sign.
A nything th a t changes with helicity-reversal is said to be helicity-correlated. The
beam param eters monitored for helicity-correlation are:

charge asym m etry = y -—
1+ + 1-

(4-26)

x position difference = x + — X -

(4.27)
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4.7.1

y position difference = y+ —y_

(4.28)

x angle difference = 6 X+ —Qx_

(4.29)

y angle difference = 8 y+ — 0y_

(4.30)

energy difference = E + — E_.

(4-31)

Form alism

The formalism and derivations th a t follow are taken from [75]. The measured
yield Y ^ eas is a combination of the parity-violating yield

and the yield due to

helicity-correlations in beam param eters Y^c

Y£m, =

*5 +

Yt,

(4.32)

where the superscript ± indicates the positive or negative helicity state. If we assume
a linear relationship between the helicity-correlated yield and the beam param eters
Pm, then
__

Yt
where

dY±

=

Em fjf-Pt’
V im

(4-33)

is the correlation slope or the detector response to the beam param eter.

To simplify this notation, we rewrite the correlation slope as

dY"k
O 'J 771

= Cm. Equation

4.33 then becomes

Yt = E

m

C” Pi

(4-34)

and Equation 4.32 can be w ritten as

Yt., = Yt + Y,CmP t
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Making this substitution into the measured asymm etry
A
S Im ea s ~

Y+
- Ym~e a s
m eas
y+
y_

(a na\

mf>ne
"1I ■
Lm
eas "
•t*m
m/»,
eas

gives
_ Y + - Y - + j : m Cm ( P + - P m)

,
meas
Assuming th a t Y ± »

E mcm(p+ + Pmy

YPi + Y - +

{ -67)

Y lm CmPmi then

Y^-Y-Y^Cm APrr
y+
+ yp v ' **p v

J±rl---xm e a s

yX p+v — Y p~v

y+
-t p7; +1 y
x pv

. \

A Pm

^

LAI

^m

y+
+yx pv x ± pv

A D

—

Cm o / y \ 1
m

'

(4.38)

'

where A Pm is the beam param eter difference
A Pm = P + - P - ,

(4.39)

and the average yield is given by (Y ) = \{Y pv+Y~v). Therefore, the false asymm etry
due to helicity-correlations in beam param eters is
A false = Y ^ C m ^
'2(Y)

(4.40)

771

and depends on the correlation slope, beam param eter difference, and average yield.
The net change of the yield S Y is
m=n
6

Y = Y , CmSPm,

(4.41)

771=1

where n is the number of independent beam param eters, and S Y = Y — (Y ) and
5Pm = Pm —(Pm) are the deviations of the measured yield and beam param eter PTO,
respectively, from the means of their parent distributions. Cm can be determined
by the least-squares m ethod, w ith x 2 defined as
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where a %is the uncertainty of 8 Y —Y2m Cm5Pm in measurement i. The best values for
Cm are obtained by minimizing y 2. Therefore, Cm is determined by the constraint
th a t
ax2
= 0.
dCm

(4.43)

This leads to a set of n equations

£

$

r yi “ ^

Cm 6!A

= °-

(444)

If we assume th a t all N measurements have the same statistical weight (a 1 = o),
then Equation 4.44 becomes
(6 PkSY ) = ^ Cm{6 PkSPm),
m

(4.45)

where we have replaced J T w ith the straight average of N measurements (). Here,
(i8 Pk8 Y ) is the average product of the deviations of Pk and Y and is the vector covariance between the yield and the beam param eters, while (6 Pk6 Pm) is the average
product of the deviations of Pk and Pm and is the covariance m atrix of the beam
param eters. Covariance provides a measure of how strong the correlation is between
two different quantities. The covariance for two random variables x and y is defined
as
(8 x 8 y)

-

((x - x ) ( y - y))

=

(xy - x y - x y + xy)

=

{xy) - (x){y).

(4.46)

For uncorrelated variables, the covariance is zero. During event by event processing,
we keep track of the running averages of x, y, and xy. At the end of the replay,
(8x5y) is computed.
Equation 4.45 can be w ritten in m atrix form
£

= Vic,
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where
(6 P 1 6 Y)

{8 P 1 6 P 1 )

5P 1 SP2)

(5P 2 6Y)

(W P i)

SP 2 SP 2 )

c,
c2

-

(4.48)

,c =

(SPnSY ) _

(SPnSPl)

5Pn8P2) ...

Cn

Equation 4.47 is a set of n linear equations w ith n unknowns (Cm) and can be
^
solved by inverting M
(4.49)

C=

Computationally, it is more efficient to solve this sytem by LU decomposition. The
details of this technique are given in [76]. Suppose we are able to write the m atrix
^y
M . as a product of two matrices
(4.50)

W - S J ,
where

is lower triangular (has elements only on the diagonal and below) and

is upper triangular (has elements only on the diagonal and above). For the case of
^y
a 4 x 4 m atrix M , for example, Equation 4.50 would look like
a n

0

0

0

#11

fil 2

#13

fin

an

££12

££13

££14

£*21

£*22

0

0

0

f i22

#23

#24

££21

<£22

££23

££24

0

0

#33

#34

«31

££32

«33

££34

0

0

0

a 4i

££42

££43

££44

£*31

£*32

£*33

0

a 41

£*42

£*43

£*44

(4.51)

1

We can use a decomposition such as Equation 4.51 to solve the linear set

Vic = ( ^ t f ) €=*£ (W ) = i
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by first solving for the vector y such th a t

Ly = i

(4.53)

and then solving
(4.54)

y■

The advantage of breaking up one linear set into two linear successive ones is th a t
the solution of a triangular set of equations is quite trivial. Thus, Equation 4.53 can
be solved by forward substitution as follows
Vi

=

J i.
an

—1
^ ^a i j y j
j =1
i

J_
®ii

(4.55)

while Equation 4.54 can be solved by backward substitution
Cn

—

2/ a t
Pn

Ci

=

n

1

N

yi ~ ^ ^ A:
'ijx j

^" L

j=i

(4.56)

+1

The statistical uncertainty of Cm is determ ined according to the curvature m a
trix of x 2. The curvature m atrix a;* is the second cross partial derivative of x 2 with
respect to two arbitrary correlation slopes Ci and Ck
1 6>2x 2

atik = 2 dCidCk = ^£
for all

s p is n
(a*)2

;(SPiSPk) =
;-Mih
a y N ' ~ l~ K'
a 2/ N '

(4.57)

k and I. The inverse of the curvature m atrix is the error m atrix e
(4.58)

4.7.2

Slope Stability

To examine the stability of the slopes over time, the slopes of the six beam
param eters determ ined using natural beam motion are plotted versus run number
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over the duration of the run for all eight octants. The x slopes axe shown in Figure
4.6. It is interesting to note th a t the slopes in every octant are correlated with
each other. For example, a run which has a big x slope in octant 1 also has big
slopes in every other octant. The run-by-run fluctuations are much larger th an their
corresponding statistical uncertainties. An initial hypothesis was th a t systematic
effects such as beam halo could change the sensitivities of the detectors. A study
of the run-by-run fluctuations, as will be discussed later, revealed th a t the large
and unphysical slopes Eire the result of a sometimes ineffectual beam trip cut. The
other five beam param eters exhibit strikingly similar behavior. Figure 4.7 shows the
slopes of the six beam param eter versus run num ber for a typical octant.
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FIG. 4.6: Run-by-run fluctuations of the x slopes as determ ined using natural beam
m otion over the duration of the run fo r all eight octants. The absence of slopes during
the m iddle of the run period corresponds to a tim e when the JfK helium supply was lost.
The slopes are fitted to a constant, pO. Results fo r the other beam param eters are similar.
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FIG. 4.7: Run-by-run fluctuations of the slopes of the six beam param eter as determ ined
using natural beam m otion over the duration of the run fo r octant 1. The absence of
slopes during the middle of the run period corresponds to a tim e when the 4 K helium
supply was lost. The slopes are fitted to a constant, pO. Results fo r other octants are
similar.
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4.7.3

Slopes Before and A fter D ead tim e

To investigate the geometrical sensitivity of individual octant to the beam posi
tions and angles, the average slopes of the spatial beam param eters of the production
run determ ined by natural beam motion axe plotted against the average $ of each
octant. The average slope of an octant is calculated by weighing each individual slope
by the inverse of the square of its corresponding error. The error of an individual
slope represents a combination of factors: the statistical error (the number of m ps),
beam noise or jitter, and BPM noise. The error associated with the average slope
of an octant is the standard deviation of the individual slopes divided by the square
root of the number of runs which yielded slopes. The reason for taking the standard
deviation of the individual slopes versus a simple propagation of errors is because
of the large run-by-run fluctuations discussed in Section 4.7.2. Consequently, the
error associated with the average slope of an octant completely ignores the errors of
the individual slopes of th a t octant calculated from the linear regression. Since the
spectrom eter is azimuthally symmetric, octants th a t are located opposite of each
other should ideally have sensitivities to beam position and angle th a t are equal in
m agnitude and opposite in sign. O ctants 3 and 7 are located on the x-axis so one
would expect their x and 8X slopes to be greatest. Since octants 1 and 5 are located
on the y-axis, one would expect their x and 6X slopes to be smallest. Hence, the x
and 6X slopes should vary like cosine w ith the average $ of each octant. By similar
logic, the y and 6y slopes should vary sinusoidally with the average $ of each octant.
Ideally, linear regression is performed after the deadtime correction. However,
since deadtim e is n ot well understood at th is tim e, a com plete deadtim e correction

has not yet been implemented. Therefore, linear regression was performed first. In
Figure 4.8, the average slopes (not corrected for deadtime) determ ined by natural
beam motion are plotted against the average 4? of each octant. To see how the slopes
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behave after the bulk of the charge dependence (much of which presumably arises
due to deadtime) is removed, a crude deadtim e correction was performed followed
by a re-calculation of the linear regression slopes. The technique and results of the
crude deadtim e correction are provided in Section 4.6. For comparison, the average
deadtime corrected slopes determ ined by natural beam motion are plotted against
the average $ of each octant and overlaid in the same Figure as the average slopes
not corrected for deadtim e (see Figure 4.8). The octant number and average $ are
related according to Figure 4.9. All of the spatial param eters (x , y, 0X, and 9y)
appear to be unaffected by the deadtim e correction. This is the result of large error
bars derived from the large run-by-run fluctuations shown in Figure 4.6. Note the
unusually good x 2 for each fit. The charge slopes exhibit an odd versus even octant
dependence after the deadtim e correction. This can be attrib u ted to differences in
electronics between the N orth American (1,3,5,7) and French (2,4,6,8) octants. A
similar p attern was observed in the forward angle experiment [77]. According to the
charge plot, the crude deadtim e correction appears to over-correct. If the correction
were perfect, the charge slope after the crude deadtim e correction would be zero.
From the charge plot, the combined effect of random coincidences and deadtim e
is about -2% (-0.001%/nC x 2000 nC /M PS) at 60 juA. According to the results
of the crude deadtim e correction (see Table 4.2), the combined effect of random
coincidences and deadtim e at 60

fiA

ranges from about

-2%

to -10% (depending

upon octant number).
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FIG. 4.8:
Average slope determined using natural beam m otion versus average <& o f each octant
before (blue) and after (pink) a crude deadtime correction. The x and 0X slopes are
fitted according to a cosine function and the y and 6y slopes are fitted according to
a sine function. In both cases, the phase is fixed at zero. The parameter pO is the
offset and p i is the amplitude. The E and Q slopes are fitted to a constant. The
parameter pO is the constant. The /c h i2 x 2 probability, and parameters are displayed
in a statistics box at the top o f each plot. The slopes correspond to the elastic electron
locus.
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FIG. 4.9:
Relationship between octant number and average 4>.

The same plot was produced for coil m odulation d ata (see Figure 4.10). As
discussed later, coil m odulation was only enabled for a small fraction of the runs. In
contrast to natural beam motion, the slopes of all of the spatial param eters change
after the crude deadtim e correction.

Consistent with natural beam motion, the

crude deadtim e correction appears to over-correct. According to the charge plot,
the combined effect of random coincidences and deadtime is about -4% at 60 //A.
From this point on, any reference to slope will refer to the deadtime corrected slope.
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FIG. 4.10:
Average slope determined using coil modulation versus average $ o f each octant
before (blue) and after (pink) a crude deadtime correction. The x and 6X slopes are
fitted according to a cosine function and the y and 6y slopes are fitted according to
a sine function. In both cases, the phase is fixed at zero. The parameter pO is the
offset and p i is the amplitude. The E and Q slopes are fitted to a constant. The
parameter pO is the constant. The / chi2 x 2 probability, and parameters are displayed
in a statistics box at the top o f each plot. The slopes correspond to the elastic electron
locus.
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4.7.4

A C om parison o f Raw and C orrected Y ields

Figure 4.11 shows the raw and corrected elastic electron locus yield for a typical
octant versus the six beam param eters (x , y, 8X, 9y, E , and Q) for a typical run.
The corrections are based on the slopes determ ined using natural beam m otion for
th a t run and are applied to the natural beam motion of th a t run. According to
the plots, the corrected slopes mostly flatten out the dependence of the detector’s
yield on the six beam param eters. The run selected here was not one w ith “outlier”
slopes as discussed above, and one sees from Figure 4.11 th a t for non-outlier runs the
slopes as determ ined from linear regression of n atural beam motion are reasonable
and should allow a meaningful correction for helicity-correlated beam motion.

* Raw
- Full Correction
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FIG. 4.11: The raw and corrected elastic electron locus yield vs beam param eters for
octant 1 in run 29023. The corrections are based on slopes determ ined using natural
beam m otion fo r that run and are applied to natural beam m otion of that run.
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4.7.5

Target P rojection s by Different Sets o f B P M s

The beam position and angle are projected onto the target based on BPMs H00
and GOB. BPM

H00wasselected for the reason th a t it provides the greatest lever

arm to BPM GOB while m aintaining a p ath free of any magnetic elements. BPM
H00 is 3.254 m upstream of the standard pivot center of Hall C while BPM GOB
is 15.755 m downstream of the standard pivot center of the Hall C. The distance
between H00 and GOB is 19.009 m.
The beam angle and position on the target are calculated according to
x l —x2
tan 9 = — -------

,
.
(4.59)

d x lx 2

and
xta rg

=

x l + x2
---- ---------c
x l + x2
2

tan

6 d m id ta r g i

(4.60)

where dx \ X2 is the distance between the two BPMs and dmidtarg is the distance
between the target and the midpoint of the two BPMs (see Figure 4.12).

xl-x!

d x lx 2

dm idtarg

FIG. 4.12: A diagram shotving the position and angle projection onto the target.
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To study the effects of using different upstream BPMs to project the beam
position and angle onto the target, the slopes determ ined using natural beam motion
were re-calculated based on BPMs GO and GOB (as was done in the forward angle
experiment).

BPM GO is 13.206 m downstream of the standard pivot center of

Hall C. The distance between GO and GOB is 2.549 m. In Figure 4.13, the average
slopes determ ined using BPMs GO and GOB are plotted versus the average $ of each
octant. The average slopes determ ined using BPMs H00 and GOB are overlaid on
the same plots. The slopes are determ ined by natural beam motion.
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FIG. 4.13:
Average slope determined using natural beam m otion versus octant fo r BPM s HOO
and GOB (blue) and BPM s GO and GOB (pink). The x and 0X slopes are fitted
according to a cosine function and the y and 0y slopes are fitted according to a sine
function. In both cases, the phase is fixed at zero. The parameter pO is the offset and
p i is the amplitude. The E and Q slopes are fitted to a constant. The parameter pO
is the constant. The /c h i2 x 2 probability, and parameters are displayed in a statistics
box at the top o f each plot. The slopes correspond to the elastic electron locus.
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An obvious observation is th a t the angle slopes change sign w ith a different
choice of upstream BPM. Since there are no magnetic elements between BPMs HOO
and GOB, the electron beam m ust travel in a straight line. Therefore, it is physically
impossible th a t the angles calculated by different sets of BPMs are different. This
suggests th a t either BPM HOO or GO is backwards relative to the other. To identify
which BPM is backwards, the x position of multiple BPMs were subtracted from the
x position of BPM GOB mps by mps. (see Figure 4.14). According to this Figure, the
polarity of the last plot xgob ~ ^go is opposite to the others. This is true for y values
as well. Therefore, BPM GO is backwards relative to the others. This has the effect
of flipping the 0X and 6y slopes on the horizontal axis in Figure 4.13. Therefore, the
average 0X and 9y slopes calculated by BPMs GO and GOB are actually negative and
positive, respectively.

| x_QOB-x_HOO:lmp» |

| x_GOB-x_HQOA:lmps \

im ps

0 5jiiiliLilnfcl.il>l.iijiiuliuliuLinlm ltut
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FIG. 4.14:
The x position o f multiple BPM s subtracted from the x position of B P M GOB mps
by mps.
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Param eter
Arc (nm)
A y (nm)
A E (eV)
A 6X (nrad)
A 0y (nrad)
A^4q (ppm)

Value
18.2
21.6
4.3
-0.88
-1.85
-0.03

Uncertainty
6.0
5.0
1.1
0.18
0.39
0.26

Slope
f f
i f
i*

(%/nun)
(% /m m )
(%/MeV)
(% /m rad)
v i k (Vo/mrad)

(%/nC)

Value
0.61
0.97
0.0
-14
2
0.0020

Uncertainty
0.1
0.2
0.8
5
3
0.0001

TABLE 4.4: Left table: helicity-correlated differences/asym m etries of individual param e
ters (calculated quartet by quartet and averaged over the entire run) determ ined by BPM s
HOO and GOB. R ight table: average slope fo r all 8 octants determ ined using natural beam
m otion and based on B P M s HOO and GOB.

Param eter

Afa l s e

X

0.06
0.10
0.00
0.06
-0.02
-0.001
0.20

y
E
Ox
0y

Q
Total

(p p m )

U ncertainty (ppm)
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.06

TABLE 4.5: Overall false asym m etry and false asym m etries of individual beam param e
ters determ ined using natural beam m otion and BPM s HOO and GOB.

The helicity-correlated differences/asymmetries of individual param eters (cal
culated quartet by quartet and averaged over the entire run) and slopes determ ined
using natural beam motion (averaged over all 8 octants) and BPMs HOO and GOB
are listed in Table 4.4. The overall helicity-correlated false asymm etry and helicitycorrelated false asymmetries of individual beam param eters are listed in Table 4.5.
The overall false asym m etry is
-'dfalse = 0.20 ± 0.06 ppm.

(4-61)

The helicity-correlated differences/asymmetries of individual param eters (cal
culated quartet by quartet and averaged over the entire run) and slopes determ ined
using n atu ral beam motion (averaged over all 8 octants) and BPMs GO and GOB
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P aram eter
A x (nm)
A y (nm)
A E (eV)
A 9X (nrad)
A Qy (nrad)
A A q (ppm)

Value
22.4
46.7
4.3
0.05
1.16
-0.03

Uncertainty
5.6
9.1
1.1
0.5
0.5
0.3

Slope
f t (% /m m )
V l (% /m m)
(%/MeV)
f f | (% /™ ad)
y H j (% /m rad)

(%/nC)

Value
0.40
0.41
0.00
-3.6
23.0
0.0020

Uncertainty
0.11
0.17
0.74
0.83
2.5
9.3E-5

TABLE 4.6: Left table: helicity-correlated differences/asym m etries of individual param e
ters (calculated quartet by quartet and averaged over the entire run). Right table: average
slope determ ined using natural beam m otion and based on BPM s GO and GOB fo r all oc
tants.

Param eter

A fa l s e

X

0.04
0.10
0.00
-0.001
0.130
-0.001
0.27

y
E
9X
9y
Q
Total

(ppm)

Uncertainty (ppm)
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.008
0.008
0.01
0.08

TABLE 4.7: Overall helicity-correlated false asym m etry and false asym m etries of indi
vidual beam param eters determ ined using natural beam m otion and based on BPM s GO
and GOB.

are listed in Table 4.6. The overall helicity-correlated false asym m etry and helicitycorrelated false asymmetries of individual beam param eters are listed in Table 4.7.
The overall false asymm etry is
A false = 0.27 ± 0.08 ppm.

(4-62)

The overall false asymm etry and associated error calculated by BPMs GO and GOB
is comparable to the overall false asymm etry and associated error calculated by
BPMs HOO and GOB. Given the consistency, from here on we ju st use BPMs HOO
and GOB.
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4.7.6

A C om parison o f N atural B eam M otion and Coil M od
ulation

During this running period, coil m odulation was enabled for only 10 of the 90
production runs. These runs were the last ten runs of the running period (2901429024). To make a direct comparison of the two running modes, the slopes of the six
beam param eters determ ined using coil m odulation and normal beam motion were
plotted versus run number and overlaid on the same plots for all octants. The x
slopes are shown in Figure 4.15. According to the figure, all of the slopes determined
by coil pulsing are self-consistent (x 2/n d f is reasonable). Similar results hold for the
other beam param eters. Therefore, the coil pulsing slopes are stable run-to-run. In
contrast, the slopes determined by natural beam motion are not stable run-to-run.
Recall Figure 4.6 where this is seen more dram atically over the whole run period.
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FIG. 4.15:
The x slope versus run number fo r normal beam m otion (pink) and coil pulsing
(blue). The slopes are fitted to a constant and the fit parameters are displayed in a
statistics box at the top o f each plot. The parameter pO is the mean.
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A study to examine the instability of the slopes determined by natural beam
motion revealed th a t the beam trip cut is sometimes ineffectual and consequently
perm its non-physical yields. Figure 4.16 is a plot of the elastic electron yield in
octant 1 versus mps for a given run. It shows unphysical yields at about 25,000
and 68,000 mps where the beam trips. The deviation of the measured yield from
the mean of the parent distribution at the location of a beam trip cut is unusually
large. As a result, the calculated slope is large and unphysical. The coil pulsing
results were not affected by the beam trip cut as there were no beam trips during
coil m odulation. Since the coils are pulsed for only the first three minutes of a run,
the probability of a beam trip during this tim e is small.
Y_1 _ela_elec:im ps

I 0 .6 -

10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000 80000 90000
im ps

FIG. 4.16:
Yield fo r a typical octant versus mps showing the sometimes ineffectual beam trip
cut.
To compare the geometrical sensitivity of individual octants to the beam posi
tions and angles between natural beam motion and coil pulsing, the average slopes
of the spatial beam param eters of the last ten runs were plotted against the average
4? of each octant (see Figure 4.17). As seen in the Figure 4.17, the offsets of the
x and 0X fits corresponding to coil m odulation are consistent w ith zero while the
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offsets of the x and Qx fits corresponding to natural beam motion are not. There
is no significant improvement in the y and 6y slopes. This is consistent w ith the
fact th a t the x range for coil m odulation is two times larger th an for natural beam
motion and the y range for coil m odulation is three times smaller than for natural
beam motion (see Table 2.2).
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FIG. 4.17:
Average slope o f the last ten runs versus average $ o f each octant fo r both natural
beam m otion (blue) and coil pulsing (pink). The x and 9X slopes are fitted according
to a cosine function and the y and 9y slopes are fitted according to a sine function.
In both cases, the phase is fixed at zero. The parameter pO is the offset and p i is the
amplitude. The E and Q slopes are fitted to a constant, pO. The /c h i2 x 2 probability,
and parameters are displayed in a statistics box at the top o f each plot. The slopes
correspond to the elastic electron locus.
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It is also interesting to fit the slopes of the spatial param eters to sine curves
with the phase being a free param eter. In Figure 4.18, the average slopes of the
spatial beam param eters plotted against the average $ of each octant. One would
expect the x and 9X fits to have a phase of 7t/2 and the y and 6y fits to have a
phase of zero. According to the plot, the phases of the x and 9X fits corresponding
to coil m odulation are consistent with 7t/2 while the phases of the x and 9X fits
corresponding to natural beam motion are not. Similarly, the offsets of the x and
9X fits corresponding to coil m odulation Eire consistent with zero while the offsets
of the x and 9X fits corresponding to natural beam motion are not. Based on these
observations, one can conclude th a t the slopes determined by coil m odulation are
well-behaved.
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FIG. 4.18:
Average slope versus average 0 o f each octant fo r both natural beam m otion (blue)
and coil pulsing (pink). The spatial parameters are fitted according to a sine function,
where the phase is a free parameter. The x 2, X2 probability, and parameters o f each
fit are displayed in a statistics box at the top o f each plot. The parameter pO is the
offset, p i is the amplitude, and p2 is the phase.
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Slope
f f (% /m m)
i f (% /m m)

Value
0.02
-1.21

(%/MeV)
v m (% /m rad)
(% /m rad)

1.26
3.0
-8.8
0.002

7 5 5 (% /nC )

Uncertainty
0.12
0.38
0.36
4.8
6.3
0.002

TABLE 4.8:
Average slope determined using coil modulation fo r all octants.
The slopes determ ined using coil m odulation (averaged over all 8 octants) are
listed in Table 4.8. The helicity-correlated differences/asymmetries of individual
param eters (calculated quartet by quartet and averaged over the entire run) are
listed in Table 4.4. The overall helicity-correlated false asym m etry and helicitycorrelated false asymmetries of individual beam param eters are listed in Table 4.9.
The overall false asym m etry is
A false = —0.03 ± 0.08 ppm.

(4.63)

The overall false asymm etry calculated by coil m odulation is consistent w ith zero
and smaller th an the overfill false asymm etry calculated by n atural beam motion.
The errors are comparable.

4.7.7

Sim ulation o f th e Slopes

A simulation of the position slopes versus octant at 687 MeV was performed by
E. Beise [79]. The yields used in the simulation are for all events in the CED-FPD
m atrix produced from elastic scattering. In Figures 4.19 and 4.20, the simulated
average x and y slopes are plotted against octant number, respectively. The slopes
are fitted according to sine functions, where the phase is a free param eter. The
x slope should vary like sine with octant number and the y slope should vary like
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Param eter

A fa ls e (ppm)

X

0.002
-0.13
0.03
-0.01
0.08
-0.001
-0.03

y

E
&x

By
Q
Total

Uncertainty (ppm)
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.02
0.06
0.01
0.08

TABLE 4.9:
Overall false asymmetry and false asymmetries of individual beam parameters as
determined using coil modulation.

X

y

Simulation
0.10 ± 0.01
0.07 ± 0.001

Coil M odulation D ata
0.29 ± 0.17
0.18 ± 0.50

TABLE 4.10:
A comparison of the geometry amplitudes between simulation and the measured
slopes from coil modulation. Amplitudes are given in % /m m .
cosine with octant number. A comparison of the geometry am plitudes between the
simulation and the actual slopes is made in Table 4.10. According to the Table, the
amplitudes of the actual slopes are consistent w ith the amplitudes of the simulation.

A Com parison to th e Forward A ngle E xperim ent
It is also interesting to draw a comparison to the forward angle experiment. A
comparison of the average slopes (over all octants) is made in Table 4.11. As seen
in the Table, the errors on the backward angle d a ta are between 2 and 15 times
larger th an the errors on the forward angle data. Hence, it is difficult to draw any
real conclusions about the degree of cancellation due to symmetry.
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FIG. 4.19:
Simulated average x slope versus octant number at 687 MeV. The slopes are fitted
according to a sine function and the phase is a free parameter [79]. The x 2, X2
probability, and parameters o f the fit are displayed in a statistics box at the top of
the plot. The parameter p2 is the offset, pO is the amplitude, and p i is the phase.

4.7.8

C onclusion on B eam C orrection M eth od

Based upon these studies, I recommend linear regression according to coil mod
ulation, at least until the beam trip cut is b etter understood and improved. W ith
a perfect beam trip cut, the two approaches should agree with each other. For this
thesis, we com pute the false asymm etry due to helicity-correlations according to coil
modulation. In addition, I recommend dedicated studies to determine the source of
the small range of motion in y during coil m odulation. Extending this range will
improve the linear regression results in y. Sometime during the summer months,
the frequency of coil m odulation was changed from once every run to once every
three runs to gain more production time. I recommend reversing this change.
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Slope vs. Octant
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FIG. 4.20:
Simulated average y slope versus octant number at 687 Me V. The slopes are fitted
according to a cosine function and the phase is a free parameter [79]. The x 2, X2
probability, and parameters o f the fit are displayed in a statistics box at the top of
the plot. The parameter p2 is the offset, pO is the amplitude, and p i is the phase.

4.8

Background
The measured asymm etry A meas of the elastic electron locus in the CED-FPD

m atrix space, after deadtim e and linear regression corrections, is a weighted average
of the elastic A eias and background A back asymmetries
^_______

EelasAelas 4" Tback -4back
xr

■ ^ - T T ie C L S

.

x /■

*elas i *back

~

^elas-^-elas 4" ^back^-back
v1 meas
Yelas a
, Yback A
elas i 77
back
Y
Y
1 meas
J1-77!
meas
l^meas l^back
Aelas T dAback
Vm
(1

d) A eias T dAback,
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x (% /m m )
y (% /m m )
0X (% /m r)
6y (% /m r)

Forward
0.12 ± 0.05
-0.02 ± 0.04
-1.6 ± 0.9
0.08 ± 0.4

Backward (Coil Modulation)
0.03 ± 0.10
-1.2 ± 0.4
2.9 ± 4.8
-8.8 ± 6.3

TABLE 4.11:
A comparison o f the slopes averaged over the 8 octants between the forward and
backward angle experiments.
where d =

*m ea&

is the elastic dilution factor defined in Section 4.5. A simple rear-

rangement of Equation 4.64 yields the elastic asymm etry
A elas ~ ^

^ (Arneas

dAbacif) .

(4.65)

In order to extract the elastic asymm etry in the elastic locus, it is necessary to
determine the background asymm etry in the elastic locus. Ideally, the background
asymm etry would be evaluated by looking at the cell-to-cell variation across the
m atrix. For each CED, the measured asymm etry would be plotted as a function of
FPD. A fit would then be made to the measured asymm etry according to Equation
4.64, where the elastic asymm etry in the elastic locus is assumed to be constant as
a function of FPD (or time) while the background asymm etry in the elastic locus is
a polynomial (or other appropriate smooth) function in FPD. From the param eters
of the fit, both the background and elastic asymmetries could be constructed.
Due to the limited statistics of this thesis, a CED by CED background fit
was not possible.

A cruder approach was adopted instead, as described below.

The technique initially assumes th a t the measured asymm etry of the elastic locus
is the true elastic asymm etry A eias. For each cell immediately surrounding the
elastic locus (cells th a t are neither p art of the elastic locus nor the inelastic locus),
the corrected background cell asym m etry Aback is calculated according to Equation
4.65. The corrected background asymmetries are fitted according to a constant and
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the goodness of fit is evaluated according to the reduced chi-square x 2/n d f. The
quantity n d f is the number of d ata points (or asymmetries) minus the number of
adjustable param eters of the curve (in this case one). The reduced chi-square should
be near one for a good fit. If the reduced chi-square is reasonable, then the average
background asymm etry from the fit is the new corrected background asymm etry
and it is used in Equation 4.65 to determine the new elastic asym m etry in the
elastic locus. In principle, the new elastic asymm etry should used to determine
a new background asym m etry in an iterative process.

For this d ata set, a few

iterations showed th a t the background asymm etry had adequately converged at the
first com putation. The background asymm etry (averaged over all background cells
in all octants) is
Aback = (36 ± 35) ppm.

(4.66)

The corresponding %2/n d / is 117.9/119.

4.9

Beam Polarization
The polarization of the electron beam is described by a vector P . The orienta

tion of the vector determines the polarization direction of the beam and the mag
nitude of the vector determines the degree of polarization of the beam. If |P | = 1,
then the beam is 100% polarized. Conversely, if |P | = 0, then the beam is 100%
unpolarized. For values between 0 and 1, the beam is partially polarized. If the
vector is parallel to the direction of motion of the electrons, then the beam is called
a longitudinally polarized beam. If the vector is perpedicular to the direction of
motion of the electrons, then the beam is called a transversely polarized beam. In
general, the beam polarization had both a longitudinal and transverse component.
The final correction to the raw asymm etry is the correction for the incomplete
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polarization of the electron beam delivered to the hall. This correction is performed
last as the incomplete polarization is a simple dilution effect th a t affects every
measured quantity in the experiment equally. The correction is simply
Acorr =

P6

(4.67)

where Pb is the longitudinal beam polarization or the fraction of the beam th a t is spin
polarized. The error on the polarization fraction of the beam m ust be propagated
to the final asymmetry.
The longitudinal polarization of the electron beam was measured with both
the Moller Polarim eter in Hall C and the M ott polarim eter in the injector. The
principles of the Moller and M ott measurements are described in Sections 2.6.5 and
2.6.5, respectively. The beam polarization was measured three times and the results
are summarized in Table 4.12. The quoted error on the Moller measurements are
statistical only. The system atic uncertainty is unknown at this time and will depend
largely on the optics, which had to be adjusted to operate the Moller polarim eter at
this low energy. According to the Hall C Moller expert, a conservative systematic
uncertainty would be 3% [80]. Therefore, this thesis takes the system atic uncer
tainty to be 3%. According to Table 4.12, there is a discrepancy in the polarizations
measured by the two polarimeters. The M ott polarim eter consistently measures a
smaller longitudinal polarization. As the Moller is located in the experimental hall
and is more directly relevant, this thesis takes the polarization to be the average of
the Moller measurements
Pb = ( - 8 6 .0 3 ± 0.22 ± 3)% .

(4.68)

According to Section 2.6.5, the Moller asym m etry is negative. Consequently,
the spin of the electron beam points upstream (+ helicity). As seen in Table 4.12,
the beam polarization is positive when the IHW P is OUT. Therefore, the raw exper-
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Date
04-10-2006
04-13-2006
04-24-2006

IHW P
IN
IN
OUT

Moller (%)

M ott (%)

-8 6 .3 6 ± 0 .3 6
-8 5 .0 9 ± 0 .4 2
86 .6 5 ± 0 .3 6

-8 1 .8 5 zb l.2 5 it-0 .9 8
-82.20zt0.97zb-0.99

T A B L E 4.12:

Moller and M ott measurements o f beam polarization in April, 2006. Error on Moller
values are statistical only. Errors on M ott values are statistical and systematic.
imental asymm etry is positive when the IHW P is out and negative when the IHW P
is IN.
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CHAPTER 5
Results

5.1

Introduction
This chapter presents the results of the analysis for d ata taken during the first

part of the 687 MeV run, beginning in March 2006 and ending in May 2006. During
this period, a to tal of 15 C of beam charge was accumulated on the liquid hydrogen
target, of which 7 C was taken with the IHW P in and 8 C was taken w ith the IHW P
out (see Figure 5.1). The to tal accumulated charge on the target represents about
15% of the 110 C which was proposed for this beam energy.
A sum m ary of the parity quality beam is provided in Section 5.2 followed by a
discussion of the raw detector asymmetries in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents the
physics asymm etry and Section 5.5 relates the physics asymm etry to the strange
form factors.

5.2

Parity Quality Beam
During the Pockels Cell installation in March 2006, we achieved 3.2% linear

polarization and 99.9% circular polarization a t the Pockels cell. We aligned the
162
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FIG. 5.1: Accumulated charge on target versus date.
IA cell with a A/4 waveplate a t 14° and measured its slope (linear dependence
of charge asym m etry on voltage) to be -17.75 ppm /V . Table 5.1 summarizes the
position differences obtained on the QPD when steering is the dom inant effect (LP
out) and our goals for these measurements. To achieve position differences in the
injector smaller th an 0.3 /im, we aimed for position differences on the Q PD (LP out)
smaller th an 0.1 /xm. We aimed for position differences of this m agnitude because
the position differences on the QPD will be amplified about three times on the
photocathode, since the photocathode is located about three times further from the
PC th a n the QPD. We achieved position differences on the QPD less th an 0.1 /xm
in the x direction. However, we could not achieve position differences on the QPD
less th an 0.1 /xm in the y direction w ithout compromising the position differences
in the x direction.
Table 5.2 summarizes the position differences obtained on the Q PD when phase
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Ax
Ay

IHW P IN (urn)
0.024 ± 0.023
0.37 ± 0 .0 1 9

IH W P OUT (/xm)
0.10 ± 0 .0 1 4
-0 .2 1 ± 0 .0 1 9

Goal (/xm)
< 0.1
< 0.1

TABLE 5.1:
Position differences obtained on the QPD when steering is the dom inant effect (LP
out).

Ax
Ay

IH W P IN (/xm)
5.71 ± 0 .0 1 5
-5 .1 2 ± 0 .0 2 3

IHW P OUT (/xm)
-2 .9 6 ± 0 .0 1 5
1.71 ± 0.025

Goal (/xm)
< 6
< 6

TABLE 5.2:
Position differences obtained on the QPD when phase gradients are the dominant
effect (LP in).
gradients are the dom inant effect (LP in) and our goals for these measurements. To
achieve position differences in the injector smaller th an 0.3 /im, we aimed for position
differences on the QPD (LP in) smaller th an 6 /im. We aimed for position differences
of this m agnitude because the position differences on the QPD will drop about 20
times on the photocathode since the LP has an analyzing power of 100% and the
photocathode has an analyzing power of 5%. We achieved position differences on
the QPD less th an 6 /xm in both the x and y directions.
Figure 5.2 shows the helicity-correlated differences/asymmetry of the six beam
param eters versus slug number over the running period. A slug refers to a d ata
sample w ith a consistent half-waveplate state (IN versus OUT). The x 2 ° f each fit
is reasonable. Therefore, the differences/asymm etry of the six beam param eters are
stable slug-to-slug.
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5.3

Raw A sym m etry
The average raw (blinded asymmetry) of the elastic electron locus is plotted

versus slug number for each of the eight octants in Figure 5.3. The x 2 ° f each fit is
reasonable. Therefore, the raw asymmetries are stable slug-to-slug.
To assess possible octant dependence on the raw asymmetry, the average raw
asymm etry of the elastic electron locus is plotted versus octant number in Figure
5.4a. The %2 of both fits (IN and OUT) is reasonable. Therefore, the raw asymm etry
exhibits no octant dependance. To check for electronic asymmetries, the average
raw asym m etry for each waveplate state of each octant is added together and plotted
in Figure 5.4b. The line represents the average over all eight octants
(A raw)IN + (A a w )° UT = “ 11.0 ± 9.6 ppm.

(5.1)

This number is consistent with zero and thus provides no evidence for false electronic
or other uncorrected false asymmetries. Figure 5.4c is the waveplate-averaged raw
asymm etry (out-in)
(Araw) = —38.16 ± 4.81 ppm.

(5.2)

The x 2 ° f the fit is reasonable. Hence, the wave-plate averaged raw asymm etry
shows no tendency toward octant dependence.
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FIG. 5.2:
The helicity-correlated differences/asymm etry o f the six beam parameters versus slug
number. The red line is the average o f the helicity-correlated difference/asym metry
when the IH W P was O U T and the blue line is the average o f the helicity-correlated
difference/asym metry when the IH W P was IN. The average difference/asym metry
and x 2 o f the fit when the IH W P was O U T is printed in red at the top o f each plot.
Similarly, the average difference/asym metry and x 2 of the fit when the IH W P was
IN is printed in blue at the bottom o f each plot.
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F IG . 5.3:

The average raw (blinded) asymmetry of the elastic electron locus versus slug number.
The red line is the average asymmetry when the IH W P was out and the blue line is
the average asymmetry when the IH W P was in. The average raw asym metry and
X2 fo r the case when the IH W P was out is printed in red at the top of each plot.
Similarly, the average raw asymmetry and x 2 f or the case when the IH W P was in
is printed in blue at the bottom of each plot.
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FIG. 5.4:
(a) The average raw asymmetry of the elastic electron locus versus octant number.
The red line is the average asymmetry when the IH W P was out and the blue line
is the average asym metry when the IH W P was in. (b) The sum o f the average raw
asymmetries (in and out) versus octant number, (c) The waveplate-averaged raw
asymmetry (out-in).
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5.4

Physics A sym m etry
To preserve the true physics asymm etry until the entire 687 MeV d a ta set has

been analyzed, the blinding factor was not unmasked for this thesis. This decision
was made by the G° executive committee. In this thesis, we trea t the blinding factor
as an additional uncertainty on the asymmetry. As explained in Section 4.1, the
blinding factor is a m ultiplicative factor between 0.75 and 1.25. This creates an
additional 25% uncertainty on the asymmetry. The physics asymm etry (corrected
for deadtime, helicity-correlated effects, background, and polarization) and taking
into account the true sign of the physics asymm etry is
A phys = (-4 7 .4 ± 7.1 ± 5.9 ± 11.8) ppm,

(5.3)

where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second uncertainty is systematic, and
the th ird uncertainty is associated with the blinding factor (25% of 47.4 ppm). The
statistical uncertainty is the raw statistical uncertainty added in quadrature with
the statistical component of the deadtim e uncertainty.
The goal of the experiment is to measure the asymm etry with an overall uncer
tainty (statistical and systematic) of 5% of the measured asymmetry. The overall
uncertainty in this thesis (excluding the uncertainty due to the blinding factor) is
about 25% of the raw measured asymm etry (38.16 ppm ). The d ata analyzed in this
thesis represents 15 C of the 110 C collected at this Q2. Therefore, the entire d a ta set
at this Q2 will contain about 7 times more statistics. Thus the final raw statistical
error will be a factor of l / \ / 7 ~ 0.38 smaller than the raw statistical error of this
thesis. Given this fact, to achieve an overall uncertainty of 5% on the entire d ata
set, the system atic uncertainty m ust be less than 1 ppm.
The sizes and corresponding uncertainties of the systematic corrections leading
to the physics asymm etry in this thesis is provided in Table 5.3. The background
correction uncertainty dominates the system atic uncertainties, followed by the po-
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Source

Correction (ppm)

Uncertainty (ppm)

Deadtime
Helicity-correlated beam properties
Background
Polarization

2.0
0.03
0.6
6.6

0.3
0.08
4.8
1.4

TABLE 5.3:
The sizes and corresponding uncertainties o f the systematic corrections leading to
the physics asymmetry.
larization uncertainty. Both of these uncertainties will need to be reduced to achieve
the desired precision on the entire d ata set. The uncertainty associated with the
helicity-correlated beam properties is a negligible contribution to the 5% overall
uncertainty th a t the experiment aims for. Therefore, the helicity-correlated beam
properties and slopes are under adequate control for the final precision of the ex
periment.

5.5

Strange Form Factors
As explained in Section 1.9.2, the quantity G ^ s + r ] G is calculated according

to
A (ep) =

-

+
+
+

( 1 - 4 sin2 0W) (1 + R$)
G f Q2 .

n n A ^ & E n + T G ™ G ln)

4 W 2 1 +

V)

G fQ 2 (

j j 0)\

4iraV2 ^

< ^ (1 w

4tta ^ 2 {

e(G ^)2 + r (G ^ )2
(G r + V G ^ )

V>

E t (C T /)2 + r (CT* )2
w) e (G ™ f + r (G™)2 ’

(64)
(5 j

where
r rp$
V= ^ r =

2-84.
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In order to calculate G Y + r)G Y at Q2 = 0.631 (G eV /c)2, it is necessary to know
the electromagnetic form factors G Y-, G j f , G ^ n, and GrfY and the axial form factor
GeA at the same Q2. The form factors at Q2 — 0.631 (G eV /c)2 are determ ined via
param etrizations of the world d ata set. Section 5.5.1 describes the param etrizations
of the electromagnetic form factors and section 5.5.2 describes the param etrization
of the axial form factor.

5.5.1

P aram etrization of th e E lectrom agnetic Form Factors

According to Kelly [40], the param etrization of nucleon form factors takes the
form
(5.6)
where where both the num erator and denom inator Eire polynomials in r = Q 2/4 m 2,
and a,k and bk are param eters. For magnetic form factors, a factor of jj, is included
on the right-hand side. This param etrization provides excellent fits to G Y , G ^ f / fip,
and G 'ff / /in w ith n = 1 and ao = 1. However, this param etrization is less successful
for G Y because there is lim ited data. The G alaster param etrization is used to
compute the electric neutron form factor

a t" m

=

y T b t Gd

(q2) ’

(5.7)

where G o = (1 + Q2/ A2) 2 w ith A2 = 0.71(G eV /c)2.
The electromagnetic form factors at Q 2 = 0.631GeV/c2 are calculated to be
G Y = 0.273 ± 0.017

G ] f /n p = 0.283 ± 0.007
G Y = 0.054 ± 0.005
G Y /H n = 0.289 ± 0.064.
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5.5.2

P aram eterization of th e A xial Form Factor

According to Section 1.9.2, the radiatively corrected axial form factor GeA is
G y = - (1 + R T ) g ™ + %/afif=°G<? + ( l + *2> ) G ‘a .

(5.9)

In order to calculate GeA , it is necessary to know G^=1, GA\ and G6A . For consis
tency, this thesis uses the same values used in the G° forward angle experiment [75].
The isovector G7^ 1 is known from charged current quasi-elastic scattering and is
param etrized according to

Gr

= it W

k r

(5'10)

where G ^=1(0) = 1.2695 ± 0.0029 [82] is measured in neutron [3 decay and A =
1.001 ± 0.02 GeV [83] is the axial mass and is known from neutrino charged current
cross section data. The isoscalar G^A at Q2 = 0 is estim ated from hyperon decay [84]
2 x/ ( 3 ) G j )(0) = 0.585 ± 0.025.

(5.11)

Its Q2 dependence is expected to have the same dipole form and axial mass param 
eter as the isovector axial form factor. The strange axial form factor G SA a t Q 2 = 0
is the strange quark contribution to the nucleon spin and is taken to be [85]
A s = -0 .0 8 4 ± 0.040.

(5.12)

Just like the isovector and isoscalar pieces, the strange axial form factor is assumed
to have the same Q 2 dependence.
T he radiatively corrected axial form factor at Q 2 = 0 .6 3 lG e V /c 2 is thus calcu
lated to be

Ge/ = -0 .3 9 ± 0.48.
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5.5.3

R esu lts

Based on these param etrizations, a linear combination of the strange form fac
tors is extracted from our physics asym m etry (Equation 5.3). Taking the blinding
factor to be 0.75, we get
G Y + 2 M G Y = -0 .9 2 ± 0.55.

(5.14)

Taking the blinding factor to be 1.25, we get
G Y + 2 M G Y = 0.21 ± 0.55.

(5.15)

The error associated with each linear combination is the statistical and system atic
errors added in quadrature. The result is thus somewhere between these two bounds.
In comparison, the result of the forward angle experiment, at Q2 — 0.631 (G eV /c)2,
is
G% + 0.543G ^ = 0.060 ± 0.028,

(5.16)

where the uncertainty is the statistical and system atic errors added in quadrature.
All three of these linear combinations are overlayed in a plot of G% versus GSM in
Figure 5.5.
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= 0.631 (GeV/c)
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FIG. 5.5:
A linear combination of strange fo rm factors. The red line corresponds to a blinding
factor o f 1.25, the blue line corresponds to a blinding factor o f 0.75, and the green
line corresponds to the forward angle result. The solid lines are the central values
and the dashed lines are the one sigma errors.
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According to the Figure, for the case where the blinding factor is 1.25, the
strange form factor combination is consistent w ith zero. For the case where the
blinding factor is 0.75, the strange form factor combination is two sigma away from
zero. Thus, this result is consistent w ith the absence of strange quarks. The blinding
factor prevents us from making a more precise interpretation of the strange form
factors.
This thesis dem onstrates th a t the helicity-correlated beam properties are under
sufficient control for the rem ainder of the experiment. Parity quality was achieved
to the level where the helicity-correlated false asymm etry is considered a negligible
contribution to the 5% overall uncertainty th a t the experiment aims for in the
determ ination of its parity violating asymmetry. As a result, the experiment can
proceed successfully w ithout a concern for this systematic.
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A PPEN D IX A
Mathematical Identities
This appendix shows four simple m athem atical identities th a t can be used to
decompose a compound asymm etry [73]. The asymm etry A q is defined to be
A =

q+ + q

(A .l)

where q is any variable and is the average of the two helicity states q+ and q~

q+ + q~
2

(A.2)

Substituting Equation A.2 into A .l yields
q± = ( l ± A q)q

176
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A ddition

A (a + b)

(a+ + b+) - (a~ + b~)
(o+ + b+) + (a~ + b~)
(a+ —a - ) + (b+ — b~)
(a+ + o r ) + (6+ + b~)
2ciAa 2bAb
2cl -)- 2b
a
Aa H
a+ b
a+ b

(A-4)

M ultiplication

A (ab)

-

a+6+ —a _ 6_
a+6+ + a _ 6_
a6 (1 + v4a) (1 + yli) —ab (1 —A a) (1 — Ab)
ab (1 + A a) (1 + Ab) + ab (1 —A a) (1 — Ab)
2ab (A a + Ab)
2ab (1 + A aAb)
A a + Ab,

(A-5)

where we assume th a t A aA b -C 1.

Division

_
_
^

ab (1 + AO (a ~ A )
ab (1 A a) (a + A b)
ab (1 + A a) (a - A b) + ab( 1 - A a) (a + A b)
2ab {Aa - A b)
2 a b ( l - A aA h)
Aa - Ab
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Scalar M ultiplication

A (ca) =

ca+ — ca
ca+ + ca~
A {a) ,

where c is a scalar.
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A PPEN D IX B
Construction and Assembly of
CEDs
This appendix details the steps used to construct and assemble the CEDs. The
construction of the CEDs began in Fall 2003 and ended in December 2004. The
job required a team of one postdoctoral researcher, one graduate student, and three
undergraduate students. Following their construction, the CEDs were transported
to the experimental hall and mounted to the ferris wheel.
Step 1: Assemble the necessary m aterials. These include black tape, mylar,
teflon, tedlar, the scintillator, the light guide, the PM T, its adaptor, UV lamp,
goggles, glue, syringe, rubber bands, binder clips.
Step 2: Clean the PM adapter faces of any old grease or dirt. W rap the mid
section of the PM T adapter in teflon. On top of the teflon, wrap the PM T adapter
in one layer of tedlar. Affix th e tedlar w ith black tape.

Step 3: Clean the faces of the light guide of any old grease or dirt. Apply the
glue to the face of the light guide using a syringe. The glue should be applied in a
single straight line along the center of the face. Using the tip of the syringe, spread

179
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FIG. B .l: CED Construction Step 2.
the glue out uniformally to form a smooth, th in layer. Couple the entire surface of
the light guide to the PM T adapter by means of rubber bands and binder clips.
If some excess glue spills out over the edges, this is acceptable. Avoid trapping
air bubbles between the light guide and PM T thus producing an inefficient optical
coupling. Handling the light guide w ith bare hands should also be avoided. Apply
UV light to the interface for about two minutes.
Step 4: W rap the ends of the light guide loosely in mylar so as to assure a layer
of air in contact with the surfaces. On top of the mylar, wrap the light guide in two
layers of tedlar. Affix the mylar and tedlar w ith black tape. W rap the light guide
neatly in black tape along its entire length so as to ensure light tightness. Special
attention should be paid to corners and sharp bends where light leaks will most
likely occur.
Step 5: Test the light guide/PM adapter assembly for light tightness. Cover
the assembly in black felt and apply voltage. Read the anode current. Remove the
felt and read the anode current. A significant change in anode current indicates a
light leak.
Step 6: Apply glue to the other face of the light guide using a syringe. Using
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FIG. B.2: CED Construction Step 3.
the tip of the syringe, spread the glue out uniformally to form a smooth, thin layer.
Couple the entire surface of the light guide to the scintillator by means of rubber
bands and binder clips. Apply UV light to the interface for about two minutes.
Step 7: W rap the interface of the PM T and PM T adapter loosely in mylar so
as to assure a layer of air in contact with the surfaces. On top of the mylar, wrap
the interface in black tape to ensure light tightness.
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FIG. B.3: CED Construction Step 4

FIG. B.4: CED Construction Step 5.
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FIG. B.5: CED Construction Step 6.

FIG. B.6: CED Construction Step 7.
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